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Summary

The evaluation  and subsequent  excavation  of  the  site  at  Main Street,  Wymondham, 
Leicestershire  was  carried  out  by  CAM  ARC,  the  Cambridgeshire  County  Council 
archaeology unit (Oxford Archaeology East since the 1st of July 2008) in February to 
March and May to July 2008 in advance of a housing development.

The excavation revealed a multi-phase manorial building with some preservation of wall 
foundations, associated hearth/fireplaces, cellar and cesspit.  The manor, which is likely 
to have originated in the 12th to 13th century was a high status dwelling until at least the 
end of the 17th century after which it was in use as a farmhouse until the early 19th 
century  when  it  was  finally  demolished.  Occupation  pre-dating  the  manor  (possibly 
Middle or Late Saxon in date)  was also identified and was characterised by a possible 
timber building, a series of ditches and numerous postholes.  

In addition to refining the chronology of the site, analysis and publication  will seek to 
address research aims relevant to medieval rural settlement including  the development 
of the medieval house and transitions from Anglo-Saxon to medieval and medieval to 
post-medieval.  

Although the material  assemblages recovered were small  some elemts stand out  as 
deserving  particular  attention.  Of  particular  note  is  the  range of  artefacts  relating  to 
buildings.  The archaeobotanical remains have less potential than might be hoped from a 
site such as this although a small number of samples contain charred botanical remains 
that are worth detailed analysis and the fish bones are worth further investigation. The 
pottery assemblage  is  of  particular  importance  as  it  provides  the  first  good  ceramic 
profile of the region  and includes examples of medieval imports of types that are more 
often  found  on  high  status  sites.  The  earlier  part  of  the  assemblage  indicates 
Lincolnshire as the main source of goods giving way to Nottingham in the 13th century. 
There appears to be a hiatus in the ceramic sequence from the 14th to 15th centuries 
but by the end of the 15th century products of Derbyshire kilns  found their way on to the 
site. A cobalt-decorated Frechen stoneware Bartmannkrug drinking jug is of a type rarely 
found on excavations suggesting affluence as late as the late 16th century. Surprisingly 
few small finds relating to occupation of the house or personal adornment were found 
perhaps indicating rubbish disposal away from the main dwelling coupled with clearance 
of the house at each change of ownership.

The work was commissioned by Campbell Buchanan.
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1 Introduction

The excavation, undertaken by CAM ARC, the Cambridgeshire County Council 
archaeology unit, (Oxford Archaeology East as of the 1st of July 2008) was funded 
by Campbell Buchanan in advance of the proposed erection of 15 dwellings and 
conversion of existing barns. 

Mitigation of the site (SK 8526 1870) following on from evaluation included full 
excavation,   “Watching Brief and Archaeological Control  and Supervision” and 
Building Recording,  between May and July 2007.   The brief  for  the work was 
provided by the Senior Planning Archaeologist of Leicestershire County Council 
(Historic and Natural Environment Team, Planning Application No.04/0678/6). This 
and the corresponding specification (Connor, 2007) outlining the archaeological 
background, project research aims and objectives and the proposed excavation 
methodology, was adhered to throughout the project.

The excavation was situated on land adjacent to 58 Main Street and Nurses Lane, 
Wymondham on the site of the old Space Foods factory.  Partridge's map of 1652 
detailed the area to be ‘the site of the manor’.

A desk-based study was commissioned by Andrew Granger and Co in 2001 to 
assess  the  archaeological  potential  of  the  site  (Taylor  2001).   This  report 
comprised the collation and assessment of accessible historical, cartographic and 
archaeological  sources  within  a  0.5km  radius  of  the  site.   The  results  are 
summarised below (Section 2).

A historic building survey of the largest of three standing barns on the site was 
commissioned by Campbell Buchanan and carried out by CAM ARC (Nash and 
Fletcher 2007).

An evaluation by trenching followed by a strip and map of an area believed to be 
the site of the Old Manor building, was carried out by CAM ARC during February 
and March 2007.  The evaluation and subsequent strip and map showed that the 
foundations of a substantial stone building survived in approximately the location 
shown  on  Partridge's  1652  map,  and  that  cut  features  of  medieval  date  and 
possibly related to the manor house survived to the west of  this building. The 
possible manor house uncovered during this stage of work extended for at least 
40m by 25m to the north of the modern factory building.

The evaluation has also shown the presence of two other stone built structures, 
one along Main street and a second to the rear of the site opposite the Church, 
both structures may coincide with buildings shown on the 1652 map.

There were many other features of medieval date likely to be associated with the 
manor, these comprise mainly ditches which may coincide with the fence lines and 
gates  shown  on  the  1652  map,  but  there  were  also  postholes  indicating  the 
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presence of at least one timber building.  The majority of the evidence is confined 
to the western part of the site.

Some areas of  the  site  have clearly been subject  to  post-medieval  activity,  in 
particular quarrying for the underlying stone (observed towards the Main street 
end of the site) and more recently severe truncation as a result of the construction 
of factory buildings (observed in the southern and eastern areas of the site).

The site lies at approximately 102m AOD on the north bank of a stream.  The site 
is fairly level with a gentle slope south and east towards the stream.  It is notable 
that all the surrounding roads around the site are set considerably lower than the 
site itself.  Soils are Wickham 2 Association overlying thin loamy drift over Jurassic 
and Cretaceous clay shales (APS Report 99/01).  

2 Archaeological and Historical Background
The following summary is based on the Desk-Based Assessment (Taylor 2001):

2.1 Prehistoric

There is no evidence of any prehistoric activity in close proximity to the proposed 
development area.

2.2 Roman

A mosaic  pavement,  Roman pottery and  tile  have  been  recorded  c.  500m to 
south-west of the development area.

A large rectangular earthwork, approximately 165m east to west by 110m north to 
south was observed adjacent to the mosaic pavement.  Although postulated in the 
18th century as a Romano-British encampment, the earthworks are thought to be 
remnants of the medieval village.

Roman coins have been found at various locations in the area, including between 
Wymondham  and  Market  Overton  and  also  between  the  nearby  villages  of 
Edmondthorpe and Teigh.

2.3 Anglo Saxon

There are no known Saxon remains recorded within a 0.5km radius of the site.  

The  place  name,  Wymondham,  (Witmeham,  Witmeha,  Wimundesham)  has  a 
Saxon derivation meaning Wygmund's Homestead and the settlement is recorded 
in the Domesday Book indicating that is was established by the end of the Saxon 
Period.
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During excavations of the Roman mosaic pavement in the 18th century, human 
remains were discovered in the soil above the mosaic.  These may have been 
Saxon burials.

2.4 Medieval

The Domesday Book records two manors in Wymondham (Morgan 1979).  The 
larger  manor   was  granted  to  the  Hamlin  family  and  had  descended  to  the 
Berkeleys by marriage by 1348. The manor was sold to William Sedley by John 
Berkeley  after  1600  but  before  1621.  The  Sedleys  then  held  the  manor  of 
Wymondham until the early 18th century when it passed from Sir Charles Sedley 
to the earl of Thanet. It was when Charles Sedley was lord of the manor in the 
1650s that a survey of the manor was drawn up by Charles Partridge.  Patridge's 
map of 1652 clearly shows the location of the Jacobean manor, marked ‘the site 
of the manor’, suggesting that this was also the location of the medieval manor.

The parish church of St Peter is located to the south-west of the site and  much of 
its fabric is thought to date to the 13th century although there are earlier elements. 
Archaeological investigations at the church conducted by Lindsey Archaeological 
Services in 1999 revealed pottery from the 11th to 12th century including a piece 
of high status Andenne pottery from Belgium.

Earthworks  of  the  shrunken  medieval  village  of  Wymondham have  also  been 
identified  along  the  south-western  edge  of  the  modern  settlement.  Buildings, 
enclosures, a paved yard and a well containing 13th to 14th century pottery have 
been identified.

Further  earthworks  associated  with  the  shrunken  medieval  village  are  visible 
immediately to the north-west of the site on the north side of Main Street.  At least 
three occupation closes have been identified in the area marked as ‘The Park’ on 
the 1652 map.

A medieval water mill and a series of medieval artefacts have also been identified 
at various locations in the village.

2.4.1 The Manorial Barn

Three standing barns were located on the subject site, the most substantial of 
which had been incorporated into the structure of the former Space Foods Factory 
building.  These buildings were all  subject to historic building survey.  The two 
smaller barns were recorded by Gary Taylor (A.P.S. Report 150/01).  The larger 
possible manorial barn was subject to an English Heritage Level 2-3 survey (Nash 
and Fletcher 2007).  The following text is taken from that report.  
The manorial  barn was certainly built  before 1652 but  has subsequently been 
subject to much alteration. In terms of the documentary history of the building and 
this area of the village, there are a good series of maps and plans (the earliest 
having been drawn up in 1652). The 1652 map (extract) shows the barn (roof), the 
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[Jacobean]  manor  house  and  surrounding  village  scape.  It  is  likely  that  the 
manorial barn is roughly contemporary with the adjacent manor house. 
Concerning its recent history (i.e. over the past 200 years), this building has been 
put  to  several  different  uses  and  has  consequently  been  much  altered.  The 
earliest building was originally an open barn space with exposed rafters and no 
first floor. The available natural light would have been via a series of elongated 
narrow splayed window slits. These slits would have also provided the necessary 
air circulation for drying harvested crops. During the late 17th or 18th centuries, 
extensions were constructed. Probably during the early to mid 19th century, a set 
of  window and door openings were inserted along with a timber first  floor and 
associated stairwells. It is probable that during this time the building was utilised 
as terraced dwellings. The major refurbishment to this complex occurred during 
the  mid-20th  century when the  site  was  utilised  as  a  food processing  factory. 
Although much of the original fabric is hidden by modern tiles and render, some of 
the original fabric of the barn was exposed to reveal in places a complex building 
history. 

3 Aims and Objectives of the Excavation

The main aim of the project was to preserve by record the archaeological remains 
on the subject site.  In particular those areas where archaeological remains will be 
compromised by the proposed development on the west of the site and the area 
of building remains (possible manor house) adjacent to the east.  

3.1 Research Aims

The archaeological  investigation of  the site  aims to  contribute towards English 
Heritages Primary Aims (English Heritage 1998), and takes into consideration the 
research agenda for the East Midlands (Cooper 2006) and Policy on Research, 
Survey,  Conservation  and Excavation  of  Medieval  Rural  Settlements  (Medieval 
Settlement Research Group 1996). National, Regional and Site based research 
issues will be addressed.

3.1.1 Contribute towards the classification of non-moated manorial sites.

The  study  and  classification  of  non-moated  manorial  sites,  standing  buildings 
associated with such sites and the wider landscape in which those buildings are 
set is an area that has been identified as needing attention in the research agenda 
for the East Midlands (Cooper 2006, 213).

Specific objectives relating to this aim include:

Attempt  to  classify  the  ?manor  building  with  particular  regard  to  number  and 
function of rooms, date and development of the structure.
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Attempt to identify features associated with the building and classify them with 
regard to function and how they relate to the ?manor building.

Attempt to determine the relationship of the standing buildings on the site with the 
demolished ?manor building.
 

3.1.2 Contribute towards an understanding of the medieval household 

The Medieval Settlement Research Group (Medieval Rural Settlements -A Policy 
on  their  Research,  Survey,  Conservation  and  Excavation) states  that the 
household is a subject until recently neglected by archaeologists and there is an 
opportunity to examine the experiences of builders and users of medieval houses 
by the study of building and settlement plans, and artefacts and their distribution. 
This field of research has the potential to throw light on such fundamental issues 
as consumption and the family, including gender relationships.

Specific objectives relating to this aim include:

Establish how the ?manor building developed and over what time period.

Establish the function of individual rooms within the ?manor.

Establish how the ?manor building relates (spatially and temporally) to associated 
features.

3.1.3  Contribute to the understanding of the Transition from medieval to post-medieval  
traditions (c.1300-1700 AD).

English Heritage (1998) has cited periods of transition as an opportunity to focus 
on aspects of continuity and change. Eight periods of change are listed including 
the transition from medieval to post-medieval traditions (c.1300-1700 AD). 

Specific project objectives which relate to this aim are:

Establish a chronology for the start and end of the occupation.

Attempt to characterize the type of occupation and assess its potential to 
contribute towards knowledge about the processes of change.

3.1.4  Promote public appreciation and enjoyment of archaeology

The promotion of public appreciation and education are important issues in 
relation to archaeological sites and finds (Cooper 2006, 6). 
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Specific project objectives which relate to this aim are:

To enable the public to engage in the history and discovery of  the site by the 
provision of a public open day and where possible active participation.

4 Summary of Results

Preliminary stratigraphic phasing of  the site has been undertaken, and broadly 
correlated with the pottery spot dates, from which a number of site periods and 
groups have been identified.  This phasing is by no means exhaustive and it will 
be a main aim of the final report to revisit and refine the phasing in light of results 
from the specialist analyses. The following summary is supplemented by a context 
list with preliminary site phases included in Appendix 2. 

The provisional site periods are:

Period 1: Pre-Manor: Middle Saxon to ?Saxo-Norman
•Group 1: ENE to WSW Ditches
•Group 2: NNE – SSW Ditches 
•Group 3: Pits and postholes
•Group 4: Quarry

Period 2: Manor:  Medieval to Early Post-Medieval
•Group 1: Cellared building 12th to 14th Century
•Group 2: Timber building and hearth
•Group 3: Small room/building and walls under beam slot building.
•Group 4: Beam slot building
•Group 5: Hall with? Associated out building to E, cellar?
•Group 6: Extensions to West
•Group 7: Extensions to South-West

Period 3: Post-Manor: Post-Medieval
•Group 1: Cobbles
•Group 2: Quarry
•Group 3: Boundary Wall

Period 4: Modern
•Group 1: Animal burials
•Group 2:  Modern post pads

4.1 Period 1:  Pre-Manor Middle Saxon to ?Saxo-Norman

Features assigned to this period have been done so based upon stratigraphic 
relationships and alignments. The small quantity of datable material associated 
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with  these  features  largely  dates  to  the  period  between  the  10th  and  12th 
centuries, i.e. the period immediately pre and post conquest. A small quantity of 
Roman material has also been recovered, but this is likely to be residual. This 
period is characterised by a series of ditches on an alignment that is completely at 
odds with all of the phases of the later manor building.  It will be an aim to put 
forward reasons as to why this distinct change in alignment may have taken place.

4.1.1 Group 1: East-north-east to west-south-west ditches

A series of parallel  ditches on an east-north-east to west-south-west alignment 
were identified.  The southern most ditches curved slightly at the south-west edge 
of the excavation. These may represent a ditched track and/or boundaries to a 
property. 

Located between these ditches and at the eastern end three smaller ditches may 
be evidence for a rectangular timber structure at least 7m by 8m in plan. A further 
ditch was oriented at right angles to the others.  

Nearly 100m to the south another series of  ditches were located in evaluation 
trench 5 on a similar alignment, one of these ditches (510) contained a sherd of 
Middle Saxon Maxey ware pottery.

Pottery spot dated to 10th to 11th century (0.032kg) and Roman (0.111kg) was 
found  from  two  excavated  segments.  Stratigraphically  the  ditches  are  clearly 
earlier than the earliest building phases of the medieval manor (period 2) and on a 
completely different alignment.

4.1.2 Group 2: North-east to south-west ditches

Three ditches have been assigned to group 2.   Two parallel north-east to south-
west  oriented  ditches approximately 1.75m apart  extending for  a  maximum of 
25m, were located in the north-west of the site.  A further ditch partially on this 
alignment curved north to south after approximately 7m. This ditch was centrally 
located on the site. These ditches are stratigraphically later than the ditches in 
Period 1.1.

The ditches located in  the north  of  the site  contained 0.084kg of  pottery spot 
dated  to  the  late  10th  to  13th  century.   The  third  ditch  contained  no  dating 
evidence.

These features were on a different alignment to all manorial phases in Period 2 
and the surrounding village layout. 

4.1.3 Group 3: Pits, postholes and quarry pit

Sixty one postholes were located in the south-west corner of the site covering an 
area of  approximately 100m².  The postholes  are  clustered together  seemingly 
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randomly although some patterning can  be discerned; one group in particular 
appear  to  form a  small  (3m x 3m)  square  structure  and a  second  group are 
adjacent and aligned with one of the period 1 ditches.  Two postholes associated 
with this group truncated a small segment of ditch associated with Period 1.1.

Two postholes contained 0.035kg of pottery spot dated to between the mid 11th to 
mid 14th century.  

This phase also contains two large pits located to the western limit of  the site 
which truncated the ditches in Period 1.2.  The pit contained 0.046kg of pottery 
spot dated to the mid 11th to mid 12th century.

A single pit (1063) located between the two ditches in Period 1.3  was spot dated 
to the 10th to 12th century and contained an interesting  bone assemblage of 
domestic species such as fowl, bantam, goose and duck, and wild taxa such as 
rabbit, partridge, pigeon and lapwing, along with a single butchered fish vertebra. 
The  assemblage  implies  a  high  status  domestic  origin  suggesting  that  it  was 
associated with the earliest phase of manorial occupation.   

A small quarry pit (1115) located beneath a wall belonging to the manorial building 
(Period  2.5)  may  be  associated  with  earlier  phases  of  the  building.  It  was 
otherwise undated.

4.2 Period 2: Medieval Manor

The sequence of structural development of the medieval house is an important 
objective,  however,  it  should  be  noted  that  some  of  the  evidence  has  been 
compromised by later intrusions and it may not be possible to define a detailed 
sequence.  Analysis to date suggests that the house developed from a simple 
timber post-built hall like structure with an approximately central hearth (group 2). 
A large rectangular pit (group 1) to the west of the timber hall is tentatively thought 
to be evidence of an even earlier building.  Examples of 10th century and later 
partially cellared buildings have been found in a number of urban contexts (e.g 
Chester, Northampton) but are less common in rural situations.  The Wymondham 
example  has  some  features  in  common  with  urban  examples  although  it  is 
somewhat larger in plan and pottery suggests a later (post conquest date).  A 
possible kitchen range appears to have been built to the east of the hall with a 
large hearth at its southern end and a room with a suspended timber floor at its 
northern end.   The northern room may have served as a food store or preparation 
area as moderate to high densities of cereals, chaff and weed seeds were found 
there (Fryer, appendix 11).  This range may initially have been a separate wing 
from the domestic quarters but when the timber hall was subsequently replaced 
by a stone phase in almost the same location (although slightly larger) the kitchen 
range may have been incorporated.    The addition  of a range of rooms to the 
west of the hall continued the development of the building into a hall with cross-
wings; possibly an H- or T-shaped house, a type that was common by the 15th 
century (Brunskill 1981).  During this phase of the building the central hearth was 
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replaced by a fireplace incorporated into the west end of the hall where it may 
have backed onto a cross-passage. Later additions appear to be somewhat more 
haphazard.  There  is  evidence  for  an  extension  in  the  north-east  corner  that 
included a 2m deep plaster lined cellar (group 5, 1885), whilst to the west three 
rooms were built, the southernmost of which appears to have incorporated a spiral 
stairwell in a shallow projection, possibly external. A small rectangular projection at 
the south-east corner of the hall may be evidence for a porch.  A possible latrine 
pit (group 5, 1872) just beyond the south-west corner of the building is difficult to 
place within the sequence since it contained no datable finds and was physically 
separated from the building.  It's location outside the main house suggests that 
there may have been a corbelled garderobe above in the manner described by 
Margaret Wood (Wood 1983, 378).  The floor plan of the  building at its height 
corresponds  well  with  Partridge's  map  of  1652  which  clearly  shows  six  bays 
including a slightly projecting porch with three large bays to the west (the living 
quarters?) and two smaller bays to the east (the service wing?).
A hiatus in the pottery sequence between the mid 14th and mid 15th centuries 
may be of significance as it may indicate that the development or occupation of 
the house was interrupted.

4.2.1 Group 1: ?Cellared building 12th to 14th century

A large rectangular pit  (1113)  measuring approximately 6.8m east to west and 
9.2m north to south was discovered on the western side of the excavation area. 
The feature was between 0.45m and 0.55m deep and contained between three 
and five fills and had fragmentary evidence of internal structures such as small 
sections of walls and postholes. The fills contained 0.145kg of pottery spot dated 
to 12th to 14th century.

This  is  arguably  the  earliest  feature  in  the  sequence  of  structures  thought  to 
belong  to  the  manor  and  sets  the  north  to  south  alignment  that  continued 
throughout the life of the manor.  It is aligned with the timber post built structure 
(period 2 group 2) and lies directly to the west of it. Although not deep enough to 
be  a  cellar  in  the  modern  sense,  the  feature  may be evidence  for  a  partially 
sunken storage room, similar to an undercroft. 

4.2.2 Group 2: Timber building and associated hearth

The timber building comprised two lines of postholes running on an east to west 
alignment  with  the  northern  most  line  being  better  preserved.  This  line  was 
observed to extend for 7m. The southern wall is not as easily identifiable as there 
was a greater level of modern truncation, however a small number of postholes 
were  identified  approximately  5m  away  on  a  similar  alignment.  The  northern 
posthole  line  appeared  to  have  been  maintained  over  a  period  of  time  as  a 
number of the features were inter-cutting.  

A small group of postholes were also observed to the east forming a small square 
approximately 1.2m across. This group may also be part of the timber building, 
perhaps forming an entrance way.
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Located  in  the  centre  of  the  building  was  a  large  circular  hearth  that  had 
apparently been in use for a long period of time and was surrounded by a large 
area of burnt natural.  

No pottery was recovered from this group, however 1.421kg of glazed ridge tile 
provisionally dated to AD 1300 to AD 1500 was recovered from a posthole along 
the northern alignment.

The timber building starts the general trend of the earliest phases of the manor 
located towards the eastern end of the site orientated on an east to west axis 
facing south, with later development focused initially to the west and finally to the 
south-west.

4.2.3 Group 3: ?Porch

One of the earliest stone structures on site was located to the south of the timber 
building.  Three sides of the structure still remain (1528) with two large postpads 
in the centre.  The northern wall is truncated by the building in Period 2.5, with the 
remaining space measuring approximately 3m by 4m.  It is possible that this small 
room represents evidence for a porch.

Pottery weighing 0.239kg recovered from layers contained within this room have 
been spot dated to the 13th century.  A small quantity of late medieval coloured 
window glass was identified.

Two other walls pre-dating Period 2.4 have also been allocated to this group.  The 
walls, located to the east of the site, stratigraphically below the building with the 
beam slots, appear to be on an approximate east to west alignment, however they 
do  not  appear  to  be  related  with  any  other  structures  or  walls  visible  in  the 
excavation.

No  dating  evidence  was  recovered  from contexts  directly  associated  with  the 
above features.

4.2.4 Group 4: Room/building with beam slots

Located  to  the  east  of  the  timber  building  were  the  remains  of  three  walls 
comprising  a  room  or  building  measuring  approximately  7.4m  by 6.2m.   The 
southern wall is fully truncated and the other three walls have been truncated by 
buildings/rooms to the west and east in period 2.5.  

This room contains the burnt remains of five beams (1549 etc.) aligned north to 
south across it’s extent.  The beam slots were approximately 0.25m to 0.35m wide 
and spaced approximately 0.7m apart. The presence of the beams suggests that 
this room had a timber suspended floor. The beams had clearly been burnt in situ 
as the  high proportion  of  charcoal  in  the  beamslots  indicates.   Environmental 
samples contained significant proportions of weed seeds, cereals, legumes and 
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chaff as well as burnt bone and eggshell fragments suggesting that the room may 
have been used for food processing ( see Appendix 10 and 11 ).

A series  of  occupation,  levelling  and  floor  layers  associated  with  the  above 
room/building have been included in this group.  13th to 15th century pottery was 
found in these layers

4.2.5 Group 5: Hall with associated rooms and cellar

A large room/building was observed located centrally on the site  on the same 
alignment  as  the  early  timber  hall.   The  western  wall  remains  and  forms  the 
earliest part of the main north to south wall alignment.  It has an integral fireplace 
(1625) which was dated to AD 1520 – AD 1600 using archaeomagnetic dating 
(appendix 13).  The remainder of the room/building can be seen by the presence 
of  robber trenches where the other three walls once stood.

Associated with this group is a large cellar (1885) approximately 2m deep with a 
plaster lined wall.  A single rubble fill was contained within the cellar. The northern 
wall  was  beyond  the  limit  of  excavation  and  the  eastern  wall  was  heavily 
truncated.  No finds were recovered from this feature.

To the south of the cellar was a possible hearth (1629) and postholes forming a 
structure.  A small pit or posthole containing a whole midland purple pot  dating to 
the mid 15th to mid 16th century (appendix 5) was found beneath the hearth. 
The hearth returned a final  firing date of  AD 1400 to 1550  (appendix 13) and 
evidence of a slight rotation of the hearth stone as though it had been lifted and 
replaced.  The pot may have been placed below the hearth to ward off evil, in a 
similar  manner to  witch bottles.    The practice of  protecting a building and its 
occupants using concealed objects (shoes, mummified cats and particularly witch-
bottles),  was  at  its  height  during  16th  and  17th  centuries.  These  are  not 
uncommon finds in buildings of this period and several are known from London, 
including a near-complete Frechen bartmann jug from London’s Guildhall and a 
London stoneware vessel  (c.1670 -  1710) found during excavation of  Holywell 
Priory  by  the  Museum  of  London  Archaeology  Service 
(www.museumoflondonarchaeology.org.uk). 

A possible latrine (1872) located on the west side of site has also been assigned 
to  this  phase.   Although the  feature  contained no dating evidence and it  was 
physically separate  from the  rest  of  the  building,  its  position in  relation to  the 
western extension (Period 2.6) suggests that it may be a contemporary feature as 
it would probably have been accessed from above via a corbelled garderobe.  The 
environmental sample from a drain (1875) leading into this feature included faecal 
concretions which gives support to this interpretation.
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4.2.6 Group 6: Extensions to west

The group 5 hall was extended by approximately 6m in a westerly direction with 
the addition of  a  large rectangular ?room contained by a substantial  wall  with 
buttresses. The walls were built into the possible cellar  (period 2 group 1) which 
was then levelled with rubble to create a flat surface.  There was no evidence of 
occupation layers in this area, however the walls are very substantial to be an 
external yard area.  It is possible that this was a later living, service or work shop 
area.  

A further three rooms were apparently added at the same time, two had no stone 
footings on their west side so may have been enclosed by timber or walls with 
shallow  footings.   A shallow  projection  along  the  southern  wall  of  the  most 
southerly room may be the base of a spiral staircase indicating a second floor. 

There was evidence for a cobbled surface in this area suggesting that at some 
point this area was external.

Finds from this area are quite variable with a wide range of pottery dates probably 
resulting from the underlying sunken feature.  The likely dates for this area of site 
range from the mid 15th to mid 17th centuries.

4.2.7 Group 7: Extensions to south-west

Following the above alterations the building was extended a further 8m south with 
a small ?room measuring 3m x 4m and a wall running east to west.  The east to 
west  wall  forms a  possible  external  open sided area.  The use of  this  area is 
uncertain but may be associated with farm activity or a garden.

4.3 Period 3: Post Manor

Nichols notes that the Manor estate was sold to the Earl of Thanet by Sir Charles 
Sedley sometime before Sedley's death in 1701, and this may be when the house 
was “downgraded” to a farmhouse since Nichols (1795) later describes it  as a 
farmhouse  which showed little  sign of  its  former status.   The current  “Manor 
House” occupies a plot on the north side of Main Street and was built in about 
1840 so is unlikely to have been a direct replacement.

4.3.1 Group 1: Cobble surface

An  extensive  cobbled  surface  with  drains,  edging  and  possibly  post  pads 
contained within it was laid down to the south of the main hall. 
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It is uncertain which phase of building these cobbles are associated with but they 
are post medieval in date with 16th to 17th century pottery found from cleaning 
layers over the top. It is likely to be associated with a later phase of the house. 
The cobbles were laid over a large area of burning dating to the medieval period 
perhaps suggesting a fire may have destroyed part of the building at one time.

4.3.2 Group 2: Quarry

A large irregular quarry pit was identified in the north-western corner of the site 
extending into Trench 2 lying beneath the boundary wall  (Period 3 group 3).  It 
contained pottery from the 17th to 19th century.

4.3.3 Group 3: Boundary wall

The most northerly wall of the site runs north-west to south-east and turns to run 
south.   On  the  tythe  map  of  1844  this  boundary  is  visible  and  appears  to 
incorporate  the  main  north  to  south  wall  of  the  manor  house.   The  wall  was 
continued beyond the limit of the house using robbed stone, some of which was 
very  decorative,  and  includes  late  13th  century  window  tracery,  possibly 
originating from an ecclesiastical building.

4.4 Period 4: Modern

Modern features on the site   mostly relate  to  the construction and use of  the 
Space Foods Factory although a small  number of pig burials were also found. 
Although the ?manorial barn is shown on every map from 1652 onwards, there is 
no  sign  of  the  manor  house itself  after  1652,  Nichol's  refers  to  the  house as 
having become a farmhouse by 1795, it must therefore have been demolished or 
destroyed at some time after 1795  but before 1816 (extract from plan of estates 
belonging to the Earl of Harborough).

4.4.1 Group 1: Animal burials

Four pig burials were identified on the site, one of which was fully excavated.  The 
manor building was turned into a farm in later years and some of the elderly local 
residents of the village remember pigs on the land.  

4.4.2  Group 2: Modern postpads

Sixteen modern concrete post pads from a modern building were located across 
the site.  The building may be from the factory or farm phase of land use. 
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5 Statement of Archaeological Potential 

This  section  comprises  quantification  of  stratigraphic,  artefactual  and 
environmental  remains  followed  by  summary  results  and  statements  outlining 
research potential of the archaeological data recovered during the course of the 
investigations in 2007.    The  artefactual and environmental  reports are included 
in  the  appendices.  All  records,  artefacts,  photographs  and  other  digital  data 
relating to the site are stored under the site code XLEMAS07.

5.1 Stratigraphic and Structural Data 

5.1.1 The Excavation Record

Al hand written records have been collated and checked for internal consistency, 
the  site  records  have  been  transcribed  in  full  onto  an  MS Access Database. 
Quantities of records are laid out in the table below.

Type Evaluation Excavation Total
Context register 4 23 27
Context numbers 164 839 1003
Plan registers 0 3 3
Section register 1 4 5
Sample register 1 17 18
Context sheets (other records on plans, sections etc.) 74 816 890
Digital (ms Access) context records 164 839 1003
Plans at 1:20 (All Digitised) 2 191 192
Plans at 1:50 (All Digitised) 8 0 8
Total station survey Y N
Sections at 1:10 8 118 126
Sections at 1:20 14 4 18
Black and White prints 36 324 360
Colour slides 36 324 360
Digital photographs (JPG) 67 625 692

5.1.2 Finds Quantification

All finds have been washed, marked, quantified and bagged in accordance with 
Leicester Museums Archive Guidance.  The catalogue of all finds is on an  MS 
Access  Database.  Total quantities for each material type are listed in the table 
below.
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Material Evaluation Excavation Totals
Pottery 1.873 kg 7.759 kg 9.632
Animal bone 4.955 kg 8.557 kg 13.512
Flint 0.014 kg 0.211 kg 0.225
CBM 1.371 kg 12.802 kg 14.173
Architectural Stone 6.761 kg 30.669 kg 37.43
Slag 0.12 kg 0.525 kg 0.645
Fired clay 0.019 0.076 kg 0.095
Shell 0.139 kg 1.428 kg 1.567
Small Finds 10 124 134 objects*
Clay tobacco pipe 0.006 kg 0.158 kg 0.164
Slate 1.293 kg 1.196 kg 2.489
Mortar 0.759 kg 0.974 kg 1.733
Plaster 2.299 2.299
Shale 0.028 0.028

* Some groups of objects especially glass and iron have been grouped under one small find number

5.1.3 Range and Variety

Features  and  deposits  found  on  this  excavation  mainly relate  to  building  and 
occupation over a period spanning the 12th to 17th centuries.  An earlier period of 
possibly 10th to 11th century activity was characterised by a series of ditches. The 
number of features of each of the main types is listed in the table below.

5.1.4 Condition

The archaeological remains were surprisingly well preserved given their location 
on the site of a former factory, much of the evidence for the manor building being 
sited below the site of  a former car park.  There were, however,  some serious 
truncations in isolated areas including the factory access road at the east end of 
the site, and a petrol tank at the north-west end of the site.  All the walls with deep 
foundations were well preserved and some were even standing to 2 or 3 courses 
in height and a number of hearths survived. Where walls were founded on shallow 
footings  these  were  truncated  and  there  was  little  evidence  for  internal  floors 
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Feature type Excavation Evaluation
Wall 2 31
Foundation trench 0 20
Pit 14 34
Posthole 24 108
Ditch 11 18
Oven/hearth 0 3
Layer/Surface 19 135
Latrine 0 1
Cellar 0 1



although  patches  of  external  surfacing  survived  and  one  room  did  contain 
evidence for a suspended floor, although the floor itself did not survive.   

5.1.5 Documentary Evidence

Some initial documentary research was conducted by A.P.S. for the desk-based 
assessment.  A study of the documentary history of Wymondham was undertaken 
by  Ralph  Penniston  Taylor  and  is  published  under  the  title  of  “A history  of 
Wymondham,  Leicestershire”.   Further  information  will  be  sought  at  the 
Leicestershire HER and Public Records Offices.

6 Updated Research Aims and Objectives

The  assessment  of  the  stratigraphic,  structural,  artefactual  and  environmental 
data from the excavation indicates that there is good potential to address most of 
the original research aims and objectives identified in the Specification (Connor 
2007, and section 3 in this report).

The classification, identification and to a certain extent the dating of rooms and 
phases of the manorial building will mainly rely upon the stratigraphic analysis and 
comparative  studies  from  other  sites  because  the  material  assemblages 
recovered  were  very  small.  Interpretation  of  function,  status  and  economic 
development of the site will be restricted and research aims relating to site specific 
and regional finds analysis are unlikely to be fulfilled.

Aims  relating  to  the  public  appreciation  and  enjoyment  of  archaeology  have 
already been accomplished during the excavation phase by the organisation of 
well attended open day, volunteer opportunities on site and a talk given to the 
Wymondham  and  Edmondthorpe  Civic  Society  and  more  recently  to  the 
Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society.  

All other aims and objectives are still deemed relevant, however due to the issues 
discussed above they may not be fully realised.

Contribute towards the classification of non-moated manorial sites.

The  study  and  classification  of  non-moated  manorial  sites,  standing  buildings 
associated with such sites and the wider landscape in which those buildings are 
set is an area that has been identified as needing attention in the research agenda 
for the East Midlands (Cooper 2006, 213).

Specific objectives relating to this aim include:

Attempt  to  classify  the  ?manor  building  with  particular  regard  to  number  and 
function of rooms, date and development of the structure.
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Attempt to identify features associated with the building and classify them with 
regard to function and how they relate to the ?manor building.

Attempt to determine the relationship of the standing buildings on the site with the 
demolished ?manor building.
 

Contribute towards an understanding of the medieval household 

The Medieval Settlement Research Group (Medieval Rural Settlements -A Policy 
on  their  Research,  Survey,  Conservation  and  Excavation) states  that the 
household is a subject until recently neglected by archaeologists and there is an 
opportunity to examine the experiences of builders and users of medieval houses 
by the study of building and settlement plans, and artefacts and their distribution. 
This field of research has the potential to throw light on such fundamental issues 
as consumption and the family, including gender relationships.

Specific objectives relating to this aim include:

Establish how the ?manor building developed and over what time period. Establish 
the reasons for the apparent hiatus in the pottery sequence during the mid 14th to 
mid 15th century.  

Establish the function of individual rooms within the ?manor.

Establish how the ?manor building relates (spatially and temporally) to associated 
features.

Contribute to the understanding of the Transition from medieval to post medieval  
traditions (c.1300-1700 AD).

English Heritage (1998) has cited periods of transition as an opportunity to focus 
on aspects of continuity and change. Eight periods of change are listed including 
the transition from medieval to post-medieval traditions (c.1300-1700 AD). 

Specific project objectives which relate to this aim are:

Establish a chronology for the start and end of the occupation.

Attempt to characterise the type of occupation and assess its potential to 
contribute towards knowledge about the processes of change.
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7 Archiving,  Report and Publication 

7.1 Report

A full report will be submitted to the Leicestershire HER and held in archive.  

7.2 Archiving

Excavated  material  and  records  will  be  deposited  with,  and  curated  by 
Leicestershire  County  Council  Museums  Service. During  analysis  and  report 
preparation, OA East will hold all material and reserves the right to send material 
for specialist analysis.

The archive will  be prepared in line with the current edition of  the ‘Transfer of 
archaeological  archives  to  Leicestershire  Museums,  Arts  and  Record  Service’ 
(LMARS), supplemented as necessary by the UKIC Guidelines for the preparation 
of excavation archives for long term storage.

7.3 Publication

If  required  the  results  of  the  project  will  be  submitted  for  publication  in 
‘Transactions of the Leicestershire Historical and Archaeological Society’, under 
the title “The Site of the Manor”: Excavations on the site of the old Space Foods 
factory, Wymondham, Leicestershire by Alexandra Pickstone and Aileen Connor  
with   Nina Crummy, Chris Faine, Rachel Fosberry, Val Fryer, Deborah Sawday, 
Ruth Shaffrey, Jane Young.  The article will focus primarily on the development of 
the ?manorial building with reference to the main research aims. 
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8 Resources and Programming

8.1 Staffing 

8.1.1 Project Team

Name Initials Project Role Establishment
Crane Begg CB Senior Illustrator OA East
Barry Bishop BB Lithics Freelance
Aileen Connor AC Project Manager/ Co - Author OA East
Nina Crummy NC Metal work Freelance
Chris Faine ChF Animal Bone OA East
Carole Fletcher CF Archive ?CBM OA East
Val Fryer VF Environmental Remains Freelance
Emma Hogarth EH Conservator Colchester Museum
Julian Mumby JM Architectural stone consultant OA South 
Alex Pickstone AEP Project Officer/ Co - Author OA East
Elizabeth Popescu EP Editor/Publications Manager OA East
Deborah Sawday DS Ceramic Building Material Leicester
Ruth Shaffrey RS Architectural Stone OA South 
Jane Young JY Post-Medieval Pottery Freelance

8.2 Task Identification 

Task Staff
Project management AC
Stratigraphic Report AEP
Report  figures CB
Documentary research AEP
Small Finds  report NC
Finds illustrations CB
Ceramic building materials Report DS
Post-Roman pottery report JY
Architectural Stone analysis and report RS/JM
Window and Vessel glass report CF/AB
Report on miscellaneous finds AB
Conservation TBA
Animal and fish bone report ChF
Charred plant remains report VF
Publication Report AC/AEP
Collate/edit captions, bibliography, appendices etc. AEP
Produce draft report CB
Internal edit EP
Incorporate internal edits AEP/AC
Final edit EP
Post-refereeing revisions AEP/AC
Copy edit queries AEP
Prepare Archive for deposition AEP/CF
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Appendix 1: Health and Safety Statement

Oxford Archaeology East will ensure that all work is carried out in accordance with 
Oxford Archaeology Limited's Health and Safety Policies, to standards defined in 
The Health and Safety at Work, etc. Act, 1974  and  The Management of Health  
and Safety Regulations, 1992,  and in accordance with the manual  Health and 
Safety in Fieldwork Archaeology (SCAUM 1997).

Risk assessments prepared for the OA East office will be adhered to.

Oxford  Archaeology Limited  is  covered  by Public  Liability  Insurance.  Separate 
professional  insurance  is  covered  by  the  Public  Liability  Policy  held.  Oxford 
Archaeology Limited's insurance cover is:

Employers Liability £20,000,000
Public Liability £30,000,000

Full  details  of  Oxford  Archaeology  Limited's  Health  and  Safety  Policies  and 
insurance cover can be provided on request.
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Appendix 2: Context Summary

Ctxt Cut Category Feature 
Type Other Comments Period Group Spot date

100 layer topsoil Dark brownish black, silty clay, rare stones, loose, 0.2m thick
101 102 fill pit dark blackish brown, clayey silt, occasional stone, charcoal, 

moderate, 0.58m thick
1 0 13th - 15th

102 102 cut pit uncertain, steep, sharp, not bottomed, U shape 1 0
103 104 fill ditch Dark blackish brown, clayey silt, occasional stone and charcoal, 

moderate - loose, 0.29m thick
1 2 late 12th - 

13th
104 104 cut ditch Linear, steep, sharp, concave, NE-SW, U-shape 1 2
105 106 fill posthole dark blackish brown, silty clay, occ stones, loose, single fill 0.2m 

thick
1 0

106 106 cut posthole Circular, steep, sharp, flattish, U shaped 1 0
107 108 fill pit mid black brown, silty clay, abundant charcoal and stone frags 1 3 CBM 1300 - 

1500
108 108 cut pit 1 3
109 110 fill ditch dark blackish brown, silty clay, moderate small round pebbles, firm, 

0.03m thick
1 0

110 110 cut ditch Linear, gentle, imperceptible, flat, N-S, flat bottomed U shape 1 0
111 112 fill pit dark black brown, silty clay, moderate charcoal and stone, 

moderate, 0.42m thick
0

112 112 cut pit full extent not visible, steep, gradual top imperceptible base, 
concave, wide U shape

0

113 0 layer subsoil Mid blackish brown, silty clay, rare stone inclusions, loose, 0.12m 
thick

0

114 0 layer Mid greyish brown, silty clay, occasional charcoal large stones 
mortar, rare brick fragments, moderate/firm

0

115 0 layer dark greyish black, clayey silt, occasional charcoal, small stones, 
moderate, 0.4m thick

0

116 0 layer mixed orange and dark grey, silty clay, occasional very large 
stones, firm, 0.16m thick

0

117 0 layer Bright orangey brown, 40% clay/silt 60% large stones, moderate - 
loose

0

118 120 fill pit mid grey brown, silty clay, abundant local stone, loose, 0.12m thick 0
119 813 fill pit mid grey brown, clayey silt, moderate local stone, loose, 0.33m 

thick
1 3

120 120 cut pit circular (fully exposed in excavation), steep, sharp top, not fully 
excavated

1 3

121 120 fill pit mid brown grey, silty clay, rare stones and charcoal, moderate, 
0.48m thick

1 3 mid 11th - mid 
12th

122 120 fill pit dark grey brown, silty clay, rare stones, loose, 0.14m thick 1 3 11th - 12th
123 120 fill pit mid brown grey clayey silt, rare large stones, loose, not bottomed 1 3 mid 11th - mid 

12th
124 125 fill posthole dark blackish brown, clayey silt, occasional stone, charcoal, 

moderate, 0.58m thick
1 3

125 125 cut posthole Uncertain, steep, sharp, concave 1 3
126 127 fill posthole Dark blackish brown, clayey silt, occasional stone and charcoal, 

moderate - loose, 0.21m thick
1 3

127 127 cut posthole Circular, steep, sharp, flattish, U shaped 1 3
128 108 fill pit mid yellow brown, silty clay, rare charcoal, rare large stone 1 3
129 108 fill pit mid grey brown, silty clay, occ large stone 1 3
130 131 fill pit mid grey brown, silty clay, freq small round stones, friable, 0.15m 

thick
0

131 131 cut pit sub circular, gentle, imperceptible top moderate base, concave, 
wide U shape

0
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Ctxt Cut Category Feature 
Type Other Comments Period Group Spot date

132 133 fill pit mid orange brown, clay silt, friable 0.2m 0
133 133 cut pit circular, gentle, imperceptible, flat, wide flat bottomed U shape 0
134 135 fill ditch 1 1
135 135 cut ditch 1 1
136 135 fill ditch 1 1
137 135 fill ditch 1 1
138 135 fill ditch 1 1
139 140 fill ditch orange mid grey, silt, moderate re deposited lumps, fine medium 

sized pebbles,0.58m thick
1 0 late 12th - 

mid 13th
140 140 cut ditch 1 0
141 140 fill ditch orange mid brown slightly clayey silt, occ. Charcoal flecking, 

coarse sand/pebbles, firm, 0.1m thick
1 0

142 140 fill ditch greyish dark orange, silt, freq re deposited natural, loose, 0.35m 
thick

1 0

143 140 fill ditch orange mid grey silt, freq medium and coarse sized angular 
ironstone pebbles, loose, 0.34m thick

1 0

144 140 fill ditch greyish dark brown, clayey silt, moderate charcoal flecking, 0.16m 
thick

1 0

145 146 fill pit reddish dark brown, clayey silt, re deposited nat, loose, 0.2m thick 0
146 146 cut pit oval, NE side under cut SW gradual, irregular, asymmetric 0
147 148 fill ditch brownish very dark grey, clayey silt, occ fine and medium pebbles, 

firm, 0.66m thick
0

148 148 cut ditch linear, steep, gradual top and base, slightly concave, open U shape 0
149 150 fill pit orange light brown, clayey silt, occ charcoal flecking,, firm, 0.21m 

thick
0

150 150 cut pit not fully exposed, gradual, gradual top/imperceptible base, 
concave, open v shape

0

151 152 fill posthole orange mid brown, clayey silt, firm, no inclusions, 0.09m thick 1 3
152 152 cut posthole circular, gradual, gradual top/imperceptible base, concave, open U 

shape
1 3

153 154 fill posthole greyish dark orange, silt, no inclusions, loose, 0.11m thick, 
truncated by 150

1 3

154 154 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp top and imperceptible base, concave, open V 
shape

1 3

155 156 fill posthole orange light brown, slightly clayey silt, occasional stone, firm, 
0.24m thick

0

156 156 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp top and base, concave 0
157 158 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.2m thick 1 3
158 158 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

159 160 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.2m thick 1 3
160 160 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

161 162 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.2m thick 1 3 mid 11th - 
12th

162 162 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 
shape

1 3

163 164 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.2m thick 1 3
164 164 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

165 166 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.18m thick 1 3
166 166 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

167 168 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.2m thick 1 3
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168 168 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 
shape

1 3

169 170 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.05m thick 1 3
170 170 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

171 172 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.25m thick 1 3
172 172 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

173 174 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.05m thick 1 3
174 174 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

175 176 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.1m thick, 
truncated by 178

1 3

176 176 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 
shape

1 3

177 178 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.14m thick 1 3
178 178 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

179 180 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.14m thick 1 3
180 180 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

181 182 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.13m thick 1 3
182 182 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

183 184 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.15m thick, 
truncated by 182

1 3

184 184 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 
shape

1 3

185 186 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.15m thick 1 3
186 186 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

187 188 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.15m thick 1 3
188 188 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

189 190 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.2m thick 1 3
190 190 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

191 192 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, rare small, stones, friable, 0.25m thick 1 3
192 192 cut posthole circular, nr vertical, sharp at top moderate at base, concave, U 

shape
1 3

193 194 fill pit dark grey brown, silty clay, rare small stones, friable, 0.1m thick 1 11th - mid 
12th

194 194 cut pit circular, gentle, moderate at top imperceptible at base, flat, shallow 
U shape

1

195 196 fill ditch mid brown grey, silty clay, rare small stones, friable. 0.2m thick, 
truncated by 194

196 196 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, concave, E-W, U-shape
197 198 fill ditch dark brown, silty clay, rare small stones, friable, 0.05m thick, 

truncated by 800
0

198 198 cut ditch Curvilinear, gentle, imperceptible, flat, N turns to SE, wide U-shape 0
199 800 fill pit mid grey brown, silty clay, rare stones, friable, 0.22m thick 1 0 11th - mid 

12th
200 0 masonry wall Ironstone, 0.16m x 0.14m - 0.3 x 0.2m, rough finish, no finish, SW 

NE,
3 2

201 202 fill quarry mid orangey brown, slightly clayey silt, moderate - medium coarse 3 2 19th
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pebbles, CBM, occ pot charcoal, mortar
202 202 cut quarry entire feature not visible, gradual, gradual top and base, slightly 

concave base, wide U shape
3 2

203 204 fill quarry orange dark brown, clayey silt, quite soily, moderate fine and 
medium pebbles, mod CBM inc mortar occ crushed coal, 0.72m 
thick

3 2 mid to late 
18th - early 
19th

204 204 cut Quarry irregular not fully excavated 3 2
205 204 fill quarry yellowish light orange clay 3 2 late 18th - 

19th
206 207 fill quarry orange light grey, slightly clayey silt, freq med sized re dep natural 

lumps
3 2

208 210 fill quarry dark orange brown, clayey silt, freq fine and medium angular 
pebbles, modern CBM occ pot

3 2 late 17th - 
18th

209 210 fill quarry greyish dark orange, silt, fine freq medium sized re deposited nat 
lumps

3 2

210 210 cut quarry not fully excavated, truncated by 202 3 2
213 214 fill quarry light orange brown, clayey silt, freq medium angular stones, 

moderate CBM and occ mortar, post med
3 2 CBM 1300 - 

1500
214 214 cut quarry not fully excavated, excavation done by machine 3 2
215 204 fill quarry brownish dark orange, silt, freq medium and course sized angular 

ironstone, 0.3m thick
3 2

217 219 layer loosely packed stone 3 2
218 219 fill quarry mixed redeposited top soil and dark brownish orange redeposited 

natural
3 2

219 219 cut pit/quarry irregular, gradual, gradual top imperceptible base, 
irregular/concave,

3 2

220 202 fill quarry dark orange brown, clayey silt, freq fine pebbles and mortar bits, 
occ medium coarse pebbles, firm

3 2

221 202 fill quarry Dark brownish orange, crumbly silt, freq orange nat stone, gravelly 
lumps

3 2

303 304 fill pit Dark orange brown, clayey silt, moderate fine to medium pebbles 
CBM slate post med in date

0 late 17th - 
18th

304 304 cut pit full extent not visible, not fully excavated 0
400 0 layer modern overburden, concrete brick etc. up to 0.9m thick 4 2
401 0 layer Dark greyish black, silty clay, small stones, 0.4m thick 4 2
402 0 layer dark greyish brown, clayey silt, freq stones, 0.32m thick 4 2
500 0 layer topsoil same as 100 0
501 0 layer topsoil same as 113 0
502 0 layer wall Wall/rubble layer, unfaced, uncertain number of courses, in edge of 

trench
0

503 504 fill ditch light brown, silty clay and stone, loose 0
504 504 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp top and base, flattish base, WNW-ESE, U-

shape
0

505 506 fill Mixed stone with light brown clay and blackish brown silt, 
unexcavated fill of unknown feature.

0

506 506 cut Shape in plan uncertain as headed under baulk, unexcavated 
feature

0

507 508 fill posthole dark blackish brown silty clay, occasional stone, moderate, 0.1m 
thick

0

508 508 cut Circular, gradual, gradual top and base, open U shape 0
509 510 fill ditch 1 1
510 510 cut ditch 1 1 late 7th - mid 

9th
511 512 fill ditch mid brownish grey, silty clay, unexcavated 0
512 512 cut ditch linear, NW-SE, unexcavated 0
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513 514 fill ditch mid brownish grey, silty clay, unexcavated 0
514 514 cut ditch linear, NW-SE, unexcavated 0
600 0 layer modern overburden - tarmac/levelling 0
601 0 layer dark greyish black, clayey silt, occasional small stones, visible in 

section
0

602 608 fill quarry mid greyish brown, clayey silt, occasional stone, charcoal, 
truncated by 604

0

603 604 fill pit dark brown black, clayey silt, friable, 0.5m 0
604 604 cut pit unexcavated 0
605 606 fill pit modern rubble, tile etc. 0
606 606 cut pit visible in section only, wide U shape 0
607 608 fill quarry mid grey brown, silty clay, loose, v. freq unworked local stone 0
608 608 cut quarry Not bottomed 0
800 800 cut pit sub-circular, steep, sharp at top moderate base, concave, open U 

shape
0

801 802 fill pit Mid black brown, silty clay, friable, 0.12m thick, truncated by 800 1 0
802 802 cut pit circular, gentle, moderate, concave, wide U shape 1 0
803 805 fill ditch mid black brown, silty clay, rare stones, friable, 0.4m thick, 

truncated by 807
1 0 mid - late 

12th
804 805 fill ditch mid brown orange, silty clay, frequent stones, firm, truncate by 807 1 0
805 805 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp at top, unknown base NW-SE 1 0
806 807 fill quarry mid orange, silty clay, abundant stones, firm, not fully excavated 0
807 807 cut quarry sub-circular, steep, sharp at top unknown base, not fully excavated 0
811 140 fill ditch greyish dark orange, redeposited natural 1 0
812 140 fill ditch greyish dark orange,slightly silty redeposited natural, loose, 1 0
813 813 cut pit not fully exposed, N side nr vertical S side not visible, sharp top 

and base, flat, ?U shape
0

850 851 masonry wall local stone, 0.5m largest stone, unexcavated revealed by machine 
only

2 6

851 851 cut foundation 
trench

Linear, unexcavated 2 6

852 layer Mid brownish grey, clayey silt, unexcavated 0
900 0 layer topsoil same as 100 0
901 0 layer mixed grey orange brown with stone, clay silt, no finds0.38m thick 0
902 0 layer dark blackish grey, silty clay, occasional stone, unexcavated. 0

1000 0 layer Topsoil 0 late 16th - 
17th

1001 0 layer subsoil Light brownish orange 0
1002 1003 fill posthole orangey mid-brown, silty clay, occ. angular ironstone (medium 

sized, occ fine sized charcoal lumps), firm, 
2 0

1003 1003 cut posthole oval, almost vertical, abrupt, flat-bottom U shape 2 0
1004 1005 fill posthole brownish mid-orange, clayey silt, freq. Medium sized angular 

ironstone, hard
2 0 CBM 1200 - 

1500AD
1005 1005 cut posthole oval, vertical, abrupt, flat-bottomed U shape 2 0
1006 1003 fill posthole orangey light brown clayey silt, freq. Re-deposited natural, fine and 

medium sized angular ironstone, rare charcoal flecks, firm
2 0

1007 1005 fill posthole orangey dark brown, silty clay, inclusions of fine and medium sized 
angular ironstone, rare charcoal flecks, firm, 

2 0

1008 1009 fill ditch orangey mid-brown silty clay, occ light orange clay flecks, occ 
medium sized angular ironstone, occ charcoal flecks, rare pea-
gravel, hard, width varies (see plan), 

1 1 CBM 1200 - 
1400AD

1009 1009 cut ditch linear but with distinctly cut half oval bulge on w. side, moderate, 
break of slop at top: abrupt, bottom: moderate, concave base, n-s, 
wide U-shape

1 1
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1010 1011 fill pit orangey mid-brown, silty clay, occ charcoal flecks and fine sized 
pebbles, moderate orange silty lenses, hard, truncated by modern 
machining to remove contaminated soil on w. side

1 1

1011 1011 cut pit oval, e. side gently sloping, e. side = gentle, base unseen, profile 
unseen,  small investigation of e. side, rest is truncated away

1 1

1012 0 layer cleaning 
layer

cleaning layer over wall 1018 3 3 mid 15th - 
16th

1013 0 layer cleaning 
layer

cleaning layer over wall 1077 2 6 mid 15th - 
16th

1014 0 cleaning 
layer

cleaning layer in area of walls 1072, 1029, 1073 0 CBM 1200 - 
1400AD

1015 0 cleaning 
layer

cleaning layer between walls 1018, 1077, 1068 0 CBM 1200 - 
1400AD

1016 0 layer accumulati
on

dark brownish yellow, clayey silt, occ stone 10-30 cm, mod pebbles 
>10cm, occ gravel & pea gravel, 10% charcoal, friable,  

3 3 16th - mid 
17th

1017 0 layer buried soil mid brownish grey, clayey silt, occ grit & gravel, friable,  0
1018 0 masonry wall oolite, limestone & sandstone, corner stones = 300x100x180 mm, 

inner stones = 110x100x70 mm, faced both sides, flat edges, end-
end, faces N & S, bonding light brown orange clay, two thick walls, 
rubble core, truc by modern pit

3 3 CBM 1300 - 
1500

1019 0 cleaning cleaning layer over wall 1068 0 late 17th - 
18th

1020 0 cleaning cleaning layer over wall 1076 0 13th
1021 0 cleaning cleaning layer to east of 1067 0
1022 0 cleaning cleaning layer over 1067 0 13th - 15th
1023 0 Cleaning Cleaning layer over wall 1166 0 19th
1024 0 cleaning cleaning layer in area enclosed by 1077, 1106, 1072 0
1025 0 cleaning cleaning layer in area contained by 1068, 1122 & 1067 0
1026 0 cleaning cleaning layer over near 1165, 1109 0
1027 0 0 mid 15th - 

16th
1028 1029 fill ditch orangey mid-brown, clayey silt, occ charcoal flecks, occ med sized 

angular pebbles, occ yellow clay lenses, firm, trunc by manor 
house walls, 

1 2

1029 1029 cut ditch linear, mod steep, moderate, flat base, NE-SW, flat bottomed wide 
U-shape, 

1 2

1030 1031 fill ditch orangey mid-brown, slightly sandy silt, rare fine-sized pebbles, 
firm, trunc by manor walls and cobbled surface, 

1 2 late 10th - 
11th

1031 1031 cut ditch linear, quite gentle sides, break of slope at top = moderately 
abrupt, bottom = gentle, concave base, NE-SW, wide U-shape,

1 2

1032 1033 fill posthole orangey dark brown, clayey silt, occ fine pebbles & charcoal flecks, 
firm, 

2 0

1033 1033 cut posthole oval, mod steep sides, mod abrupt break of slope, gently concave 
base, wide U-shape, 

2 0

1034 1035 fill oven orangey dark brown, clayey silt, occ fine sized pebbles, mod 
charcoal flecking, occ small lumps charcoal, firm, thickness 
0.06-0.14m, 

1 0

1035 1035 cut oven oval with protrusion on E. side, gentle angle, gentle, gentle 
concave base, NE-SW, very wide U-shape 

1 0

1036 1035 masonry oven ironstone, from 0.17x0.08x0.19m to 0.08x0.04x0.14m, rough finish, 
stones used in poss oven, a bit disturbed now but set in noticeably 
deliberate way. 

1 0

1037 1035 fill oven dark orangey brown, clayey silt, moderate charcoal flecking, occ 
burnt nat clay, loose, conds good

1 0

1038 0 cleaning cleaning layer - western area 0 late 17th - 
18th

1039 1040 fill quarry unexcavated post-medieval quarry 3 2 13th -15th
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1040 1040 cut quarry unexcavated post-medieval quarry 3 2
1041 0 cleaning cleaning layer over wall 1189 0 mid - late 

17th - 18th
1042 0 cleaning cleaning layer over 1190 0 10th - 11th 

CBM 1350 - 
1500

1043 0 layer dark black burnt layer 0 mid 16th - 
mid 17th

1044 0 cleaning 
layer

cleaning layer over wall 1234 0 mid - late 
17th - 18th

1045 0 cleaning cleaning layer over western segment of wall 1190 0
1046 0 cleaning cleaning layer over 1215, 1198 0 CBM 1200 - 

1400
1047 0 cleaning cleaning over cobbled surface 1253 0 late 16th - 

mid 17th
1048 0 cleaning cleaning layer over wall 1528 0 18th
1049 0 cleaning cleaning over cobbles 1254 0 13th
1050 0 cleaning cleaning layer over cobbles 1253 0 14th - 16th
1051 cleaning cleaning layer over wall 1277 0 12th - 14th
1052 1053 fill pit Or possibly post hole 2 0
1053 1053 cut pit/ 

posthole
round, steep sides slightly undercut, sharp, flat base, U-shaped, 2 0

1054 1055 fill ditch mid green grey, silty clay, mod redep nat stone <5cm occ charcoal, 
friable, trunc by wall trench to N 1068 & 1077,  

1 2

1055 1055 cut ditch linear, sides moderate c 60 degrees, sharp, concave base, NE-
SW, wide U-shape, 

1 2

1056 1057 fill ditch dark blue grey silty clay, occ gravel & stone (20cm diameter) 
charcoal 5%, friable, trunc by ditch 1055 and walls, 

1 1 10th - mid - 
late 11th

1057 1057 cut ditch linear, sides South = 75 degrees, North = 25 degrees, break of 
slope S = sharp, N = gradual, NE-SW, wide U-shape,  

1 1

1058 0 layer occupation 
buildup

orangey mid brown clayey silt, mod medium & coarse-sized 
angular pebbles, mod charcoal flecking, rare fine pebbles, firm, 
trunc by wall 1110, hand excav to expose wall 1060 beneath

0

1059 1061 fill foundation 
trench

orangey mid-brown, slightly clayey silt, occ mortar lumps/ charcoal 
flecks, mod medium sized angular pebbles, firm, 0.1-0.05m, hand 
excav to reveal course of wall 1060, 

2 0

1060 0 masonry wall local ironstone, 0.14x0.06x0.17m to 0.07x0.03x0.11m, roughly 
hewn outer faces, rubble inner, one course remains, N & S, 
orangey brown clay bonding, survived only 2m section E-W, stones 
removed to West, 

2 0

1061 1061 cut foundation 
trench

rectangular, E-W, turning at tight angles so L-shaped, vertical, 
abrupt, flat base, E-W, turning N-S, flat-bottomed U-shape,

2 0

1062 1063 fill pit Dark purple grey clay silt, occ charcoal, friable, trunc by wall & 
1065 dog pit,  

1 3 10th - 12th

1063 1063 cut pit ovoid, steep, sharp, irregular - concave, U-shape with irregular 
base,

1 3

1064 1065 fill animal 
burial

dark reddish brown silty clay, mod gravel, 3 large limestones c 
40cm, occ charcoal, friable, 

1 3

1065 1065 cut animal 
burial

ovoid, steep, sharp, concave, U-shape, 1 3

1066 1063 fill pit Mid yellow grey sandy silt, friable, trunc by 1065, 1 3
1067 0 masonry wall limestone/ oolite, external 270x280x90mm, internal 

100x100x80mm, external stones roughly finished, some mortar, 
end-end coursing, 1-2 courses, E & W faced, dark red brown silt 
bonding, large stones on outside, smaller placed in middle, 

2 6

1068 0 masonry wall limestone/ oolite, external 240x220x90mm, internal 
130x170x50mm, external stones roughly finished, end-end 

2 6
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coursing, mortar bonding, N & S faces (suggests external wall), 
dark orange grey silt bonding, external large stones, smaller stones 
in the core

1069 0 cleaning cleaning layer 0
1070 1070 cut foundation 

trench
linear, steep/ vertical, sharp, flat base, N-S, U-shaped with flat 
base, 

3 3

1071 1070 fill foundation 
trench

mid brown silty clay, chalk & mortar occ, mod compact. Modern 
quarry tile

3 3 12th - 15th 
CBM 

1072 0 masonry wall sandstone/ limestone, 100-200mm, random coursed, faces E & W, 
bonding orange brown silty clay (build up?)

3 3

1073 1074 masonry wall sand & lime stone, 100-500mm, random coursed, faces W & E, 
orangey brown silty clay, truncated by 1072

2 6 12th - 13th

1074 1074 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep, sharp, ?  N-S, U-shape, 2 6

1075 1074 fill foundation 
trench

mid dark brown silty clay, occ flint, mortar, charcoal, mod compact, 
trunc by 1070,  -

2 6 16th - 17th

1076 0 masonry wall limestone, 300x260x60mm ave, unworked, dry stone - no mortar, 
no well-faced sides but faces on E & W, mid orange brown clay silt 
bonding, one course - is extension of 1067, trunc by pit 1086, ,

2 6

1077 0 masonry wall 2 6
1078 1082 fill animal 

burial
modern animal burial 4 1

1079 1082 fill animal 
burial

modern animal burial 4 1

1080 0 layer cobbled 
surface

mid orange brown silt, gravel 30%, stone 30%, hard, 1mx4m then 
goes under baulk, 

2 6

1081 1082 fill animal 
burial

dark grey brown clayey silt, rare subangular stones, some 
charcoal, mod compact, trunc by poss 2 stone walls on W & E 
sides of burial, ,

4 1

1082 1082 cut burial subcircular, gradual, gradual & very shallow, flat base, E-W, flat, 
shallow U-shape, 

4 1

1083 0 layer accumulati
on

mid orange brown silt, freq gravel & mod stone, friable to firm, 
trunc by 1086,  

2 6

1084 0 layer cobbled 
surface

dark maroon grey silt, 90% gravel & rounded cobbles, hard, trunc 
by pit 1086 & walls 1067, 1069 

2 6

1085 1086 fill quarry dark green brown silt, freq stone up to 40cm, mod gravel, loose, 
trunc by wall 1018,  

3 2 CBM 1300 - 
1500AD

1086 1086 cut quarry irregular ovoid, steep, sharp, 3 2
1087 1088 fill posthole dark brown sandy silt, mod compact, single fill, 2 1
1088 1088 cut posthole 2 1 CBM 1300 - 

1400
1090 1093 fill foundation 

trench
orangey dark brown, clayey silt, occ medium sub-angular pebbles, 
firm, hand ex difficult because deposited in thin gap between 
masonry and cut, 

2 6

1091 0 masonry buttress local ironstone, 0.30x0.10x0.43m to 0.10x0.05x0.10m, roughly 
hewn, random coursed but corners look a little like long-and-short 
quoins type style, faces E, orangey dark brown clayey silt bonding, 
butts up to foundation 1106, not excav, 

2 6

1092 1093 fill foundation 
trench

2 6

1093 1093 cut foundation 
trench

rectangular, vertical, abrupt, flat base, flat-bottomed U-shape, 
partially excav, 

2 6

1094 0 layer occupation 
buildup

brownish green sandy silt, rare fine pebbles, firm, trunc by fairly 
modern animal burial, 

0

1095 0 outdated sheet - now same as 1229 2 1
1096 0 outdated sheet - now same as 1229 2 1
1097 0 outdated sheet - now same as 1230 2 1 mid - late 11th 
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- 12th
1098 0 outdated sheet - now same as 1195 2 1
1099 0 outdated sheet - same as 1232 2 1
1100 1101 fill foundation 

trench
greyish brown silty clay, occ pottery, slag, stones, mod friable 2 5 CBM 1350 - 

1500AD
1101 1101 cut robbed out 

foundation 
trench

linear, gradual, gradual, flat bottomed, E-W, U-shape 2 5

1102 1104 fill foundation 
trench

orangey dark brown, clayey silt, occ med sized sub-angular 
pebbles, occ charcoal flecking, firm, poss trunc by wall 1135,

2 1 12th - 16th

1103 0 void card - same as 1135 2 1
1104 1104 cut foundation 

trench
rectangular, N side vertical, abrupt, unseen base, E-W, unseen 
profile, 

2 1

1105 1107 fill foundation 
trench

orangey dark brown, clayey silt, occ medium sub-angular pebbles, 
occ charcoal flecks, firm, excav to deepest possible extent but too 
restricted to get all out, 

2 6

1106 0 masonry wall local ironstone, 0.14x0.14x0.27m to 0.10x0.05x0.10m, roughly 
hewn, random coursed, E-W, orangey dark brown clayey silt in 
moderate amounts, abutted by foundation support 1091, 

2 6

1107 1107 cut foundation 
trench

2 6

1108 1110 fill foundation 
trench

orangey dark brown clayey silt, occ med sized sub-angular 
pebbles, rare charcoal, firm, not excav, 

2 0

1109 0 masonry wall same as 1165, after 3m length E-W turns to N-S alignment, 
continues in this direction for further 1.30m, not excav, 

2 0

1110 1110 cut foundation 
trench

L-shaped, E-W turning sharply to N-S, 2 0

1111 1113 fill sunken 
feature

yellowish brown sandy silt, frequent large/med stones up to 0.2m, 
mod compact, upper fill of 1113

2 6

1112 1113 fill sunken 
feature

mid brown sandy silt, occ med/ large stones up to 0.15m, mod 
compact, fill of 1113

2 1

1113 1113 cut sunken 
feature

straight, vertical sides, sharp, flat base, poss contemporary with 
wall 1114

2 1

1114 0 masonry wall stone, up to 0.3m, roughly hewn, random coursed, N & S faces, 
mid brown sandy silty clay bonding, total wall length 6.2m

2 6

1115 1115 cut quarry circular, steep/vertical, undercut in places, sharp, not fully excav, 
U-shape, 

1 3

1116 1115 fill quarry brown silty clay, rare flint, occ iron stone, mod compact, trunc by 
1073,  

1 3

1117 1117 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep 90 degrees, to & base sharp, flat base, E-W, U-shape 
with flat bottom, 

2 6

1118 0 outdated - now same as 1229 2 1
1119 0 outdated - now same as 1229 2 1 13th - 15th
1120 0 fill foundation 

trench
outdated - now same as 1220 2 1

1121 0 outdated - now same as 1232 2 1
1122 1104 masonry wall 2 6
1123 1125 fill foundation 

trench
light yellow orange clay, firm,  2 6

1124 1125 fill foundation 
trench

mid brown grey, silt clay, occ natural stone <20cm, occ gravel & 
grit, friable,  

2 6

1125 1125 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep c. 80 degrees, sharp, flat, E-W, U-shaped, 2 6

1126 1127 fill ditch/ pit dark green grey clay silt, mod gravel occ charcoal, friable,  1 2 CBM 1350 - 
1500

1127 1127 cut ditch/ pit Ovoid? Steep c 70 degrees, top sharp, base gradual, concave 
base, U-shaped,  

1 2
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1129 0 masonry wall limestone & sandstone, up to 0.25xo.18m, random coursed, faces 
East, mid brown silty clay bonding, trunc by wall 1072

2 6 mid 12th - 
early 13th

1130 0 machine 
finds

no given for unstrat finds from machining (bag 1) - located to west 
of main N-S walls

0 mid - late 
17th - 18th

1131 0 machine 
finds

no given for unstrat finds from machine (bag 2) - to E of main N-S 
walls nr surface

0 late 16th -mid 
18th

1132 0 machine 
finds

no given for unstrat finds from machine (bag 3) - from nr hearth of 
N-S wall

0 mid 11th - mid 
12th

1133 fill sunken 
feature

mid brown silty clay, large size limestone, pottery, bone, loose, 
50cm deep contained by 1106 & 1135

2 6 late 13th - 
14th

1134 0 masonry wall limestone, largest 0.32m width, smallest 0.08m width, random 
coursed, bonding mid brown silty clay, faces West

2 6

1135 0 masonry wall limestone, widths from 0.08m to 0.4m, random coursed, mid brown 
silty clay bonding, faces South

2 6

1136 0 layer dark grey-black silty clay, occ small subangular stones, lots of 
charcoal, friable, 5-8cm contained within walls 1140,  

0

1137 1139 fill sunken 
feature

mid grey brown silty clay, freq med sized sub-angular ironstone, 
loose, 0.16m thick, 

2 6

1138 1139 fill sunken 
feature

mid greyish-green clayey silt, friable, c0.18cm,  2 1 13th -early - 
mid - mid 
14th

1139 1139 cut sunken 
feature

rectangular, sharp (vertical), sharp, flat base, square profile,   2 1

1140 0 masonry wall 2 6
1159 0 masonry wall 2 5
1161 1272 fill sunken 

feature
mid yellow-grey sandy silt, occ pea gravel & charcoal, freq stone 
up to 30 cm, loose,  

2 6

1162 1272 fill sunken 
feature

mid orange brown mottled sandy silt, occ grit & charcoal, friable, 2 1 late 12th - 
14th

1163 1272 fill sunken 
feature

dark blue grey (charcoal) silt, loose, 2 1 late 12th - 
14th

1164 1272 fill sunken 
feature

light orange brown sandy silt, stones up to 30cm, firm,   2 1

1165 0 masonry wall limestone, 310x170x70mm, random coursed, faces South, mid 
brown silty clay bonding, 

2 0

1166 0 masonry wall limestone, 320x200x120mm, random coursed, faces West, mid 
brown silty clay bonding,

2 6

1167 0 layer surface dark brown silty clay, occ lime stones, loose, approx 30cm thick 
extending over wall, trunc by 1122

0

1168 1169 fill ditch same as 1028 & 1054 1 2
1169 1169 cut ditch same as 1029 & 1055 1 2
1170 1171 fill pit/ natural mid dark brown silty clay, friable, 1 0
1171 1171 cut pit/ natural amorphous, no real edges, possible burrow but into ditch fill 1 0
1172 0 masonry wall stone, up to 0.5m, random coursed, roughly hewn, mid dark brown 

clay silt bonding, no cut visible, wall placed directly onto ditch fill
2 6

1173 0 layer dark brown silty clay, occ broken tile, moderately compact, 0.08m 
thick,  

2 0 CBM 1350 - 
1500

1174 0 layer mid brown sandy clay, occ stones occ charcoal flecks, moderately 
compact, 0.12m thick

2 0

1175 0 layer yellowish brown sandy clay, rare stones, mod compact, 0.1m thick 2 6
1176 1177 fill pit blackish grey silty clay, rare charcoal & stones, mod compact, 

0.08m thick
2 6

1177 1177 cut pit gently sloping sides, gradual break, flat base, U-shape 2 6
1178 0 layer yellowish orange clay, compact, 0.07m thick, trunc by 1177 2 6
1179 0 layer layer mid grey orange silt, occ stone, occ grit & gravel, friable, 0 13th - early - 

mid 14th
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1180 0 layer layer dark brown yellow silt, occ gravel & pea gravel, friable,  & , 0
1181 1182 fill pit/ 

posthole
dark blue grey clay, stones c 98% up to 50x20cm, loose, hand & 
pick, , fill is v loosely packed stone, total volume is 40% air spaces, 
stone placed to support surface and has no fill as such

2 1

1182 1182 cut pit/ 
posthole

round, steep sides c 85 degrees, top & base sharp, flat base, U-
shape with flat base,  

2 1

1183 0 masonry wall limestone, lower blocks 280x440mm, others 70x50x140mm, 
unworked, end-end coursing with larger foundation blocks, faces 
East & West, maybe mortar bonding?, butted by 1114, 

2 6

1184 0 layer dark grey brown clayey silt, fleck of red & white, rare small 
subangular stones and lumps of charcoal, friable, 5cm deep,  

0 mid 15th - 
16th

1185 1186 fill pit mid brown clayey silt, lumps of redeposited nat ironstone, occ 
charcoal, three large limestone blocks, loose, 0.22m thick

2 1

1186 1186 cut pit sub-circular, steep sides, gradual break, irregular base, shallow U-
shape

2 1

1187 1188 fill pit dark brown silty clay, occ small stones, compact 0
1188 1188 cut pit oval, steep sides, moderate break of slope at bottom, concave 

base, long axis NE-SW, U-shape
0

1189 0 masonry wall stones, up to 0.33, random coursed, brown silty clay bonding, 
faces E & W, abutted by 1190 on outer SW corner

2 7

1190 0 masonry wall stone, up to 0.35m, random coursed, brown silty clay bonding, 
faces N & S, butts up against 1189

2 6

1191 1192 fill ditch brown silty clay, mod compact 1 1
1192 1192 cut ditch linear, straight sides, sharp break, flat base, E-W, wide U-shape 1 1
1193 1194 fill ditch brown silty clay, mod compact, single fill 1 1
1194 1194 cut ditch linear, straight sides, sharp break, flat base, E-W, wide U-shape 1 1
1195 0 masonry wall base/ 

surface
limestone, 300x300x100mm, random coursed, orangey brown 
sand bonding

2 1

1196 1113 fill beam slot mid dark brown silty clay, few small rounded stones, mod compact, 
lower fill of 1113? - Fill comprises of rotten beam, no separate cut

2 1

1197 1199 masonry wall limestone, largest stone 0.36m wide, smallest stone 0.14m wide, 
random coursed, firm orangey brown silty clay bonding (occ mortar 
flecks), faces South

2 6

1198 0 masonry wall limestone, stones 0.04x0.12m to 0.14x0.55m, random coursed, 
firm orange brown silty clay bonding (occ mortar flecks), faces 
South

2 6

1199 1199 cut foundation 
trench

linear, stepped sides, steep to moderate break, sub rounded base, 
E-W, U-shape with single fill

2 6

1200 0 Layer mid brown silty clay, occ med rounded stones, mod-firm, 1x1m 
sondage, ,

mid 15th - 
16th

1201 0 masonry wall limestone, 290x90x200mm, roughly hewn blocks, mid grey brown 
silty clay bonding, end-end coursing, faces N & S, poss slumps 
into ditch 1206. Joins 1189?, butts main N-S wall,  

2 7 13th - early 
14th

1202 0 masonry wall limestone, 190x120x60mm, roughly hewn, mid grey brown silty 
clay bonding, faces NNW & SSE, poss mortar, wall follows line of 
underlying ditch 1206, trunc by 1201 & 1208,  

2 7

1203 1204 fill posthole mid brown grey silty clay, mod grit, friable, trunc by 1206,  0
1204 1204 cut posthole round, steep sides 85 degrees, sharp breaks, flat base, U-shape, 0
1205 1206 fill ditch light brown yellow silt clay, occ nat stone c. 10cm, compact, trunc 

by 1208, 
1 1

1206 1206 cut ditch linear, steep sides 75 degrees, sharp break, concave base, NE-
SW, V-shape, 

1 1

1207 1208 fill foundation 
trench

dark orange grey clay silt, occ grit, friable, 2 7

1208 1208 cut foundation 
trench

linear N-S turning E-W, moderate sides c. 50 degrees, top sharp 
break, base gradual break, base concave, N-S turning E-W, wide, 
shallow U-shape, 

2 7
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1209 0 layer dark green brown silty clay, occ gravel & charcoal, mortar, friable,  2 7
1210 0 layer dark blue grey (charcoal) silt/sand, loose, 2 7
1211 0 layer mid grey yellow silty clay, occ grit & gravel, friable, 2 7 mid 15th - 

16th
1212 0 layer mid orange brown silty clay, occ stone up to 30cm, occ grit & pea 

gravel & charcoal, friable, 
2 7

1213 1214 fill modern 
foundation

orangey dark brown clayey silt, mod concrete lumps, mod fine & 
med pebbles, mod charcoal flecks, loose, hand excav until proved 
modern

4 2 modern

1214 1214 cut modern 
foundation

oval, moderate sides, moderate break, unseen base, hand excav 
until proved modern

4 2

1215 0 masonry wall limestones from 0.08 to 0.23m wide, random coursed, firm orangey 
brown silty clay bonding (occ mortar flecks), faces South

2 6

1216 1219 fill sunken 
feature

mid grey brown silty clay, occ med sized subangular stones, occ 
ash, friable, 9-14cm thick,  & , , stones similar to wall material

2 1

1217 1219 fill sunken 
feature

dark brown clayey silt, freq med sized subangular stones, friable, 
5cm thick,  & , , stones similar to wall material

2 1

1218 1219 fill sunken 
feature

mid grey brown silty clay, freq med sized stones, friable,  & , , lots 
and lots of rubble w/ same type of stones as wall stones

2 1

1219 1219 cut sunken 
feature

faces W, near walls 1220 & 1221, only base visible 2 1

1220 0 masonry wall limestones up to 32x35cm, random coursed, dark grey bonding, 
faces E & W, trunc by 1221,  

2 6

1221 0 masonry wall limestones up to 30x36cm, random course, dark grey bonding, 
faces N, trunc by 1220, 

2 6

1222 1219 fill sunken 
feature

med grey brown clayey silt, freq charcoal & med sized subangular 
stones, friable, 10-14cm thick,  & , , contains lots of rubble

2 1

1223 0 layer charcoal dark grey brown clayey silt, freq charcoal, rare small subangular 
stone, friable, 5cm thick,  & , , mixed with modern fill of post pipe

2 1 13th

1224 1228 fill sunken 
feature

mid grey brown clayey silt, occ med sized subangular stones, 
friable, 10-14cm deep,  & , , contains a little bit of charcoal

2 1

1225 1228 fill sunken 
feature

dark brown clayey silt, occ med sized subangular stones, friable, 
10cm thick, 

2 1

1226 1228 fill sunken 
feature

mid orange brown clayey silt, freq med sized subangular stones, 
friable to moderately compact, 6cm thick,  & , , contains quite a bit 
of rubble

2 1

1227 1228 fill sunken 
feature

mid orange brown clayey silt, lots of charcoal, rare subangular 
stones, mod compact, up to 5cm thick,  & , , contains some square 
and circular bits of charcoal that go under layer and into natural

2 1

1228 1228 cut sunken 
feature

only base visible,  2 1

1229 1232 fill mid brown, sandy clay, occ pebbles and cobbles, loose, 0.4m,  - 2 1 13th - 14th
1230 1232 fill mid brown, sandy clay, moderate, 0.1m, 2 1 late 10th - 

11th
1231 1232 fill sunken 

feature
dark brown, sandy clay, rare stones, moderate, 0.4m, 2 1

1232 1232 cut sunken 
feature

square, vertical, sharp, flat, 2 1

1233 1233 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep, sharp, concave, nne-ssw, U shaped,  - 2 7

1234 1233 masonry wall EW, stone, up to 0.58*0.33m, random coursed, brown silty clay, 2 7
1235 1235 cut foundation 

trench
2 7

1236 1235 fill ditch see 1207 1 0
1237 0 layer same as 1174 2 0
1238 1240 fill posthole mid grey, clay, plastic, 1 3
1239 1240 fill posthole 1 3
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1240 1240 cut posthole sub-oval, vertical, sharp, concave, 1 3
1241 1242 fill posthole dark orange brown, silty clay, freq stone inclusions, compact,  - 1 3
1242 1242 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  - 1 3
1243 1244 fill posthole dark orange brown, silty clay, freq. Stones, compact,  - 1 3
1244 1244 cut ditch linear, steep, gentle, flat, se-nw, v shaped, - 1 3
1245 1246 fill ditch 1 1
1246 1246 cut ditch curvilinear, steep, sharp, flat, sw-ne, flat based V,  -   1 1
1247 1248 fill ditch dark orangey brown, sandy clay, freq stones, compact, 0.3m, 

truncated by 1246,  
1 1

1248 1248 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, flat, nw-se, U-shaped,  1 1
1249 0 masonry wall limestone, upto 0.5, random coursed, n/a, e-w, silty clay 2 6
1250 0 masonry wall limestone, upto 0.4m, random coursed, n/a, n-s, mid brown silty 

clay
2 6 12th - 13th

1251 0 masonry wall 2 7
1253 0 layer surface 

(external)
surface made up of cobbles in the east of the site. Possibly and 
exterior yard surface. Random laid cobbles, only a in a few places 
laid out deliberately.

3 0

1254 0 layer surface 
(external)

see 1253 3 0

1255 0 layer dark brown, silty clay, freq small gravel, firm 0
1256 0 masonry wall limestone, random coursed, silty clay occ mortar flecks, n-s and e-

w, brown orangey silty clay, 
2 6

1257 1258 fill ditch v. dark brownish grey, silty clay, freq charcoal, loose, 0.09m,  1 1
1258 1258 cut ditch linear, gentle, gradual, flat, e-w, wide U shaped,  1 1
1259 1260 fill ditch dark greyish brown, clayey silt, rare gravel, loose, 0.6m,  1 1
1260 1260 cut ditch linear, steep, gradual, flat, e-w, U-shaped,  1 1
1261 1531 masonry wall 2 7
1262 1262 cut posthole sub circular, steep, gentle, curved, U-shaped,  - 1 3
1263 1262 fill posthole dark orangey brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderately compact, 

0.05m,  - 
1 3

1264 1264 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, gentle, flat, flat bottom U shape,  - 1 3
1265 1264 fill posthole same as 1263 1 3
1266 1266 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, clear, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  1 3
1267 1266 fill posthole same as 1263 1 3
1268 1268 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, gentle, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - 1 3
1269 1268 fill posthole same as 1263 1 3
1270 1271 fill pit dark orangey brown, silty clay, lime stone occ, loose, 4 1
1271 1271 cut pit sub rectangular, stepped, steep, flat bottomed, 4 1
1272 1272 cut sunken 

feature
, sondage into sunken feature on corner of 1114 and 1183 only 
base of cut visible

2 1

1273 1274 fill foundation 
trench

dark orange brown, clayey silt, occ fine pebbles and charcoal 
flecks, firm,  - 

2 0

1274 1274 cut foundation 
trench

linear, gentle, gentle, concave, n-s, wide U-shaped,  - 2 0

1275 0 layer orange brown, silty clay, occ stone, loose, machine exc
1276 0 layer orangey mid brown, clayey silt, occ oyster shell medium sized 

pebbles and charcoal flecks, firm, truncated by 1274, not 
excavated

2 0

1277 0 masonry wall local stone, from 0.28*0.10*0.30m to 0.10*0.04*0.20m, roughly 
hewn, only one course remaining, e and w, orangey brown clayey 
silt, hand cleaned

2 6

1278 0 layer mid reddish grey, silt, freq stone, friable,  - 0
1279 0 layer orangey mid brown, clayey silt, freq crushed mortar, occ fine 2 0
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pebbles, firm,  - 
1280 1282 fill foundation 

trench
reddish brown, sandy clay, occ charcoal, loose, 0.10m, truncated 
by 1251,  - 

2 0

1281 0 masonry wall limestone, 0.33*0.16*0.06m, random, truncated by 1251,  - 2 0
1282 1282 cut foundation 

trench
linear, steep, gradual, flat, e-w, flat bottomed U shape, 2 0

1283 0 layer dark brown olive, occ gravel, silty clay, friable, truncated by 1331,  - 2 6 mid 15th - 
16th

1284 1285 fill animal 
burial

dark brown, silty clay, loose,  - finds discarded as modern 4 1

1285 1285 cut animal 
burial

circular, gradual, gradual, flat bottomed, shallow U-shaped,  - 
discarded as modern

4 1

1286 1287 fill animal 
burial

dark brownish grey, silty clay, loose,  finds discarded as modern 4 1

1287 1287 cut animal 
burial

same as 1285 MODERN 4 1

1288 1289 fill pit dark brown, clayey silt, occ charcoal/burning, loose, 0.08m,  - 1 0 late 12th - 
14th

1289 1289 cut pit circular, steep, sharp, concave, U-shaped,  - 1 0
1290 1290 cut posthole square, vertical, 90 degrees, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  - 1 3
1291 1290 fill posthole dark orangey grey, silty clay occ stones, moderately compact, 

0.20m,  - 
1 3

1292 1292 cut posthole square, vertical, 90 degrees, flat, flat bottomed U-shaped,  - 1 3
1293 1292 fill posthole same as 1291 1 3
1294 1294 cut posthole square, vertical, 90 degrees, flat, square U shaped,  - 1 3
1295 1296 fill posthole same as 1291 1 3
1296 1296 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, gentle, v shaped,  - 1 3
1297 1296 fill posthole same as 1291 1 3
1298 1298 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, steep, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  - 1 3
1299 1298 fill posthole same as 1291 1 3
1300 1300 cut posthole square, vertical steep, flat, squared U shape,  - 1 3
1301 1300 fill posthole same as 1291 1 3
1302 1302 cut posthole square, vertical, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  - 1 3
1303 1302 fill posthole same as 1291 1 3
1304 1305 fill posthole orangey brown, silty clay, friable, occ small angular stones, 1 3
1305 1305 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, sharp, concave, U-shaped, 1 3
1306 1307 fill posthole orange brown, silty clay, occ small angular stones, friable, 1 3
1307 1307 cut posthole sub circular, gentle, sharp, concave, 1 3
1308 1309 fill posthole mid orange brown, silty clay, loose, 1 3
1309 1309 cut posthole oval, steep, sharp, concave, 1 3
1310 1311 fill ditch mid orange brown, silty clay, rare small sandstones, friable, 0
1311 1311 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, concave, se-nw, 0
1312 1313 fill posthole mid orange brown, silty clay, friable, 1 3
1313 1313 cut posthole oval, vertical, clear, flat, 1 3
1314 1314 cut sunken 

feature
recorded later by AEH but dug by BB, no info available 0

1315 1316 fill posthole mid orangey brown, clayey silt, rare small sandstones, loose, 1 3
1316 1316 cut posthole circular, steep, concave, sharp, U shaped, 1 3
1317 0 layer surface 

(external)
mid yellowy brown, silt, cobbles, friable,  - 2 7

1318 1321 fill pit orangey light brown, sandy silt, freq medium angular pebbles, firm, 
truncated by wall 1277,  - 

2 6

1319 1321 fill pit brownish very dark grey, burnt silt, very freq charcoal, loose, 2 6
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0.10m,  - 
1320 1321 fill pit orangey light brown , clayey silt, occ fine pebbles, firm,  2 6
1321 1321 cut pit sub-oval, gentle, gentle, unseen, enormously wide U shape,  - 2 6
1322 1323 fill posthole dark brownish grey, sandy silt, freq gravel, loose, 0.20m , - 1 3
1323 1323 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, flat bottom U-shape,  - 1 3
1324 1325 fill posthole mid brown, sandy silt, freq gravel, compact, 0.09m,  - 1 3
1325 1325 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, sharp, flat, U shaped,  - 1 3
1326 1327 fill posthole mid orangey brown, clayey silt, friable, occ small angular stones,  - 1 3
1327 1327 cut posthole sub-oval, steep, clear, concave, U shaped,  - 1 3
1328 1329 fill foundation 

trench
dark brown grey, silty clay, occ stone, friable,  - 2 6

1329 1329 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep, sharp, NFE, e-w,  - 2 6

1330 1331 fill pit mid grey green, silt, loose,  - 2 7
1331 1331 cut pit ovoid, steep, moderate, flat, U shaped,  - 2 7
1332 1333 fill foundation 

trench
mid brown grey, silty clay, occ gravel, friable, truncated by 1331,  - 2 6

1333 1333 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep, e-w, 2 6

1334 1289 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, moderately compact, 0.12m,  - 1 0
1335 0 masonry wall limestone, 0.30*0.30m, random coursed, ne-sw, mid brown silty 

clay, 
2 1

1336 1354 masonry wall limestone, 0.40*0.40m, random coursed, e + w, silty brown grey , 2 1
1337 0 masonry wall limestone, 0.40m, random coursed, n/a, n-s, silty clay 2 6
1339 1340 fill hearth greyish dark brown, clayey silt, freq charcoal occ oyster shell and 

mortar flecks, Loose,  - 
2 7

1340 1340 cut hearth square, steep, moderate, flat, n/a, wide shallow flat bottomed U 
shape,  - 

2 7

1341 0 masonry wall sandstone, random coursed, e + w, mid orangey brown sandy silt, 2 7
1342 0 layer mid orangey brown, silty clay, freq charcoal, firm, 3 0
1343 1344 fill posthole light orange brown, clayey silt, occ charcoal, loose, 1 3
1344 1344 cut posthole sub-oval, steep, clear, concave, shallow U shaped, 1 3
1345 0 Layer black, charcoal. Occ pottery, loose, 0.08m,  - 3 0 mid 16th - 

mid 17th?
1346 1347 fill foundation 

trench
mid brown, sandy clay, occ small stones, loose, 0.10m,  - 2 0

1347 1347 cut foundation 
trench

linear, gentle, gradual, flat, n-s, shallow U shape,  - 2 0

1348 1349 fill pit yellowish brown, silty sand, occ stones, loose, 0.11m,  - 4 2
1349 1349 cut pit circular, gentle, gradual, concave, shallow U shaped,  - 4 2
1350 0 layer greyish dark brown, sandy silt, freq charcoal, firm, 0.10m,  - 3 0
1351 1889 layer sunken 

feature
mid brown, occ pebbles, silty clay, moderate, 0.12m, truncated by 
1354,  - 

2 1

1352 1889 fill sunken 
feature

orange brown, silty clayey sand, freq rubble, moderately compact, 
0.30m, 

2 1

1353 0 cleaning 
layer

CLEANING LAYER 0 mid 15th - 
mid 16th?

1354 1354 cut foundation 
trench

2 1

1355 1354 fill foundation 
trench

2 1

1356 0 layer mid brown, sandy clay, loose, 0.16m, truncated by 1347, 1 4
1357 1358 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clayey silt, rare gravel, loose, 0.07m,  - 1 3
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1358 1358 cut posthole sub-circular, moderate, moderate, v-shaped,  - 1 3
1359 1360 fill posthole see 1377,  - 1 3
1360 1360 cut posthole sub-circular, moderate, gradual, flat, U shaped,  - 1 3
1361 1362 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1362 1362 cut posthole see 1360 1 3
1363 1364 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1364 1364 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, gradual, concave, U-shaped, 1 3
1365 1366 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1366 1366 cut posthole see 1377 1 3
1367 1368 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1368 1368 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, sharp, flat, U-shaped,  - 1 3
1369 1370 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1370 1370 cut posthole see 1368 1 3
1371 1372 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1372 1372 cut posthole see 1360 1 3
1373 1373 cut pit sub-circular, near vertical, sharp, undulating, U-shaped,  1 3
1374 1373 fill pit dark brown, silty clay, freq stones, loose, 0.06m,  1 3
1375 1373 Fill pit dark orange brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderately compact, 

0.54m,  
1 3 13th -early - 

mid 14th
1376 1376 cut posthole subcircular, steep, sharp, flat, U-shaped,  - 1 3
1377 1376 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clayey silt, occ gravel, loose, 0.10m,  - 1 3
1378 1378 cut posthole oval, sharp, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - 1 3
1379 1378 fill posthole dark grey brown, silty clay, friable,  - 1 3
1380 1380 cut posthole sub-circular, sharp, sharp, flat, U-shaped,  - 1 3
1381 1380 fill posthole dark grey brown, silty clay, friable, 0.16m,  - 1 3
1382 1382 cut posthole subcircular, sharp, sharp, concave, U-shaped,  - 1 3
1383 1383 cut posthole rectangular, vertical, sharp, flat, n-s, flat based U-shape,  - 1 3
1384 1382 fill posthole mid to dark grey brown, silty clay, friable, 1 3
1385 1382 fill posthole brownish grey, clayey silt, rare charcoal, loose, 1 3
1386 1383 fill posthole dark grey brown, silty clay, friable, truncated by 1382,  - 1 3
1387 1387 cut posthole subcircular, sharp, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - 1 3
1388 1387 fill posthole mid brown grey, silty clay, friable, 1 3
1389 1389 cut posthole oval, steep, sharp, concave, U-shaped, 1 3
1390 1389 fill posthole dark grey brown, silty clay, occ charcoal, friable, 1 3
1391 1391 cut posthole see 1376 1 3
1392 1391 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1393 1393 cut posthole subcircular, moderate, gradual, concave, U-shape,  - 1 3
1394 1393 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1395 1395 cut posthole see 1393 1 3
1396 1395 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1397 1397 cut posthole see 1376 1 3
1398 1397 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1399 1399 cut posthole see 1377 1 3
1400 1399 fill posthole see 1377 1 3
1401 1401 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shape, ,   1 3
1402 1401 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, large stone encl (packing)-large, sub-

angular, loose, truncated by [1403], ,  +
1 3

1403 1403 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shape, ,   1 3
1404 1403 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, some gravel incl-small sub-angular, 

loose, , 
1 3
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1405 0 masonry fireplace/h
earth

natural stone-different to the dark orange of most of the walls, 
30*20*52cm-10*15*40cm, re-used worked stone, unclear direction 
of faces, orangey mid brown clayey silt, hand ex, good

2 7

1406 0 layer surface 
(external)

layer of cobbles in far SE corner of site to the east of (1253)-the 
main cobbled surface. This patch looks different-more randomly 
laid.

3 0

1407 0 layer 3
1408 0 layer 3
1409 0 layer mid reddish brown, sandy silt, loose, machined out on 26/6 3
1410 1411 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, some gravel incl-small sub-angular, 

loose, ,   
1 3

1411 1411 cut posthole sub-circular, moderate, gradual, flat, U shaped, ,   1 3
1412 0 layer burnt 

material
greyish black, clayey silt, frequent lumps and flecks of charcoal, 
rare pot, glazed roof tile, one piece of stone roof tile, occ bone, 
loose, ,  , 

3 0 bou + mart 
buff earthen 
CBM 1200 - 
1400

1413 0 layer surface 
(internal)

greyish pink, sandy silt, very loose, partially exposed by Benjamin 
W. Brogan when excavating robber trench

0

1414 0 layer dark brown grey, silty clay, moderately friable, partially exposed 
when excavating robber trench

0

1415 0 fill hearth/fire
place

greyish dark brown, slightly clayey silt, freq charcoal/burning, 
moderate medium sized coal like lumps, occ fine medium sized 
angular pebbles, occ lime mortar flecks, occ oyster shell, loose, 
truncated by [1461], hand ex/good,

2 7

1416 0 masonry hearth/fire
place

natural stone-different to the dark orange of most of the walls, 
30*20*52cm-10*15*40cm, re-used worked stone, unclear direction 
of faces, orangey mid brown clayey silt, western side has different 
numbers as in different slot, exposed by hand not ex, good

2 7

1417 1417 cut hearth/fire
place

rectangular, north side moderately steep, moderately abrupt, flat, 
hand ex/good, western side of feature numbered differently as part 
of different investigation

2 7

1418 1418 cut ditch linear, 45 degrees, w-e, , 1 1
1419 1418 fill ditch mid orangey brown, silty clay, 10% gravel, moderately compact, , 1 1
1420 1420 cut pit irregular, e side vertical, s side partly 45 degrees, partly vertical, e 

side sharp, s side some gentle some steep, sloping eastwards but 
undulating, irregular profile not wholly seen in section, mattock 

1 3

1421 1420 fill pit dark brownish black, clayey silt, very few stone incl, 2 largish 
cobbles, moderately compact, truncated by [1418],   , 

1 3 mid 11th - mid 
12th

1422 1422 cut ditch linear, sharp vertical, sharp at top, rounded at base, concave, e-w, 
shallow U shape,   , truncated by posthole [1423] on sw side. 
Same as 1425, 1428

1 1

1423 1423 cut posthole circular, sharp/vertical, sharp at top gradual at bottom, concave, U 
shaped,    , truncates ditch [1422],

1 3

1424 1422 fill ditch mid grey brown, silty clay, very rare small subangular stones, 
moderately compact, truncated by posthole [1423],    .

1 1

1425 1425 cut ditch linear, steep/vertical, sharp at top, gradual at base, concave, ne-
sw, shallow U shape,    truncated by posthole [1426] at ne end. 
Same as 1422, 1428

1 1

1426 1426 cut posthole subcircular, sharp/vertical, sharp at top gradual at base, 
irregular/concave, U shaped,    , truncates [1425],

1 3

1427 1425 fill ditch mid grey brown, silty clay, very rare sub angular stones,    1 1
1428 1428 cut ditch linear, vertical, sharp at top, gradual at base, flat, e-w, shallow flat 

bottomed U, ,   
1 1

1429 1428 fill ditch mid grey brown mixed with yellow sand, silty clay with rare loam, 
very rare subangular stones, moderately compact,    

1 1

1430 1431 fill ditch orangey brown, silty clay, infrequent pebbles, moderate/friable, 
truncated by [1101], 

1 0

1431 1431 cut ditch Linear, moderate, north side top gradual, middle moderate, bottom 1 0
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gradual, subrounded, e-w, U shaped, hand ex
1432 1423 fill posthole dark grey brown, silty clay, rare charcoal, very rare small sub-

rounded stones, moderately compact, truncated by [1422], , =
1 3

1433 1434 fill pit dark blackish brown, silty clay, occ pebbles 5cm, moderate/loose, 1 3 11th - mid 
12th

1434 1434 cut pit indeterminate, gradual, sharp, concave, v shaped,   1 3
1435 1436 fill ditch mid orangey brown, silty clay, redeposited natural stone + occ 

pebbles, moderately compact, truncated by [1440]  = , good 
conditions

1 1

1436 1436 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, concave, e-w, U shaped,   , . Same as 1440 1 1
1437 1438 fill ditch mid brown, silty clay, flint + chalk-rare, moderate, truncated by 

[1434],   , 
1 1

1438 1438 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, v shaped, e-w,   , 1 1
1439 1440 fill ditch orangey brown, silty clay, redeposited natural stone occ, moderate, 

, 
1 1

1440 1440 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, flat, e-w, flat based v,   , . Same as 1436 1 1
1441 1440 fill ditch mid brown, silty clay, occ >5cm pebbles-freq <5cm pebbles, 

compact, truncated by [1438],    . Same as 1442
1 1

1442 1440 fill ditch mid brown, silty clay, occ >5cm pebbles-freq <5cm pebbles, 
compact, truncated by [1438],    . Same as 1441

1 1

1443 1443 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shaped, , 1 0
1444 1443 fill posthole dark orangey brown, silty clay, gravel incl 10%, moderately 

compact, ,
1 0

1445 1445 cut ditch linear, gently sloping 1 1
1446 1445 fill ditch dark orangey brown, silty clay, gravel 40%, compact, , , 1 1
1447 1448 fill gully mid brown, silty clay, occ flecks of charcoal, moderate, , , , 0
1448 1448 cut gully linear, gently sloping, imperceptible, concave, n-s, U shaped, ,   , 0
1449 1450 fill pit/ph? dark brown, silty clay, occ small stones, loose, ,   , 0
1450 1450 cut pit/ph? not fully exposed, part which looks irregular, irregular, ,   , 0
1451 0 layer yellowish brown, silty clay, occ glass, occ charcoal flecks, occ 

small stones, moderate, truncated by [1448] + [1450], ,   , 
0

1452 1453 fill pit dark brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderate, ,   , 2 2
1453 1453 cut pit sealed by 1451, part exposed is kind of linear, steep, irregular, 

irregular, n-s), irregular, 
2 2

1454 0 layer purplish red, clayey sand, occ charcoal flecks, loose, truncated by 
[1448], ,   , 

0

1455 1457 fill ditch dark greyish brown, clay silt, some charcoal + gravel, small sub 
angular, loose,   ,   

1 1 Roman

1456 1457 fill ditch mid orangey brown, gravelly silt, freq gravel incl, loose,   ,   1 1
1457 1457 cut ditch linear, very steep, moderate, flat, e-w, U shaped,   ,   1 1
1458 1460 fill ditch dark orangey brown, clay silt, freq stone incl-small subangular, 

truncated by [1457],     
1 1

1459 1460 fill ditch mid brownish orange, clay silt, freq stone incl, compact, truncated 
by [1460],   ,   

1 1

1460 1460 cut ditch linear, steep, moderate, concave, e-w, curved based v,   ,   1 1
1461 0 masonry wall local stone, from 28*12*40cm-10*5*12cm, outside face roughly 

hewn, occasional natural stone-inner rubble natural state, irregular, 
e-w, orangey dark brown clayey silt, larger outer stones define 
edges, medium angular stone rubble core, hand exposed, good. 
Same as 1251

2 7

1462 0 masonry wall local stone, 34*18*30cm-17*3*19cm, outer face stones roughly 
hewn, inner rubble core-usually natural state, but occasionally 
shaped

2 6

1463 0 masonry wall natural stone, 10*32-6*15cm, roughly hewn and faced, irregular, 
orangey dark brown clayey silt, neatly constructed, exposed by 
hand, seen only in elevation to date

2 7
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1464 0 layer occupation 
build up

reddish mid brown, slightly clayey silt, moderate occurrence of 
medium + coarse sized sub-angular pebbles, occ charcoal 
flecking, occ stone roof tile fragments, moderately compact, 
truncated by hearth [1417] walls? 1462 + 1463, hand ex, good

0

1465 1467 fill posthole greyish mid brown, slightly sandy silt, rare fine sized pebbles, 
loose, hand ex, good

1 0

1466 1467 fill posthole brownish dark orange, clayey silt, moderately compact, hand ex, 
good, redeposited natural

1 0

1467 1467 cut posthole round, vertical, abrupt, flat, flat bottomed U, hand ex, good 1 0
1468 1469 fill posthole dark blackish brown, silty clay, occ stone, firm,  half section, 1 0
1469 1469 cut posthole square, steep, sharp top + base, flat, square U shape,  half 

sectioned
1 0

1470 0 layer wall 
plaster

whitish pale, yellow, sandy wall plaster, soft and brittle, exposed by 
hand/good, just small surviving patches

2 6

1471 0 masonry flagstones natural stone, intact flagstone 48*13*49cm, smooth-typical 
flagstone, appear to be inserted/built into

2 7

1473 1473 cut pit subcircular, gradual, gradual, shallow-rounded, very shallow, round 
bottomed U, ,   , truncates pit [1474]

1 0

1474 1474 cut pit subcircular, sharp, sharp at top, gradual at bottom, rounded, round 
bottomed U, ,   , truncates pit [1473]

1 0

1475 1473 fill pit dark grey-brown, clayey silt, some sandy loam at bottom, some 
charcoal, rare small sub angular stones, moderately loose, 
truncated by [1474]

1 0 11th CBM 
modern

1476 1474 fill pit mid grey brown, clayey silt with some sandy loam in bottom, very 
rare medium sub angular stones, moderately loose, ,   

1 0 12th - 14th

1477 1478 fill beam slot dark brown, silty clay, inclusions of fine gravel 5% + freq charcoal 
10%, moderate. Same as 1554

2 4

1478 1478 cut beam slot linear, very gentle, top well defined base gradual, concave, n-s. 
Same as 1555

2 4

1479 1481 fill foundation 
trench

mid brown, silty clay, moderate sandstone gravel incl, rare 
charcoal, rare medium angular sandstone incl, moderate,  + , 
changeable, numerous finds floor + wall plaster, excavated section 
of 1479 forms the corner of a building, slot is L shape

2 5

1480 1481 masonry wall angular sandstone blocks, 20*18*8cm-6*5*3cm, rough, irregularly 
coursed but level, mid orange brown sandy clay bonding, unfaced, 
probably left over rubble

2 5

1481 1481 cut foundation 
trench

linear, w+s sides vertical, e side gentle, , sharp, flat, n-s + e-w,   , 
changeable, eastern edge of cut was difficult to recognise where it 
merges with the stones of 1484

2 5

1482 1483 fill ditch grey brown, slightly silty clay, moderate incl of subrounded 
pebbles, flint + sandstone, plastic, , changeable

1 1

1483 1483 cut ditch linear, gentle, clear, undulating, ne-sw, rough v shape, 
changeable. Same as 1194, 1700, 1483, 1613, 1009

1 1

1484 1485 masonry wall flat subangular sandstone slabs, 20*23*7-15*1283cm, rough, 
irregular, unfaced, mid brown sandy silt with gravel incl, roughly 
linked coursing joins it to the stones of 1480, 

2 4

1485 1485 cut foundation 
trench

linear, north side vertical, sharp, flat, e-w, rectangular,  changeable, 
only small section of cut was excavated, so south side not seen in 
plan.

2 4

1486 1487 fill posthole mid-dark brown, silty clay, occ flint pebbles, loose, truncated by 
[1492], 

1 3

1487 1487 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shaped, 1 3
1488 0 layer greyish brown, silty clay with white mortar flecks, fine size pebbles, 

moderately, friable, 
3

1489 1490 fill ditch yellowish brown, clayey silt, fine sized pebbles, moderately friable, 1 0
1490 1490 cut ditch linear, gradual, top moderate, middle gradual, bottom gradual, sub 

rounded, n-s, U shaped, hand ex
1 0

1491 0 layer mid brown, rubble + silty clay, rubble freq, compact,   , 2 6 mid 15th - 
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16th
1492 0 layer surface 

(internal)
mid brown with white flecks, silty mortary clay, occ flints + pebbles 
5cm, moderate, 

2 6 mid 15th - 
16th

1493 0 layer dark brown, silty clay, small flint pebbles rare, moderately compact, 2 6
1494 1495 fill ditch light brown yellow, silt clay, occ natural stone, compact,   Same as 

1205
1 1

1495 1495 cut ditch linear, steep,  Same as 1206 1 1
1496 1497 fill posthole dark brownish grey, silty clay, flint pebbles rare, moderately 

compact,   
1 3 10th - 11th

1497 1497 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped 1 3
1498 1499 fill posthole greyish brown, silty clay, moderate,    2 2
1499 1499 cut posthole circular, steep, gradual, flat, U shaped,  2 2
1500 1501 fill posthole greyish brown, silty clay, moderate,   2 2
1501 1501 cut posthole sub circular, gently sloping, imperceptible, concave, U shaped,    2 2
1502 1503 fill posthole dark greyish brown, silty clay, moderate,   2 2
1503 1503 cut posthole sub circular, steep, sharp, flat, flay bottomed U,   2 2
1504 1505 fill posthole dark brown, clayey silt, occ stones, loose,   2 2
1505 1505 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped,   2 2
1506 1507 fill posthole dark brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderate,   2 2
1507 1507 cut posthole circular, steep, gradual, concave, U shaped,  2 2
1508 1509 fill posthole dark brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderate, truncated by [1450],   2 2
1509 1509 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, concave, U shaped,   2 2
1510 1512 fill pit mid brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderate,   2 2
1511 1512 fill pit blackish grey, silty clay, moderate,   2 2
1512 1512 cut pit not visible, steep, gradual concave, U shaped,   Same as 1521 2 2
1513 0 layer dark orange brown, sandy gravel, freq flint + charcoal incl, 

compact,   
2 2 13th - early 

14th
1514 1521 fill pit v dark blackish brown, silty clay, v compact, truncated by [1523],   2 2
1515 0 layer surface burnt brownish pink, sand, loose, 0
1516 0 layer blackish grey, clayey silt, moderate charcoal lens, moderate,   0
1517 0 layer mid brown silty clay, occ stones + charcoal flecks,   2 0
1518 1509 fill light brown, clayey silt, very loose,   2 2
1519 0 layer mid grey brown, clayey silt, freq small limestone pebbles, 

moderately compact,
3

1520 1556 fill robber 
trench

orangey brown, clayey silt, largish stones occ, moderately loose, 
0.15, 

2 3

1521 1521 cut pit sub-circular, moderate, gradual, flat, U-shaped. Same as 1512 2 2
1522 1523 fill ditch mid orange brown, heavy clay, few large stone inclusions, 

compact, 0.2, 1527
2 2

1523 1523 cut ditch linear, steep, moderate,  sw-ne,  -   . Same as 1457 2 2
1524 0 layer mid orangey brown, sandy clay, freq gravel and stones, loose, 0.2, 

1527,    -   . Same as 1409
0 mid - late 

17th - 18th
1525 0 layer floor mid brownish pink, silty sand, freq mortar, loose, 0.03,    -   0 CBM 1400 - 

1600 AD
1526 1527 fill foundation 

trench
dark brownish grey, sandy silt, stone and charcoal occ, loose, 0.28, 
-   

2 5

1527 1527 cut foundation 
trench

linear, steep, gradual, flat, e-w, flat U-shaped,    -   2 5

1528 0 masonry wall stone, various 0.70x0.20x0.40, rough finish, irregular course, n-s, 
orangey brown sandy clay bond, 1556, 

2 3

1529 0 layer dark brown, silty clay, rare stones, moderately compact, 0.17m, 1 4 13th
1530 1531 fill foundation 

trench
dark brownish grey, silty clay, flint pebbles occ, loose, 0.08m,    - 2 7
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1531 1531 cut foundation 
trench

2 7

1532 1533 fill floor orange yellow brown, silty clay, flint pebbles rare, moderate, 0.1m, 
1329 and 1531,   

2 7

1533 1533 cut gradual, gentle, nfe, n/a, nfe,   , natural depression? 2 7
1534 1535 fill posthole mid-dark brown, silty clay, flint pebbles occ, loose, 0.1m, 1 0
1535 1535 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, concave, U-shaped, 1 0
1536 0 masonry wall 2 5
1540 1541 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, occ. Stones and charcoal flecks, moderate, 

0.45 thick,
1 3

1541 1541 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U, same as 1540 1 3
1542 1542 cut ditch linear, not excavated, sw-ne, 1 1
1543 1542 fill ditch dark brown grey, silty clay, compact, 1 1
1544 1545 fill greenish grey fill, silty clay, occ stone, friable, 1547 2 5 16th - 17th
1545 1545 cut circular, gradual, gradual, subrounded, edges not fully seen 2 5
1546 1545 fill purple-ish brown, silty clay, small stones, friable, 2 5
1547 0 fill greyish brown, silty clay, small pebbles, 2 5
1548 1549 fill beamslot dark brownish grey, silty sand, freq charcoal and mortar, compact, 2 4
1549 1549 cut beamslot see 1779 2 4
1550 1551 fill beamslot see 1548 2 4
1551 1551 cut beamslot see 1778 2 4
1552 1553 fill beamslot see 1548 2 4
1553 1553 cut beamslot see 1778 2 4
1554 1555 fill beamslot see 1548 2 4
1555 1555 cut beamslot see 1778 2 4
1556 1556 cut foundation 

trench
linear, vertical, 90degrees, flat, n-s, U-shaped,   2 3

1557 1558 fill foundation 
trench

mid brown, 2 5

1558 1558 cut foundation 
trench

linear, not excavated, e-w. Same as 1527 2 5

1559 1560 Fill foundation 
trench

brownish mid orange, sandy silt, occ. Pebbles and mortar flecks, 
moderately compact, 

3 0 late 17th - 
18th

1560 1560 cut ditch linear, vertical, abrupt, flat, n-s, flat bottomed U, 3 0
1561 1562 fill posthole orangey mid brown, clayey silt, freq small pebbles, occ charcoal 

flecking, loose,  - good, associated with beamslot 1590?
2 5 16th - 18th

1562 1562 cut posthole square, vertical, abrupt, flat, flat bottomed U,  - good 2 5
1563 0 layer mid orangey pink, silty sand, small rare gravel, loose,  - 0
1564 0 layer mid brown, clayey silt, small frags of mortar rare, loose,  - 2 5
1565 1566 fill Foundatio

n trench
mid brown, silty clay, freq small angular stones, sticky,    - 2 5 CBM 1400 - 

1500 AD
1566 1566 cut foundation 

trench
2 5

1567 0 layer brownish white plaster mixed with mid brown, silty clay, plaster and 
charcoal occ, loose,  - ,

2 0

1568 0 layer mid brown, silty clay, large frags of sandstone occ, moderately 
compact,  

2 0

1569 0 masonry wall sandstone blocks, 28*15*6 and 13*9*3, some faced some rough, 
regular coursing, e-w, light orange brown sandy silt,  - 

2 4

1570 0 masonry wall large and medium sandstone blocks, 30*20*8 - 10*9*4, rough, un 
coursed, n-s, mid orangey brown silty clay, truncated by 1566. 
Same as 1573

2 3

1571 0 layer same as 1572 2 3
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1572 0 layer mid brownish yellow, clay, plastic, truncated by 1566, unexcavated. 
Same as 1571

2 3

1573 0 layer 2 3
1574 0 layer hearth orangey mid pink, sand, loose, 0.02-0.07m, truncated by 1560,  - 2 5
1575 0 layer hearth orangey pale grey, ashy silt, mod charcoal flecks, hard, 

0.05-0.02m,  
2 5

1576 1576 cut foundation 
trench

linear, vertical, sharp, flat, n-s, U shaped,    – . Same as 1481 2 5

1577 0 layer hearth brownish dark grey, silt, freq. Charcoal, firm, 0.1-0.06m,  2 5
1578 0 masonry hearth local stone, 0.10*0.19*0.33 - 0.18*0.10*0.24, rough, east, orangey 

mid brown clayey silt, 
2 5

1579 1579 cut hearth linear, vertical, abrupt, irregular, nne-ssw, irregular U-shaped, hand 
ex 

2 5

1580 0 masonry hearth natural stone, 0.20*0.09*0.16m, rough, west, orangey brown clayey 
silt, hand ex, truncated by 1560

2 5

1581 1582 fill hearth orangey mid brown, silt, firm, 2 5
1582 1582 cut hearth 2 5
1585 1590 fill beamslot orangey light brown, sandy silt, occ. Mortar, loose, 2 5
1586 1590 fill beamslot greyish dark brown, clayey silt, occ. Charcoal, firm, 2 5
1587 1590 fill beamslot orangey light brown, clayey silt, firm,  - 2 5
1589 1590 fill beamslot greyish dark brown, clayey silt, freq. Charcoal flecks, firm, 2 5
1590 1590 cut beamslot linear, vertical, abrupt, flat, flat bottomed U-shaped, 2 5
1597 1598 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, flint pebbles occ, moderate, 0.25m, truncated 

by 1335,  -
1 0

1598 1598 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  1 0
1599 0 layer buried soil see 1524 0
1600 0 layer floor mid brownish pink, silty sand, occ. Charcoal and mortar, 

moderately loose, 0.01m ,  – . Same as 1525
0

1601 0 layer floor pale yellowish grey, sandy mortar, very compact, 0.01m,  - 2 0
1602 0 layer mid greyish brown, sandy silt, freq mortar and stones, loose, 0.4m, 

- 
2 0 late 16th - 

17th
1603 1604 fill ditch mid orangey brown, silty clay, v freq large stones, compact, 0.25, 

tree roots,   , 
1 1

1604 1604 cut ditch linear, gradual, gradual, flat, sw-ne, wide U-shaped,    – . Same as 
1642

1 1

1605 0 masonry wall limestone, 210*100*320, random coursing, e-w, sandy clay 2 6 CBM 1350 - 
1500 AD

1606 0 masonry wall stone, 280*200, rough, irregular, n-s, unknown, only small area of 
wall survives,  -   . Same as 1762

2 3

1607 0 layer dark brownish purple, silty clay, compact, truncated by 1645,   ,   2 0
1608 1609 fill pit mid orangey brown, silty clay, rare small angular stones, occ 

charcoal and mortar, friable,    – . Same as 1609
4 2

1609 1609 fill pit sub-oval, gentle, clear, concave, U-shaped,    - , NFE 4 2
1610 0 layer dark blackish brown, silty clay, moderate, 1609,    - 2
1611 0 layer mid orange reddish brown, clayey silt, rare mortar frags, friable, 

truncated by 1609,    - 
2 0

1612 1613 fill ditch orangey grey, silty clay, rare pebbles, plastic. Same as 1613 1 1
1613 1613 cut ditch linear, gently, clear, concave, sw-ne,    – . Same as 1613 1 1
1614 0 layer mid orange yellow, clay, rare pebbles, plastic, truncated by 1609 

1610 and 1613,    - 
0

1615 1617 fill ditch mid orangey grey, silty clay, occ grit stone, firm, truncated by 1624, 
- 

1 2

1616 1617 fill ditch dark orange brown, sandy clay, occ grit, firm,    - 1 2
1617 1617 cut ditch linear, vertical, sharp, sw-ne,  1 2
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1618 0 layer dark grey brown, silty clay, occ. Gravel, friable, 1624,    – . Same 
as 1621, 1627

2 0

1619 0 layer subsoil light brownish orange, sandy clay, occ. Grit, friable, 1617,  - 1 1
1620 0 layer see 1619 1 1
1621 0 layer see 1618 2 2
1622 0 layer floor light grey beige, silty clay, occ mortar, friable, 1624,  - 2 2
1623 1624 fill pit mid purple grey, silty clay, occ cobbles, friable,  - 1 0
1624 1624 cut pit ovoid?, gradual, gradual, concave ,wide v,  - 1 0
1625 0 masonry hearth limestone, random coursed, none, random, red silty clay, 2 6
1626 0 layer dark grey orange, silty clay, occ mortar flecks, friable,  - 2 0 15th - 16th?
1627 0 layer see 1618 2 2
1628 0 layer hearth light grey, sandy silt, charcoal occ, loose, 0.05,  - 2 5
1629 0 masonry hearth stone, 40*55*10, worked slabs, regular, ne-sw, silty clay,  - 2 5
1630 1631 fill ditch orangey brown, silty clay, friable, . Same as 1541, 1636 1 1
1631 1631 cut ditch linear, moderate, gradual, NFE, 1 1
1632 1633 fill ditch dark greyish brown, silty clay, charcoal and plaster occ, loose, 

truncated by 1631, 
1 2 CBM 1300 - 

1500 AD
1633 1633 cut ditch linear, moderate, gradual, NFE, 1 2
1634 1635 fill ditch dark brownish grey, silty clay, charcoal occ, friable, 1 2
1635 1635 cut ditch linear, stepped, NFE, 1 2
1636 1637 fill ditch orangey brown, silty clay, plaster and mortar occ, friable, truncated 

by 1635, 
1 1

1637 1637 cut ditch linear, stepped, NFE, 1 1
1638 0 masonry wall large stones, 350*200*200, unknown, e-w, unknown, machined - 2 5 CBM 1300 - 

1500
1639 0 masonry wall stone, 200*200*150mm, roughly hewn, unknown, buttress for wall 

1638
2 5

1640 0 masonry wall stone, 400*200*200mm, unknown, unknown, e+w, unknown, n-s, 
machined - 

2 4

1641 0 masonry wall stone, 200*150*150mm, random coursed, none, mortar faces to 
north, none, mortar faced cellar wall,  - 

2 5

1642 0 layer dark yellowy brown, silty clay, freq rubble, moderately compact, 
NFE

2 0

1643 0 layer dark grey, clayey silt, moderately compact, 1.5cm, NFE,  - 2 0
1646 1647 masonry POST PAD - base = natural stone pad - weird natural stone., 

roughly hewn, irregular, faces e-w,  - good
2 3

1647 1647 cut rectangular, vertical, abrupt, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - good, 
cut of post pad

2 3

1648 0 fill see 1649 2 0
1649 layer greyish brown, silty clay, occ mortar flecks, friable, truncated by 

1635, 
2 0

1650 1651 masonry nat stone, 0.32*0.20*0.40m, roughly hewn, orange mid brown 
clayey silt, machined then hand cleaned - good

2 3

1651 1651 cut rectangular, vertical, abrupt, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - good, 
cut for post pad

2 3

1652 0 hearth master number for group of patched burning = 1656, 1654, 1732, 
1659, 1728, 1658, 1729, 1734,

2 5

1653 0 layer brownish red, silty clay, rare gravel, moderate,  - drizzle 2 0
1654 1732 fill hearth light pinky red, clayey sand, occ gravel, compact, truncated by 

1733
2 2

1655 1733 fill posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, V-shaped,  -   2 2
1656 0 layer hearth dark purple grey, silty clay, charcoal occ., friable, truncated by 

1732,  - good
2 0

1657 0 layer hearth dark blue grey, sandy silt, freq charcoal, loose,  - 2 2
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1658 0 layer hearth light reddy purple, clay, hard,  -   2 2
1659 0 layer hearth dark grey purple, clay, hard, truncated by 1732,  -   2 2
1660 1738 fill pit dark yellow grey, silty clay, rare charcoal, friable, truncated by 

1732,  - good
2 2

1661 0 layer black/brown, silty clay, occ charcoal, plastic,  - drizzle, thin layer of 
burning

2 0

1662 0 layer light yellow grey, clay, plastic,  NFE, 2 0
1663 1664 fill posthole mid greyish orangey brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.14,  - 2 2
1664 1664 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottom U-shape,  - 2 2
1665 1666 fill posthole mid orange brown, silty clay, rare flint, moderate, 0.36m,  2 2
1666 1666 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottom U-shape,  - 2 2
1667 1668 fill posthole mid greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.14m, truncated 

by 1666,  - 
2 2

1668 1668 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, flat bottom U-shape,  - 2 2
1669 1670 fill posthole mid greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.22,  - 2 2
1670 1670 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottom U-shape,  - 2 2
1671 1672 fill pit dark greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.20m,  2 2
1672 1672 cut pit circular, gradual, gentle, concave, wide U-shaped,  - 2 2
1673 1674 fill posthole mid greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.14m,  2 2
1674 1674 cut posthole square, vertical, sharp, flat, flat square U-shaped,  - 2 2
1675 1676 fill posthole mid orange brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.33m, 2 2
1676 1676 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottom U-shape,  - 2 2
1677 1678 fill posthole mid orangey brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.18m, 

truncated by 1676,  - 
2 2

1678 1678 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - 2 2
1679 1680 fill posthole mid greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare freq tile, moderately 

compact, 0.24m, truncated by 1682,  - 
2 2 CBM 1300 - 

1500 AD
1680 1680 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottomed U-shape,  - 2 2
1681 1682 fill posthole mid greyish brown, flint rare, silty clay, moderate, 0.30m,  2 2
1682 1682 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, U-shaped,  - 2 2
1683 1684 fill posthole mid greyish orange brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.44m, 2 2
1684 1684 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, U-shaped, - 2 2
1685 1686 fill posthole mid greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.23m,  2 2
1686 1686 cut posthole circular, vertical, sharp, flat, flat bottom U-shape,  - 2 2
1687 1688 fill posthole mid grey brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.10m,  - 2 2
1688 1688 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, flat, U-shaped 2 2
1689 1690 fill posthole mid greyish brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.20m,  2 2
1690 1690 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, U-shaped,  - 2 2
1691 1692 fill posthole mid orangey brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.14m, 

truncated by 1694,  - 
2 2

1692 1692 cut posthole square, steep, sharp, flat,  - 2 2
1693 1694 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.38m, 2 2
1694 1694 cut posthole squarish, vertical, sharp, flat,  - 2 2
1695 1696 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.06m,  - 2 2
1696 1696 cut posthole circular, steep, gradual, concave, wide U shape,  - 2 2
1697 1698 fill ditch mid brown, silty clay, flint occ, moderate, 0.07m, truncated by 1690 

1692 1694,  - 
1 1

1698 1698 cut ditch linear, moderate, gradual, concave, wide U shaped,  – . Same as 
1192

1 1

1699 1700 fill ditch mid brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.13m , truncated by 
1694,  - 

1 1

1700 1700 cut ditch linear, moderate, gradual, concave, ne-sw, wide U shaped, Same 1 1
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as 1483, 1194, 1613, 1009
1701 1702 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, flint rare, moderate, 0.08m,  - 2 2
1702 1702 cut posthole squarish, steep, sharp, flat, flat bottom U shape,  - 2 2
1704 1704 cut pit ovoid, steep, sharp, flat, U shaped,  - good 2 2
1705 1706 fill ditch mid greyish brown, silty clay, occ flint and stone, very compact, 

0.51m,  -   
1 1

1706 1706 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, v shaped, wsw-ene,  -   1 1
1707 1708 fill posthole dark greyish brown, silty clay, rare small stones, 0.50m, loose,    1 0
1708 1708 cut posthole subcircular, near vertical, sharp, concave, U shaped,  -   1 0
1709 1710 fill pit dark brownish grey, silty clay, none, loose, 0.45m,    1 2
1710 1710 cut pit subcircular, steep, sharp, flat, flat based V,  -   1 2
1711 1712 fill ditch mid greyish brown, silty clay, some stone incl, compact, 0.14m, 

truncated by 1710,
1 2

1712 1712 cut ditch linear, steep, gradual, concave, n-s, U shaped,  -   1 2
1713 1714 fill posthole mid grey brown, silty clay, loose,  -  NFE 2 2
1714 1714 cut posthole suboval, steep, clear, concave, n-s, U shaped,  - 2 2
1715 1716 fill posthole mid grey brown, silty clay, freq medium angular sandstones, 

friable,  NFE
2 2

1716 1716 cut posthole subcircular, vertical, sharp,  - 2 2
1717 1718 fill posthole grey brown, silty clay, freq angular stones, loose,  - , there was a 

void in the north end which was a post pipe
2 2

1718 1718 cut posthole oval, vertical, sharp, concave, n-s, U shaped,  - 2 2
1719 1720 fill posthole grey brown, silty clay, friable,  NFE 2 2
1720 1720 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped,  - 2 2
1721 1722 fill posthole mid grey brown, silty clay, occ medium angular stones, friable, 

truncated by 1569?,  - 
2 2

1722 1722 cut posthole suboval, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped,  - 2 2
1723 1723 cut animal 

burial
sub rectangular, vertical, 90 degrees, flat, se-nw,  - 1 0

1724 1725 fill ditch orangey brown, silty clay, occ pebbles, loose, 1 1
1725 1725 cut ditch linear, moderate, gradual, flat bottomed, e-w, flat bottom U shaped, 1 1
1726 1727 fill ditch brownish grey, silty clay, fine stones occ, friable, 1 2
1727 1727 cut ditch linear, moderate, moderate, flat bottomed, e-w, U-shaped, 1 2
1728 0 layer hearth mid orangey grey, clay, occ gravel, friable, truncated by 1732, 2 2
1729 0 layer hearth same as 1656 2 2
1731 1704 fill pit mid orange grey, silty clay, occ small stones, firm, truncated by 

1732,  - good
2 2

1732 1732 cut hearth sub rectangular, vertical, sharp, flat, 2 2
1733 1733 cut posthole mid grey red, silty sand, occ charcoal, soft, 2 2
1734 1732 layer hearth Dark red 2 2
1735 0 layer dark red purple, sand, loose, truncated by 1704, 2 2
1736 1737 fill posthole light pink grey, silty sand, occ charcoal, soft,  - 2 2
1737 1737 cut posthole circular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped, 2 2
1738 1738 cut pit ovoid, gradual, gentle, concave, wide U shaped, 2 2
1739 1730 fill pit dark purplish brown, silty clay, occ charcoal flecks, moderately 

friable, 
1 0

1740 1740 cut pit irregular, gradual, moderate, sub rounded, U shaped, 1 0
1741 0 layer floor light grey brown, sandy clay, friable, , remnant patches of floor 

bedding
2 0

1742 0 layer mid brown, clayey loam, freq charcoal and small frags of burnt 
stone, friable, 

2 0

1743 1723 fill animal dark greyish brown, silty clay, freq stones and gravel, moderately 1 0
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burial compact, 0.45m,  - 
1744 1745 fill pit mid brownish grey, sandy silt, loose, freq large stones, 0.25,  -   1 0
1745 1745 cut pit sub rectangular, steep, gradual, flat, U shaped,  -   1 0
1746 1746 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, 90 degrees, flat, square shaped, 1 3
1747 1746 fill posthole dark greyish brown, silty clay, occ gravel, compact, 0.08m, 1 3
1748 0 masonry wall limestone, 10*40*5cm, faced to north, mid brown clay, n-s, 2 3
1749 1750 fill posthole grey brown, silty clay, plastic, 2 2
1750 1750 cut posthole sub circular, shallow, clear, concave, shallow U shape,  - rainy 2 2
1758 1759 fill posthole mid grey brown, silty clay, occ medium angular stones, friable,  - 2 2
1759 1759 cut posthole sub circular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped,  - 2 2
1760 0 layer brownish grey, silty clay, occ tile/mortar/plaster, moderately friable, 

truncated by 1633, 
2 5 CBM 1300 - 

1500AD
1761 1761 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, 90 degrees, flat, flat bottomed U shape,  - 2 5
1762 1761 fill posthole dark reddish brown, silty clay, occ stones, moderately loose, 

0.05m,  - 
2 5

1763 1763 cut pit sub-circular, vertical, 80 degrees, flat, U-shaped,  - 2 5 mid - late 
15th - mid 
16th

1764 1763 fill pit dark yellowish brown with burnt patches, silty clay, moderately 
compact, 0.25m, truncated by hearth 1776,  - 

2 5

1765 1763 fill FILL OF POT SF. 130, black, clayey silt, occ charcoal, loose, , 2 5
1766 0 layer floor mid orange brown, silty clay, freq medium stones, compact, 0.2m, 

-   
2 0

1767 0 layer dark greyish brown, heavy clay, freq large stones, compact, 0.5m, 
- 

2 3 13th - 15th

1768 0 masonry wall stone, 200-400mm*100-250mm*100-200mm, n-s, very truncated. 
Same as 1606

2 3

1769 1770 fill foundation 
trench

darkish grey brown, silty sand, some mortar and charcoal, loose, 
0.14m,  -  

2 0

1770 1770 cut foundation 
trench

linear, moderate, sharp, flat, e-w, U shaped, . Same as 1791 2 0

1771 1772 fill beamslot dark greyish brown, silty clay, freq stones, compact, 0.12m, 
truncated 1770,  -   . Same as 1796

2 5

1772 1772 cut beamslot linear, steep, moderate, concave, e-w, U-shaped,  -   . Same as 
1797

2 5

1773 0 layer floor mottled dark purplish brown, silty clay, rare charcoal, compact, 
0.2m, truncated by 1772 1770 1795,  - 

0

1774 1775 fill ditch see 1603 1 1
1775 1775 cut ditch see 1604 1 1
1776 1776 cut hearth 2 5
1777 1778 fill beamslot dark brown, sandy silt, freq charcoal, compact, 0.06m,  - 2 4
1778 1778 cut beamslot linear, steep, sharp, flat, n-s, flat bottomed U-shape,  - 2 4
1779 1779 cut foundation 

trench
linear, unknown, unknown, unknown, e-w, unknown,  - 2 3

1780 1776 fill hearth dark yellow brown, silty clay, rare charcoal, moderately compact,  - 2 5
1781 0 layer hearth light grey, sandy silt, occ charcoal, moderately loose, 0.05m,  - 2 5
1782 0 layer surface 

(external)
mid yellow brown, clay, freq cobbles, hard,    - 2 4

1783 0 layer hearth reddish pink, silty clay, occ small stones and charcoal flecks, 
moderately friable, 

2 0

1784 0 layer hearth greyish brown, silty sand, charcoal flecks, moderately friable, 2 0
1786 1787 fill robber 

trench
dark orange brown, silty clay, occ stone and gravel, firm,  - windy 2 14

1787 1787 cut robber linear, steep, sharp, flat, n-s, flat U shaped,  - windy 2 14
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trench
1788 1789 fill beamslot mid yellow brown, silty clay, occ. Gravel, firm,  - windy 2 4
1789 1789 cut beamslot linear, steep, sharp, flat, e-w, flat bottomed U shape,  - windy 2 4
1790 0 masonry wall sandstone, 32*18*12cm, some faced, irregular coursed, silty clay 

mid brown,  - 
2 5

1791 1791 cut foundation 
trench

linear, vertical, sharp, flat, e-w, square,  2 0

1792 1792 cut ditch linear, steep, sharp, flat, e-w, U shaped,    - 2 4
1793 0 layer mid yellow brown, silty clay, freq stones 10-40cm, loose,  - 2 4
1794 1795 fill gully dark brownish grey, silty sand, freq large stones set upright, loose, 

0.14m,  -   
2 5

1795 1795 cut gully linear, steep, sharp, flat, e-w, U shaped,  -   2 5
1796 0 layer pale greyish pink, sandy mortar, compact, truncated by wall 1769, 2 0
1797 1797 cut beamslot oval, vertical, sharp, flat, e-w, flat bottomed U shape,  – . Same as 

1772
2 5

1798 1797 fill beamslot mid brown, silty clay, friable,  - 2 5
1799 1792 fill ditch mid brown, silty clay, friable,  - 2 4
1800 0 layer mid brown, silty clay, occ medium sized sandstone blocks, friable, 

- 
2 0 14th - 16th

1801 0 layer surface 
(internal)

dark reddish brown, silty clay, stone/cobbles 5-30cm, firm, 
truncated by [1560] trench,  , 

2 5

1802 1791 fill foundation 
trench

Mid brown, silty clay, angular sandstone, friable, truncated by 
[1798] and [1792],  

2 5

1803 0 layer Mid brown, silty clay, frequent inclusions of angular sandstone, 
frequent inclusions of fragments of mortar, friable,  , 

2 0 CBM 1300 - 
1500

1804 1804 cut foundation 
trench

linear, moderate, top +base moderate, flat, e-w, U shaped,   , 2 4

1805 1804 fill foundation 
trench

mid reddish brown, silty clay, cobbles 5cm occasional, friable,  , 2 4

1806 0 void sandstone block, 34*24*4cm-13*14*3cm, faced, with rough stone 
as core, regular coursing, south, mid brown silty sand bonding 
material, , 

0

1807 0 layer surface 
(internal)

Pale yellowish grey, sandy mortar, few large stone + small charcoal 
incl, compact, , ,  

2 0

1808 0 layer surface 
(internal)

Pale yellowish grey, sandy mortar, few large stone + small charcoal 
incl, compact, , , 

2 0

1809 1812 fill pit dark orange brown, silty clay, occ gravel + stone 10-30cm, 
friable>loose,   , 

2 0 mid 15th - 
16th

1810 0 layer levelling dark yellow brown, silty clay, occ cobbles, friable, truncated by 
[1560],   , 

2 0

1811 1818 fill pit mid yellow brown, silty clay, occ grit, friable, truncated by [1776], , 2 0
1812 1812 cut pit round?, steep, top + base sharp, flat, U shaped,   , 2 0
1813 0 layer dump mottle light grey yellow, clay lenses of sand + silt, occ gravel, firm, 

truncated by [1776] hearth cut,   , 
2 0

1814 0 layer burnt dark grey red, clay, friable, truncated by [1560] + [1818], 2 0
1815 0 layer hearth dark orange red, clay, hard, truncated by [1818] +[1560], 2 0
1816 0 layer dump mid yellow orange, silt clay, occ grit, friable, truncated by [1818], 2 0
1817 1818 fill pit light pink grey, silty sand, occ stone 10-15cm, loose, truncated by 

[1776],   , 
2 0

1818 1818 cut pit sub rounded, steep, top + bottom sharp, concave, U shaped, 2 0
1819 1823 fill ditch mid orange brown, silty clay, occ gravel, friable, truncated by 

[1812],   , 
2 0

1820 0 layer orangey brown, clayey silt, loose, 2 4
1821 1822 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, friable, , 1 0 Roman
1822 1822 cut posthole sub circular, vertical, sharp, concave, U shaped, , 1 0
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1823 1823 cut ditch linear, gradual, top + base gradual, concave, e-w, U shaped, 2 0
1824 1826 fill pit mid brown, silty clay, medium sized stones occ, loose, truncated by 

[1822] +[1831],   , 
1 0

1825 1826 fill pit mid grey brown, silty clay, medium sized stones, friable, truncated 
by [1822] + [1831], , 

1 0

1826 1826 cut pit rectangular, vertical, sharp, flat, e-w, U shaped, 1 0
1827 1828 fill pit dark blue grey, silt clay, occ grit + charcoal, friable, truncated by 

[1823],   , 
2 0

1828 1828 cut pit oval? Under baulk, steep-partially under cut, top + base sharp, flat, 
U shaped, 

2 0

1830 1831 fill posthole mid brown, silty clay, loose-friable, 2 0
1831 1831 cut posthole rectangular, vertical, sharp, concave, U shaped, 2 0
1832 1833 fill pit mid greenish brown, silt clay, occ grit + gravel, friable, 2 0
1833 1833 cut pit pear shaped, steep, flat, e-w, U shaped,   , 2 0
1834 1835 fill posthole dark greyish brown, sandy silt, some small stone incl, v loose, 2 5
1835 1835 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, stepped + flat, stepped U shape, 2 5
1836 1838 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, extremely loose, , 2 5
1837 1838 fill posthole mid orangey brown, silty clay, few large stone incl, compact, 2 5
1838 1838 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shaped, ,   2 5
1839 1841 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, extremely loose, , 2 5
1840 1841 fill posthole mid orangey brown, silty clay, few large stone incl, compact, 2 5
1841 1841 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shaped, ,   2 5
1842 1843 fill posthole Dark greyish brown, sandy silt, few stone incl, loose, 2 5
1843 1843 cut posthole sub-circular, steep, gradual, flat, U shaped, , 2 5
1844 1845 fill posthole dark brownish grey, sandy silt, freq small stone incl, v loose, 2 5 15th - 16th
1845 1845 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shaped, ,   2 5
1846 1847 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, freq small stone incl, loose, 2 5 CBM 1450 - 

1550 AD
1847 1847 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, flat, U shaped, ,   2 5
1848 0 layer post pad mid-dark brown, silty clay, occ flint, freq stone, loose, 2 0
1849 1850 fill Pit? v dark brownish black, silty clay, occ small pebbles, loose, 2 5
1850 1850 cut Pit? circular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped,   2 5
1851 0 masonry cobbled 

surface
small, sub rounded pebbles, rough, irregular, mid brown silty clay 
plastic, 

2 5

1852 masonry wall large sandstone blocks on face + medium angular sandstone in 
core, 41*34*18cm-9*6*6cm, faced on wall surface,  west- east 
doesn't survive, mid brown silty clay, truncated by [1560], 

2 5

1853 1854 fill posthole dark greyish brown, sandy silt, some small stone incl, v loose, 2 5
1854 1854 cut posthole sub-circular, vertical, sharp, stepped + flat, stepped U shape, 2 5
1855 1856 fill posthole mid greyish brown, clay silt, loose, , 2 5
1856 1856 cut posthole sub-circular, very steep, sharp, flat, U shaped, , 2 5
1857 1858 fill posthole dark brownish grey, clay silt, freq small stones, loose, 2 5
1858 1858 cut posthole sun-circular, steep, sharp, flat, U shaped, 2 0
1859 1860 fill pit mid yellow brown, silt clay, some mortar, stone + charcoal, occ 

gravel + grit, loose, mod intrusions, 
3 0 15th - 17th

1860 1860 cut pit oval, steep, top-sharp base-moderate, concave, 3 0
1861 1862 fill gully dark green grey, silt clay, occ gravel + charcoal, friable, 2 0 14th
1862 1862 cut gully curvilinear, shallow, top + base moderate, concave, n-s, 2 0
1863 1864 fill Pit? mid grey brown, silt clay, freq stone incl, loose, truncated by [1861], 3 0
1864 1864 cut Pit? Circular, steep, top + base sharp, concave, 3 0
1865 1866 fill pit mid green grey, silt clay, occ gravel, friable, truncated by [1802], 3 0 13th - 15th
1866 1866 cut pit round, steep, top + base sharp, flat, 3 0
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1867 0 layer mid purplish brown, silty clay, compact, ,   1 0
1868 0 masonry wall large + medium sandstone, 30*50*19cm-12*6*3cm, some faced, 

irregular, facing east + west, orangey brown silty clay friable, 
seems to be slumping into sub floor room [1872], , 

2 6

1869 0 layer black, charcoal, loose, , 2 6
1870 0 layer rubble orangey brown, silty clay, large + medium sandstone blocks, 

friable,  + machine, 
2 6

1871 0 masonry wall medium + large sandstone blocks, 47*43*13cm-10*8*4cm, faced, 
irregular, lines rectangular room, mid brown silty clay, friable

2 6

1872 1872 cut Latrine 
pit?

rectangular, vertical, sharp, flat?, square U shape, machine+, , the 
full extent of the base was not established

2 6

1873 masonry wall medium + large stones, 28*24*14cm-7*6*3cm, some faced, 
irregular, south, orange brown silty clay friable, very badly 
preserved, 2-3 courses surviving,   , 

2 6

1874 1875 fill gully 2 6
1875 1875 cut gully 2 6
1876 1876 cut foundation 

trench
sub-rectangular, all other unknown, machine, , arbitrary cut for wall 
1639

2 5

1877 1877 cut foundation 
trench

Linear, n-s, machine , arbitrary cut for wall 1640 2 4

1878 1878 cut cellar 2 0
1879 1880 fill pit mid brown with white mortar flecks, silty clay, mortar fleck freq, 

rubble freq, moderate, , ,
2 4 13th - 15th

1880 1880 cut pit oval, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped, , 2 4
1881 0 layer rubble orangey brown, silty clay, large + medium sandstone blocks, 

plastic,   , 
2 6

1882 0 layer occupation 
layer

black brown,silt, spongy-waterlogged, machine, removed by 
machine from the base of the sub floor room[1872], diameter 
probably follow area within room

2 6

1883 0 layer rubble orangey brown, silty clay, large and medium sandstone blocks, 
plastic,   , 

2 6

1885 1885 cut wall sub rectangular, vertical, all other unknown, , 2 5
1886 1887 fill posthole mid grey brown, silty clay, frequent medium angular sandstone, 

friable, , 
2 2

1887 1887 cut posthole subcircular, steep, sharp, concave, U shaped, , 2 2
1888 1426 fill posthole 1 3
1889 1889 cut sunken 

feature
2 1

3333 204 fill quarry orange mid brown, clayey silt, occ fine and medium pebbles and 
CBM,0.22m thick

3 2
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Appendix 3: Assessment of the Small Finds
by Nina Crummy

Summary

A minimum of 134 objects were examined. Where diagnostic of date they mainly 
belong to the medieval or early post-medieval period. A few are possibly as early 
as Late Saxon and some are modern. A distinctive feature of the assemblage is a 
quantity  of  window  glass,  some  fragments  having  applied,  probably  painted, 
designs. 

Condition

The objects, both metal and non-metal, are generally in a stable condition. The 
majority of the copper-alloy objects are only lightly covered by corrosion products, 
but some are more strongly affected. Similarly, corrosion on the ironwork varies 
from a slight surface coating to a thick encrustation incorporating much soil. The 
potash  glass  is  decayed  but  still  solid,  the  rest  has  a  thin  surface  layer  of 
iridescence.
Objects of all materials are packed to a high standard of storage in crystal boxes 
or polythene bags, supported by pads of foam. The bags and boxes are stored in 
either larger crystal boxes or airtight Stewart boxes with silica gel.

The assemblage

Table 1 shows the assemblage divided by material. The total number of objects is 
a minimum as some small find numbers cover more than one object, iron nails 
and window glass in particular. Ironwork and copper-alloy objects form the largest 
groups  and  there  are  very  few  non-metal  pieces.  An  unusual  feature  is  the 
quantity of  window glass,  which can be linked to  fragments of  window cames 
among the lead objects.

silver 1
copper-alloy + composite copper-alloy and iron 44
lead(-alloy) + tin 25
iron 42
bone 1
stone 3
glass 19
Total 134

Table 1: Small finds grouped by material.

The items are briefly listed and, where possible, broadly spot-dated.  Although the 
term ‘medieval’ strictly applies to the entire period from the early 5th century to the 
late 15th, it is here used to indicate the period from the conquest to the late 15th 
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century in order to highlight those objects that might be pre-conquest. Each object 
has been assigned to one of the functional categories defined in Crummy 1988, 
apart  from two coins and a jeton, which are shown as a separate group. The 
functional  categories  represented  in  this  assemblage  are:  1..dress  and  dress 
accessories;  3..textile  manufacture  and  working;  4…household;  6…measuring 
equipment;  8…transport;  9…construction;  10…tools;  13….military  equipment; 
15…metal-working; and 18…miscellaneous.

Table 2 shows the assemblage divided by functional category. Where an object 
might be allocated to more than one category the main one is shown. The total 
exceeds by one that given in Table 1 as one small  find number contains both 
window and vessel  glass, Categories 9 and 4 respectively.  Dress accessories, 
general  fittings and miscellaneous pieces are well  represented,  as  is  usual  in 
many assemblages,  but  the high proportion of  items associated with  buildings 
(Category  9)  and  metal-working  provide  the  distinctive  character  of  this 
assemblage.

coins/jeton 3
1 22
3 3
4 8
6 2
8 7
9 22
10 5
11 25
13 3
15 15
18 20
Total 135

Table 2. Small finds grouped by function.

One  coin  is  a  silver  medieval  issue,  the  surface  at  present  too  covered  by 
corrosion  products  to  allow it  to  be  identified,  but  conservation  should  enable 
accurate dating. The other coin is a halfpenny of Victoria, dated 1895. The surface 
of  the  jeton  fragment  is  also  obscured  by corrosion  but  it  is  probably  of  late 
medieval  or  early  post-medieval  date.  Jetons  were  used  by  merchants  for 
reckoning accounts but were sometimes fraudulently passed off as coins. Most 
come from either Nuremberg or France, and this example should be identifiable 
after conservation.

Category  1,  dress  accessories,  includes  buckles,  belt-plates,  small  dress  or 
sewing pins, a lace tag and an unusual bone pin. The majority of the objects are 
medieval or early post-medieval. The date of the bone pin is uncertain. It may be 
residual Roman, but there are no other Roman items among the small finds and 
the head is not typical of that period. It lacks any incised or zoomorphic ornament 
that would characterise it as either late Saxon or Anglo-Scandinavian, and it is 
longer than Norman pins and lacks the low swelling, or hip, on the shaft that make 
them so distinctive. The top element of the head resembles a casket with curved 
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lid,  or  possibly a  padded crutch.  It  can perhaps best  be compared to  a more 
clearly  crutch-shaped  pin  or  stylus  from  York  that  came  from  a  13th-century 
context (MacGregor  et al 1999, 1949, fig.  907, 6813).  A more rigorous search 
among the literature may yield other comparable items and allow a date to be 
positively assigned to the Wymondham pin.

The Category 3 textile equipment includes a stone spindlewhorl, an artefact-type 
often found on medieval occupation sites (Woodland 1990; Margeson 1993, 185; 
Egan  1998,  254-61).  The  other  pieces  are  a  possible  needle  shaft  fragment, 
lacking the eye, and a possible cloth seal. The spinning of fibres into yarn was a 
female activity that could be carried out by all  ages and all levels of society in 
between other domestic and social  duties and does not necessarily imply that 
textile  was  produced  in  the  immediate  area,  especially  as  there  is  a  marked 
absence of iron spikes from fibre processing tools and of weaving equipment such 
as pinbeaters. The cloth seal, if that is what it proves to be after conservation, is 
likely to have come from a bought-in bolt of cloth.

Items of household equipment (Category 4) are not numerous. There is a socket 
from a copper-alloy candlestick, a lead cup or small dish which has been folded in 
half before being discarded, two drape or curtain rings, a small number of sherds 
from glass vessels and a late post-medieval or modern fish-knife, a fragment of 
lava quern is also present. Two tubular weights, too large to be fishing weights, 
are the only pieces in Category 6. Both are unstratified and need not necessarily 
be related to the medieval occupation of the site. Items connected with transport, 
Category 8, are quite numerous, consisting principally of horseshoes and harness 
bells. 

The  number  of  objects  connected  with  buildings  is  particularly  high  in  this 
assemblage. Several are fragments of lead window cames but the majority are 
pieces of window glass. These can be divided into two main groups, potash glass 
and soda glass. The latter is monochrome yellow-green and translucent. These 
pieces may be of later date than the potash glass. The less stable potash glass is 
quite badly decayed, appearing opaque and pitted on the external surfaces and 
sometimes  slightly  sugary  at  the  broken  edges.  The  colour  of  the  glass  is 
obscured because of this decay, some fragments appearing dark, others light. All 
may have been uncoloured and clear, but conservation should allow the colours to 
be determined. Despite the decay it is clear that many pieces are decorated with 
applied, probably painted, coloured designs, generally red. Painted grisaille glass 
was the  cheapest  form of  decorated  glass  in  the  medieval  period  and  this  is 
probably what the Wymondham fragments will prove to be, but some of the pieces 
may have been enamelled.

There  are  only five  items allocated  to  Category 10,  tools,  in  the  assemblage. 
Three  are  knives  or  possible  knives,  one  is  a  possible  punch,  and  one  is  a 
fragment of a purple phyllite hone. The latter is the tip of a longer broken stone. It 
has  a  secondary  perforation  at  the  broken  end  so  that  it  could  be  worn 
suspended. Although the piercing is secondary, it is possible that the hone, when 
complete,  was  also  pierced,  making  the  new  hole  a  repair  rather  than  an 
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adaptation.  Small  perforated  hones,  usually  imported  examples  of  phyllite  or 
schist, form a distinctive element of most medieval hone assemblages (Crummy 
1988, 78, fig. 79, 3149; Ottaway and Rogers 2002, 2797, figs 1381-2). They were 
probably worn around the neck or at the girdle to prevent loss and make them 
instantly  available  for  sharpening  small  knives  used  for  eating  or  personal 
grooming or for blades or points used in a variety of crafts.

Category 11, general fittings, usually forms a major part of any assemblage, with 
iron  nails  making  up  a  substantial  element  of  the  group,  as  is  the  case  at 
Wymondham. Other items include a barrel padlock, a rotary key and a pintle, a 
type of hinge pivot used for gates, doors, shutters, windows or hatches that is 
often found in medieval assemblages. The piece of lead shot here allocated to 
Category 13, military equipment, may equally well have been used for hunting as 
warfare. 

The objects in Category 15, metal-working, consist principally of lead dribbles and 
sheet  offcuts  but also include a sprue from the end of  a lead casting. Similar 
debris  is  typical  of  most  substantial  medieval  buildings,  particularly  monastic 
establishments, that had lead roofs, guttering or fittings such as tanks connected 
with  water  supply.  They  may  come  from  contexts  either  associated  with  the 
construction  or  refitting  of  a  building,  or  with  its  demolition.  Also  allocated  to 
Category 15 are two large amorphous copper-alloy objects that may be debris 
from  large  castings.  They  are,  however,  too  obscured  by  corrosion  for  any 
meaningful assumptions to be made about their form or purpose.
Category 18, miscellaneous, mainly consists of those objects that are at present 
either  too  fragmentary or  too  corroded  for  them to  be  allocated  to  a  specific 
function. Cleaning during conservation or X-radiography may enable some to be 
re-categorised. 

Recommendations

1.  To enable completion of the catalogue the majority of the iron objects should 
be X-rayed and the majority of the copper-alloy objects, the silver coin and some 
of  the  lead  objects  should  be  cleaned  and  stabilised  by  a  professional 
conservator. The painted window glass should also be cleaned and stabilised if 
possible.

2.  A report on the window and vessel glass should form part of the published site 
report and should relate the assemblage to others from similar sites in the region 
and across Britain. This report will be done in-house by OA East staff. 

3.  A report on the remaining objects should form part of any published site report 
and should relate the assemblage to others from similar sites in the region and 
across Britain. 
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4.   After  conservation  or  X-ray,  a  representative  range  of  items  should  be 
illustrated  in  any  published  report.  Objects  likely  to  be  worth  illustration  are 
indicated in the catalogue   with a ‘y’ in the relevant column. 
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Small Finds Catalogue 

Coins and jeton

SF Ctxt Material Identification Conserve Date
125 1000 ag penny y 12th-15th century
33 1095 cu-al ?jeton fragment y late medieval/early post-medieval
43 99999 cu-al Victoria, halfpenny - 1895

SF Ctxt Identification Conserve/X-
ray

Illus Cat Date

Copper Alloy
3 203 dress fitting - - 1 late post-medieval/modern
150 1000 strap-plate y Y 1 medieval
12 1015 belt-plate y Y 1 medieval +
14 1016 small pin - - 1 medieval +
10 1026 ?needle shank fragment y - 3 medieval +
15 1038 bell y Y 8 medieval
24 1064 sheet fragment + stud in situ y ? 18 -
29 1069 strip fragment with expanded end y - 18 -
25 1071 candlestick socket y Y 4 late medieval/early post-

medieval
48 1136 amorphous lump, ?metal-working debris, 

but see SF 88
y - 15? -

15 1185 2 sheet offcuts y - 15 -
140 1314 buckle loop fragment, D-shaped y Y 1 medieval
81 1319 pin with long head y Y 1 Saxo-Norman/medieval
87 1336 small pin - - 1 medieval +
88 1336 exploded globule with attachment loop 

visible, probably button with lead-tin core
y - 1 medieval +

97 1412 small pin - - 1 medieval +
101 1472 small pin, head missing - - 1 medieval +
102 1472 sheet fragment (?fitting) y - 18 -

104 1492 lace-end y Y 1 medieval +
108/6
7

152599
99

boss with concentric mouldings y ? 11 medieval +

167 1538 sheet fragment, + tin-lead ?solder y ? 18 -
116 1544 wire hook fragment, ?part of dress fitting y - 1? Saxo-Norman +
134 1550 belt-plate/buckle y y 1 medieval
118 1561 sheet fragment, moulded y ? 18 -
115 1577 small pin - - 1 medieval +
166 1625 nail y - 11 medieval?
127 1675 small pin, head missing - - 1 medieval +

129 1743 small amorphous fragment - - 1 -
132 1780 small pin - - 1 medieval +
133 1794 barrel padlock, in fragments (copper-alloy + 

iron)
y y 11 medieval

60 9999 buckle, D-shaped y y 1 late medieval/early post-
medieval

72 9999 strap-plate y y 1 medieval
95 9999 small pin - - 1 medieval +
35 9999 white-metal plated fish-knife y 4 late post-medieval/modern
59 9999 drape ring y y 4 medieval +
134 9999 ring (?drape-ring) y - 4 medieval +
65 9999 rumbler bell fragment y - 8 late medieval/early post-

medieval
68 9999 bell fragment y y 8 medieval +
157 9999 moulded plaque y y 11 medieval +
61 9999 amorphous soil-covered heavy lump, ?

casting fragment or metal-working debris
y - 15? -

62 9999 soil-covered heavy bar, ?casting fragment 
or metal-working debris

y - 15? -

42 9999 sheet fragment + amorphous lump y - 18 -
Lead and Tin
11 11 casting waste - - 15 medieval +
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SF Ctxt Identification Conserve/X-
ray

Illus Cat Date

2 201 sheet offcut - - 15 -
39 1000 ?dish or boss, folded in half y y 4 medieval +
144 1000 offcut - - 15 medieval +
145 1000 offcut - - 15 medieval +
146 1000 offcut - - 15 medieval +
147 1000 tubular weight? - - 6 medieval +
148 1000 plug or spill - - 15 medieval +
149 1000 offcut - - 15 medieval +
20 1043 came - - 9 medieval +
28 1069 came, bent - - 9 medieval +
76 1216 offcut - - 15 medieval +
136 1801 sheet fragment, ?lead - - 18 -
66 9999 button (tin) - - 1 post-medieval
70 9999 seal, ?cloth-seal y y 3? late medieval +
36 9999 came - - 9 medieval +
37 9999 came - - 9 medieval +
71 9999 came - - 9 medieval +
38 9999 shot - - 13 late medieval +
64 9999 shot - - 13 late medieval +
68 9999 shot, used - - 13 late medieval +
40 9999 tubular weight? - - 6 medieval +
41 9999 folded sheet offcut - - 15 medieval +
44 9999 casting debris - - 15 medieval +
63 9999 offcut - - 15 medieval +
Iron
1 201 ?nail y - 11 -
6 201 ?nail y - 11 -
4 203 nail - - 11 -
7 203 ?nail and shank fragment y ? 11 -
152 1012 nail - - 11 -
151 1014 nail shank fragment - - 11 -
23 1023 6 nails, 1 nail shank fragment, scraps - - 11 -
16 1039 1 nail, 1 nail shank fragment - - 11 -
17 1041 bolt? y - 11 -
21 1044 2 nails - - 11 -
22 1045 ?bolt y ? 11 -
27 1069 4 nails - - 11 -
168 1071 blade or strip fragment y - 10? -
153 1071 nail - - 11 -
154 1071 rotary key, large, bow missing y y 11 medieval +
26 1071 shank? fragment y - 18 -
156 1071 bar fragment? y - 18 -
45 1075 shattered object, ?tang and blade fragment y - 10? -
155 1075 amorphous fragment, in two pieces y - 18 -
50 1133 nail - - 11 -
46 1136 horseshoe fragment y - 8 medieval +
47 1136 2 ?nails y - 11 -
49 1137 ?fitting y ? 18 -
74 1184 ?nail y - 11? -
158 1184 ?ring fragment, in two pieces y - 18 -
86 1352 strip fragment, plano-convex, curved y - 18 -
159 1353 pintle or clenched nail shank y ? 11 -
90 1353 shank fragment y - 18 -
100 1472 square boss y y 11 -
160 1472 bar fragments, probably one object, 

perhaps a spur or fork
y ? 18 -

105 1492 small amorphous fragment y - 18 -
106 1513 curved fragment, ?horseshoe with calkin y - 8? -
107 1513 fitting with nail for attachment y ? 11 -
113 1528 sheet fragment with piece of ?tile attached y - 18 late post-medieval/modern
170 1538 1 sheet fragment, 1 amorphous fragment y - 18 -
109 1539 curved fragment, ?horseshoe y - 8? medieval +
110 1539 ring (?harness fitting) y ? 8?
120 1565 ?punch y y 10 -
169 1625 2 nails - - 11 -
171 1853 ?strip terminal y - 18 -
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SF Ctxt Identification Conserve/X-
ray

Illus Cat Date

13 9999 tanged knife y y 10 medieval +
96 9999 ?socket fragment y - 18 -
Glass
142 1023 1 fragment window glass, ?painted y Y 9 medieval
164 1023 2 window glass fragments, ?painted y Y 9 medieval
18 1041 2 fragments vessel glass - - 4 post-medieval
19 1043 7 tiny fragments coloured window glass clean - 9 late medieval +
143 1064 4 window glass fragments, ?painted y ? 9 medieval
30 1079 1 fragment vessel glass - - 4 early post-medieval
75 1216 1 painted window glass fragment y ? 9 medieval
93 1339 1 painted window glass fragment - - 9 medieval 
91 1353 3 painted window glass fragments y y 9 medieval
99 1451 shattered ?window glass, wet-stored, not 

examined
- - ?9 medieval +

103 1492 22 window glass fragments, ?painted clean - 9 medieval 
112 1520 4 coloured window glass fragments; 3 

vessel glass fragments
- - 9; 4 late medieval +; early post-

medieval
114 1528 5 coloured window glass fragments y - 9 late medieval +
111 1539 6 coloured window glass fragments - 9 late medieval +
117 1602 5 coloured window glass fragments, some ?

painted
- - 9 Medieval +

165 1638 2 fragments window glass, ?painted - - 9 medieval
162 1809 1 window glass fragment - - 9 medieval
163 1814 1 painted window glass fragment - - 9 medieval
161 1865 2 fragments window glass, painted y ? 9 medieval
Bone

31 1020 ?headdress pin, with casket-shaped head 
on a pedestal of three rectangular 
mouldings; shaft not hipped

y 1 Late Saxon-early medieval

Stone
5 103 purple phyllite hone tip, with secondary 

pierced for suspension
y 10 Late Saxon-early medieval

52 1185 limestone spindlewhorl, worn y 3 Late Saxon-early medieval
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Appendix 4: Lithics Assessment 
by Barry Bishop

Introduction

The archaeological  investigations at  the above site resulted in the recovery of 
twenty-six struck flints (Table 1). This report quantifies and describes the material, 
assesses its significance and recommends any further work required to enable the 
material to achieve its full research potential.
The assemblage was recovered from a variety of medieval and undated features, 
some of the latter being of potential prehistoric date. No obvious in situ knapping 
episodes  or  specific  depositional  practices  were  identified  and  most  of  the 
assemblage is likely to have been residually deposited within later features. No 
contexts contained sufficient quantities of struck flint to enable detailed contextual 
analysis, and the recovered material has generally been considered as a single 
assemblage.

C
ontext

D
ecortication 

Flake

R
ejuvenation 

Flake

Flake

Flake Fragm
ent

C
ore

B
lade

C
ore Tool

C
onchoidal 

C
hunk

R
etouched

C
ondition

Suggested date

C
om

m
ents

1000 1 SA M/EN Blade-like 
1075 1 Sa ?late
1133 1 SA M/EN
1259 1 SA M-BA Scraper

1421 1 Sh MEN Bulbar frag, 
cortical

1421 1 SA UD
1427 1 SA ?Late
1435 1 A M-EBA
1435 1 SA M/EN Broken Blade?
1439 1 A ?Late
1439 1 A ?Late
1439 1 SA ?Late
1458 1 SA UD
1538 1 A UD
1538 1 SA M-EBA Trimming flake
1705 1 SA ?Late Mis-struck
1705 1 SA ?late
1705 1 Burnt ?Late
1731 1 SA UD
1731 1 Burnt UD
1824 1 SA UD
1824 1 SA UD Bulbar frag
1825 1 SA UD
1825 1 A UD
1849 1 SA M/EN Poss utilized
1849 1 SH M/EN Blade-like

Table 1: Quantification of Struck Flint by Context  (NB SA = slightly abraded, A = Abraded, SH =sharp: M  = Mesolithic, EN 
= Early Neolithic, EBA = Early Bronze Age, ‘Late’ = Middle Bronze Age to Iron Age, UD = undateable)
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Raw Materials

The raw materials used principally consisted of translucent black or dark brown, 
occasionally  mottled  with  grey,  fine-grained  flint.  Where  present,  cortex  was 
variably  weathered,  but  often  thick  and  rough  and  some  ancient  recorticated 
thermal  scars  were  also  present.  The  raw materials  used  consisted  of  small, 
thermally  shattered  nodular-shaped  cobbles  and  pebbles  of  potentially  good 
knapping quality but limited by their size and the presence of frequent thermal 
flaws. They would have been readily available from the local glacio-fluvial deposits 
(cf Cooper 2006, 62). A single piece, the blade from context [1849], was made 
from a porcelain-like opaque grey flint  comparable to ‘Lincolnshire Wolds’ flint, 
although it is likely that this type of stone would also have been available within 
the glacial tills of the region. 

Condition

The condition  of  the  assemblage was variable  but  most  pieces showed some 
evidence of post-depositional chipping and abrasion (edge rounding) and in some 
cases this was quite marked. It would be consistent with the material having spent 
some time within  an active burial  matrix and supports  the suggestion that  the 
material was originally deposited as a surface scatter and later incorporated into 
the features from which they were recovered.

Technology/Typology

The assemblage was dominated by flakes but with some blades and blade-like 
flakes also present, as were a single core, a core tool and a retouched implement. 
Few  chronologically  diagnostic  pieces  were  present  but  the  assemblage  was 
technologically diverse and evidently the product of more than one industry. Flint-
using activities dateable to the Mesolithic or Early Neolithic were indicated by the 
presence of a few systematically produced blades and the core rejuvenation flake, 
recovered from context [1133], which consisted of a plunged blade that removed 
part of an opposed striking platform. 

Of  less certain  derivation was the  relatively large blade,  singularly made from 
opaque grey flint, from context [1849]. This measured 70mm X 27mm X 7mm, 
had  a  faceted  striking  platform  but  showed  no  other  evidence  of  systematic 
production, such as the presence of parallel dorsal scars. Such pieces are not 
easy  to  place  but  it  was  unlikely  to  have  been  manufactured  after  the 
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age and may have been made considerably earlier than 
this.

The flakes were variable in shape and size but tended to be thick and short and 
with  unmodified,  wide  and  obtuse  striking  platforms.  They  displayed  a  less 
considered and more expedient approach to core reduction, and most would be 
most typical of the flintworking traditions of the Middle or Late Bronze Age (cf.  
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Brown 1991; Herne 1991) and possibly the Iron Age (e.g. Young and Humphrey 
1999; Humphrey 2003). 

The retouched implement was recovered from context [1259] and consisted of a 
thick,  hard-hammer  struck  flake  with  medium,  variably  steep  convex  scalar 
retouch along both lateral margins and along its distal end. It can be classified as 
a side-and-end scraper although it is not closely dateable. 

The core-tool,  from context  [1427],  consists  of  an ancient  recorticated thermal 
spall that has possibly been retouched along one edge, forming a leaf-shaped 
cutting or piercing implement. Expediently made implements such as this were 
manufactured throughout  the  prehistoric  period  but  are perhaps most  typically 
found in later industries, particularly those of the later second and first millennia 
BC. 

The core from context [1439] weighed 49g and had been extensively reduced, 
producing many variably sized and shaped flakes from a single, flaked, striking 
platform which had been worked all of the way around (Clark et al. 1960 type A1). 
It  contained  numerous  thermal  flaws,  which  had  caused  adverse  fracturing, 
particularly  along  the  striking  platform,  and  there  were  also  several  incipient 
Hertzian cones (points of percussion) from failed attempts at flake removal visible 
on the platform. One side of the core’s platform edge had also been crushed and 
the  core  may  have  been  reused  as  a  hammerstone/pounder.  This  particular 
example is difficult to date. Its use of a single platform and its all-round flaking is 
typical of Mesolithic or Early Neolithic strategies, but it was rather crudely reduced 
and there appeared to be a distinct lack of skill or care employed in the production 
of flakes, which may suggest that it was more characteristic of the very varied core 
types of the later prehistoric periods.

Discussion

The earliest activity at the site was represented by a small quantity of blades and 
flakes with blade attributes that can be dated to the Mesolithic or Early Neolithic 
periods.  Much  of  the  assemblage,  however,  would  be  more  typical  of  later 
industries,  particularly  those  of  the  Middle  Bronze  Age  and  later.  Similar  late 
flintworking  assemblages  have  been  identified  at  a  number  of  sites  in 
Leicestershire (e.g. Young and Humphrey 1999, table 1). No large quantities of 
knapping  debris,  refittable  pieces  or  other  evidence  of  in  situ knapping  was 
identified and the condition of most pieces would support their residual deposition 
within later features. However, it is possible, although far from certain, that some 
of the later flintwork could be at least broadly contemporary with the undated but 
potentially  prehistoric  features,  as  later  prehistoric  flintworking  is  usually 
considered to be opportunistically undertaken, with readily available raw materials 
casually struck and sharp edges procured, as and when a task required. There is 
generally little evidence for the preparation or curation of worked flint during these 
periods and, once the task was competed, the material was usually disposed of 
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informally.  Consequently,  the struck flint  from these periods is usually found in 
small quantities and scattered amongst the settlements and field-systems.

Significance

The assemblage indicates multi-period prehistoric activity at the site, although it is 
too small to indicate the precise chronology or nature of the occupations. It does 
contribute to a wider appreciation of prehistoric landscape use in the area, and 
provides further important evidence for prehistoric activity within the East Midlands 
claylands, an area believed until relatively recently to have been largely avoided 
during much of the prehistoric period (Clay 2002; 2006; Myers 2006). 

Recommendations

Due to the size of the assemblage no further analytical work is warranted. As it 
has some potential in contributing to a wider appreciation of landscape use in the 
area  it  should  be  recorded  in  the  Historic  Environment  Record  and  a  brief 
description included in any published account of the fieldwork.
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Appendix 5: Pottery 
by Jane Young with Ian Rowlandson and Alan Vince

Introduction

In  total,  five  hundred  and  ten  sherds  of  pottery  (9.632  kg)  representing  a 
maximum of three hundred and fifty-six vessels were submitted for examination. 
The pottery recovered ranges in date from the Roman to early modern periods. 

Methodology

Ian Rowlandson examined the Roman pottery and Alan Vince has reported on 
some  of  the  imported  vessels.  The  material  was  laid  out  and  viewed 
stratigraphically  and  extensive  searches  for  cross-joining  vessels  were  made. 
Where possible the codenames used for the archive of this site have been related 
to known Leicestershire codes, although the lack of an official printed or digital 
Leicestershire  ware  type  series  with  adequate  definitions  seriously  hampers 
consistency in  the  ceramic  record.  The Roman and post-Roman Pottery Type 
Series held at Leicester University was consulted and every effort was made to 
parallel the sherds found on this site with examples in it. 
The  post-Roman  assemblage  was  quantified  by  three  measures:  number  of 
sherds, weight and vessel count within each context.  Fabric identification of some 
of the pottery was undertaken by x20 binocular microscope. The ceramic data 
was  entered  on  an  Access  database  using  Lincolnshire  (Young  et  al.)  and 
Nottingham (Nailor and Young 2001) fabric codenames with a concordance with 
Leicestershire  codenames  (see  Table  1).  Recording  of  the  post-Roman 
assemblage was in accordance with the guidelines laid out in Slowikowski, et al. 
(2001).  The  Roman  pottery  has  been  archived  using  count  and  weight  as 
measures according to the guidelines laid down for the minimum archive by The 
Study Group for Roman Pottery (Darling 2004). Codes used are those established 
by the  City  of  Lincoln  Archaeological  Unit  (CLAU)  with  a  concordance  to  the 
Leicestershire Ceramic Type Series (Pollard 1994).

Condition

The pottery is mostly in a slightly abraded to fairly fresh condition with sherd size 
mainly falling  into  the  small  to  medium size  range (below 50grams).  Fifty-two 
vessels, mainly of medieval or later date, are represented by more than one sherd 
and there are two cross-context joining vessels. 
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Overall Chronology and Source

A range of  two  Roman and  fifty-one  different,  identifiable  post-Roman pottery 
ware types were identified, the type and general date range for these fabrics are 
shown in Table 1. The post-Roman pottery ranges in date from the middle Saxon 
to the early modern periods (Table 2) and includes local, regional and imported 
ceramics. A fairly limited range of vessel types was recovered including a range of 
bowls, jugs, jars, cups, dishes, pitchers and single examples of albarello, costrel, 
pipkin and plate.

Lincolnshire 
and 

Nottingham 
codenames

Leicestershire 
codenames

Full name earliest 
date

latest date Total 
sherds

Total 
vessels

ARCH XY Archaic maiolica 1270 1350 1 1
BERTH EA Brown glazed earthenware 1550 1800 5 3
BERTH EA2 Brown glazed earthenware (Chilvers 

Coton/Ticknall/Derbyshire)
1550 1800 4 4

BERTHG EA Grantham-type Brown-glazed 
Earthenware

1500 1650 6 4

BL EA Black-glazed wares 1550 1750 23 20
BL EA1 Black-glazed wares (Chilvers 

Coton/Ticknall/Derbyshire)
1550 1750 6 6

BL EA2 Black-glazed wares (Chilvers 
Coton/Ticknall/Derbyshire)

1550 1750 15 11

BL EA6 Black-glazed wares 1550 1750 7 6
BOU BO1 Bourne D ware 1350 1650 5 5
BOUA BO2 Bourne-type Fabrics A and A/B 1150 1400 7 6
BOUA BO3 Bourne-type Fabrics  B 1150 1400 1 1
BOUA BO4 Bourne-type Fabrics A/ C 1150 1400 1 1
BOULMT BO Bourne Late Medieval ware 1350 1450 4 1
CIST CW2 Cistercian-type ware 1480 1650 28 24
CREA EA8 Creamware 1770 1830 7 7
EST ST3 Early Stamford ware 870 1010 1 1
FREC FR Frechen stoneware 1530 1680 29 13
GRED OS Grantham Redware 1200 1450 4 3
LEMS L1 Lincolnshire Early Medieval Shelly 1130 1230 2 2
LERTH EA Late earthenwares 1750 1900 4 3
LFS L14 Lincolnshire Fine-shelled ware 970 1200 2 2
LSH L12 Lincoln shelly ware 850 1000 16 4
LSW2/3 L17 13th to 15th century Lincoln Glazed Ware 1200 1450 2 1
MARTI MA1 Martincamp ware - Type 1 1480 1550 2 1
MEDX MS Non Local Medieval Fabrics 1150 1450 23 12
MISC Unidentified types 400 1900 2 2
MP MP2 Midlands Purple ware 1380 1600 36 5
MY MY Midlands Yellow ware 1550 1650 6 2
NCBLCB EA Nineteenth Century Blue-bodied 

Earthenware
1800 1900 1 1

NCSW NO Nottingham Coarse Sandy ware 1200 1500 14 9
NOTGE NO2 Early Nottingham Green Glazed ware 1200 1230 1 1
NOTGL NO3 Light Bodied Nottingham Green Glazed 

ware
1220 1320 48 28

NOTGR NO3 Reduced Nottingham Green Glazed ware 1280 1420 1 1
NSP SP1 Nottingham Splashed ware (Sandy fabric) 1170 1230 4 1
NSP SP1/SP2 Nottingham Splashed ware (Fine/sandy 

fabric)
1150 1180 1 1

PASL CG ? Peterborough Area Shell and Limestone-
tempered

1200 1350 1 1

PEARL EA9 Pearlware 1770 1900 4 1
PSHW CG ? Peterborough Shelly Ware 1175 1400 13 3
PSHW2 CG ? Peterborough Shelly Ware Fabric 2 1175 1400 2 1
R C2NV Roman Nene Valley Colour Coat 40 400 1 1
R GW5 Roman Greyware 40 400 1 1
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Lincolnshire 
and 

Nottingham 
codenames

Leicestershire 
codenames

Full name earliest 
date

latest date Total 
sherds

Total 
vessels

RMAX SX Southern Maxey-type ware 650 950 2 1
RMSF CG ? Rutland Medieval Shell and Iron 1180 1300 3 3
SAIG SA Saintonge green-glazed ware 1280 1500 2 1
SLIP EA7 Unidentified slipware 1650 1750 1 1
SLOOL OL South Lincs Oolitic (generic) 1050 1500 13 12
SLOQ OL South Lincolnshire Oolite & Quartz 1000 1250 9 9
SLSF CG ? South Lincolnshire Shell & Iron 1000 1250 1 1
SLSNT SN South Lincolnshire St. Neots-type 980 1100 2 2
SLSQ CG ? South Lincs Shell and Quartz (generic) 1200 1500 1 1
SLSQF CG ? South Lincs Shell Quartz and Iron 1200 1500 2 2
SNEOT SN St Neots-type ware 870 1200 5 1
SNTG DE South Netherlands tin-glazed wares 1480 1570 1 1
SNX TH ? Non-local Saxo-Norman Fabrics 870 1150 4 3
ST ST2 Stamford Ware (Fabric A/B/G) 970 1200 46 46
ST ST7 Stamford Ware (Fabric A) 970 1200 58 58
STANLY LY1 Stanion/Lyveden ware (oolitic Fabric B) 1150 1250 6 3
STANLY LY4 Stanion/Lyveden ware (shelly fabric A) 1150 1250 3 2
STMO EA3 Staffordshire/Bristol mottled-glazed 1690 1800 2 1
STSL EA7 Staffordshire/Bristol slipware 1680 1800 3 3
SWSG SW4 Staffordshire White Saltglazed stoneware 1700 1770 3 2
TORKT TO Torksey-type ware 850 1100 1 1
TPW EA10 Transfer printed ware 1770 1900 1 1

Table 1: Pottery code names and date ranges with total quantities by sherd and vessel count

Ceramic period sherds vessels
Roman 2 2

Middle Saxon (late 7th to mid/late 9th) 2 1

Late Saxon (mid/late 9th to mid/late 11th) 18 6

Saxo-Norman (10th to 12th) 117 112

Early medieval (12th to early/mid 13th) 30 26

Medieval (late 12th to 15th) 136 81

Late Medieval to Early post-medieval (15th to 16th) 75 36
Post-medieval (16th to 18th) 112 78

Early modern (18th to 19th) 16 12

Unknown 2 2

Totals 510 356

Table 2: Vessel counts by chronological period

Pottery was recovered from three different Periods and a number of groups on the 
site.  Not  all  of  the pottery could  be assigned to  a  period at  this  stage of  the 
project, but significant contexts are discussed below.

The Pottery

The Roman Pottery by Ian Rowlandson BA MA

Two sherds of Roman pottery were presented for comment by this author. Each 
sherd  is  discussed  here  by  context.  The  quantity  of  Roman  pottery  retrieved 
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suggests  that  the  excavated  area  was  not  subject  to  intensive  domestic 
occupation in  the  Roman period.  As both  sherds show signs of  abrasion  it  is 
possible that the sherds have been re-deposited in later features.   

Context 1455 produced a single abraded greyware sherd from a large bowl or jar. 
The  sherd  has  light  grey surfaces  a  fine  sandy matrix  (description  within  the 
archive). The sherd fits into the Leicester GW5 fabric group. It is likely that the 
sherd dates from the 2nd-4th century AD.

Context 1821 produced a basal sherd, probably from a dish, in a Nene Valley 
Colour Coat fabric (C2NV). The sherd shows some signs of abrasion and has a 
dark  brown colour  coat.  The  impression  of  the  dish  being  string cut  from the 
potter’s wheel remains evident on the base. The vessel is likely to be from the 
common Nene Valley plain rim dish form that usually is considered to date to the 
4th century (Howe et al 1980, Fig. 7.87).

Middle Saxon

Two sherds from a single lugged bowl are of Middle Saxon type (DR1). The vessel 
is in a dense shell-tempered Southern Maxey-type ware (RMAX) and has both 
internal  and external  soot residues. Recent work (Vince and Young 2008) has 
shown  that  this  tradition  existed  over  much  of  Southern  Lincolnshire, 
Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire, extending to a small number of sites in 
Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire. It is probable that the type was produced at 
more  than  one  centre  as  has been shown for  the  Northern  Maxey-type  ware 
fabrics (forthcoming). Dating of the Southern Maxey-type ware is still  uncertain, 
but is likely to extend possibly from the late 7th century until the introduction of 
wheel-thrown late Saxon wares in the mid/late to late 9th century. In Lincolnshire 
and  Yorkshire  Northern  Maxey-type  ware  is  found  associated  with  handmade 
Anglo-Saxon types and extends to deposits that immediately pre-date the earliest 
Late Saxon/Anglian deposits (Young et al 2005 and Mainman 1990 and 1993). 

Late Saxon

Six vessels in three different ware types are of Late Saxon type and date between 
the late 9th and mid/late 11th centuries.  The four Lincoln Shelly ware vessels 
(LSH) comprise three jars and a small inturned rim bowl. This ware type starts in 
the late 9th century and continues probably into the beginning of the 11th century. 
Only the bowl is of a chronologically distinct type and this vessel is of early/mid 
10th to early 11th century date. A single Early Stamford ware (EST) jar with a row 
of square roller-stamping on the shoulder is likely to be of 10th to early/mid 11th 
century date. The Torksey-type jar found in context 1056 cannot be paralleled by 
known  products  from  the  thirteen  kilns  at  Torksey  (Barley  1964  and  1981, 
Wilkinson  and  Young 1995  and  Young 2008),  or  the  kiln  at  Kirkgate,  Newark 
(Phillips and Young 1994). The jar may be a product of as yet unknown kilns in 
Torksey or Newark, or may have come from an entirely unknown production site. 
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Saxo-Norman

A group of one hundred and twelve Saxo-Norman vessels, mainly in a range of 
Stamford ware (ST) fabrics, was recovered from the site. The large group of one 
hundred and four single sherd Stamford ware vessels includes vessels in Fabrics 
A,  A/B,  B,  B/C  and  G,  although  most  are  in  Fabric  A (Table  3).  Most  of  the 
unglazed vessels  and  a  few of  the  glazed  ones  have  external  soot  residues, 
suggesting that they have been used for cooking.

Fabric Total vessels
Fabric A 58
Fabric A/B 24
Fabric B 15
Fabric B/C 1
Fabric G 6
Total vessels 104

Table 3: Stamford ware Vessel counts by Fabric

Most of the Fabric A vessels are identifiable as unglazed jars with external soot 
residues. All of the vessels are relatively thin-walled suggesting that they are of 
late 10th to mid 12th century date. The few jar rim types present are of the simple 
everted, or hollow everted type common in 10th to 11th century deposits. A single 
unglazed Type 1 bowl (Kilmurry 1980) with a flanged rim could date anywhere 
from the late 10th to mid 12th centuries. Two glazed sherds are identifiable as 
pitchers,  one  of  which  has  a  short  spout  of  a  type  more  common  from  the 
early/mid 11th century onwards. A small number of other glazed sherds may come 
from pitchers, jars or bowls. Few vessel forms were identified in the slightly finer A/
B  fabric,  although  a  higher  proportion  of  these  sherds  are  glazed  (37.5%), 
suggesting that they are more likely to have come from tableware forms (pitchers 
and small bowls) than from cooking or storage vessels. Six of the fifteen Fabric B 
vessels are glazed and are most probably from pitchers or small glazed jars, the 
other sherds seem to be from small to medium-sized unglazed jars. Vessels in 
Fabric  G include  four  with  glaze  that  are  probably pitchers  and  two unglazed 
jar/pitcher/bowls. A single sherd from a glazed jar or pitcher in Fabric B/C is almost 
certainly of  early/mid 12th century date or later.  None of  the other sherds are 
demonstrably of post conquest date (based on a combination of Fabric, form and 
glaze)  and  no  collared  vessels  are  present  in  the  assemblage,  perhaps 
suggesting that most of the Stamford ware on the site is of pre-conquest date.
The  non-Stamford  ware  vessels  are  all  coarsewares  in  shell-tempered  (LFS, 
SLSNT and SNEOT) and quartz-tempered fabrics (SNX). The two Lincolnshire 
Fine-shelled ware (LFS) vessels comprise one small jar and a large jar/bowl with 
internal  wear  marks  and an external  soot  residue.  This  ware  type is  common 
throughout  central  and  northern  Lincolnshire  and  is  found  less  commonly  in 
southern  Lincolnshire,  Yorkshire,  Derbyshire,  Nottinghamshire,  Rutland  and 
Leicestershire.  The type first  starts  to  occur  in  late  10th  century deposits  and 
continues  in  production  until  the  late  12th  century.  The  two  thin-walled  South 
Lincolnshire St. Neots-type (SLSNT) vessels are likely to be of late 10th to 11th 
century date whereas the large St. Neots-type ware bowl (SNEOT) is of 11th to 
12th century date. This bowl has pressed decoration around the rim edge. The 
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three quartz-tempered vessels are of unknown types of late 9th to 12th century 
date. One sherd from context 139 is reminiscent of the reduced Late Saxon sandy 
wares from Nottingham (NOTS) or Newark (NEWS). 

Early Medieval

A small group of early medieval vessels (twenty-six in total) came from the site. 
Only  two  vessels,  both  in  Nottingham  Splashed  ware  fabrics,  are  glazed 
finewares. One sherd comes from a jug in a fine/sandy fabric of mid to mid/late 
12th century date whilst the other four small sherds may either be from a vessel or 
from a glazed tile. The other twenty-four vessels are in various calcareous fabrics 
probably all produced in Lincolnshire.  Twelve vessels are in South Lincolnshire 
Oolitic-tempered fabrics of late 11th to mid 13th century date. Most of the vessels 
are identifiable as jars, four of which are decorated. These vessels are not of the 
Saxo-Norman type (SLSNOL) which is  common on sites  in  south  Lincolnshire 
from the mid 11th to 12th centuries and it is probable that they mainly date to 
between  the  late  12th  and  mid  13th  centuries.  Nine  single  sherd  vessels  in 
possibly related oolite and quartz-tempered fabrics (SLOQ) are mainly from jars. 
Most of the vessels have external soot residues and one has a leached internal 
surface from acidic contents. A single sherd in a South Lincolnshire Shell and Iron 
fabric  (SLSF)  is  also  from  a  jar  with  a  soot  residue.  Two  vessels  tentatively 
identified  as  Lincolnshire  Early  Medieval  Shell-tempered  ware  (LEMS)  are  an 
unusual occurrence in the area as the main distribution area for this type is in 
central and northern Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, although the type does occur in 
Nottingham City.  The two sherds from this site  are in poor condition and it  is 
impossible to be certain of attribution. 

Medieval 

Overall, eighty-one of the pottery vessels recovered from the site can be dated to 
the medieval period, between the late 12th and 15th centuries, although most are 
probably of 13th to mid 14th century date. The material includes vessels from the 
large urban potteries at Nottingham (NCSW, NOTGE, NOTGL, and NOTGR) and 
Lincoln (LSW2/3), more rural productions at Bourne (BOUA) and Stanion/Lyveden 
(STANLY) as well as continental imports (ARCH and SAIG). 
The  assemblage  includes  twelve  vessels  from  four  different  Nottingham-types 
(NCSW,  NOTGE,  NOTGL  and  NOTGR),  some  of  which  may  not  be  from 
production centres within the city itself. A single sherd from an Early Glazed ware 
jug (NOTGE)  has  a  misfired  external  glaze.  This  was not  unusual  during  this 
period of experimentation with suspension glazes during the first 20-30 years of 
the 13th century. Twenty-eight of the vessels are jugs in Nottingham Light Firing 
Glazed ware  (NOTGL) which was produced throughout the 13th century and into 
the  early  14th  century.  Most  of  the  jugs  have  a  bright  copper-green  glaze 
suggesting that they are of 13th century date. Only two of them are decorated, 
suggesting that they were mainly for plain utilitarian use.  One unusual vessel is 
either  a  narrow-necked  jug  or  jar  (DR5)  with  a  thick  copper-green  glaze  and 
applied and pressed vertical strips. A single jug sherd is in Nottingham Reduced-
glazed  ware,  which  first  appears  towards  the  end  of  the  13th  century  and 
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continues  in  use  through  the  14th  century.  The  manufacture  of  the  vessel 
recovered from this site suggests that it  pre-dates the second half  of  the 14th 
century.  The remaining nine  Nottingham vessels  are all  in  Nottingham Coarse 
Sandy ware fabrics (NCSW) and include jars, a jug, a pipkin and a large bowl 
(DR4). 
A single jar sherd with a wide everted rim is probably a Lincoln product (LSW2/3) 
dating to the 13th or 14th centuries. Three vessels are in a fabric common in the 
Grantham  area  (GRED).  This  oxidised  Grantham  Redware  is  not  yet  fully 
understood but was probably produced in the Grantham area between the 13th 
and 15th centuries. Eight vessels are in Bourne-type Medieval ware (BOUA). This 
ware was produced at the major centre of Bourne as well as at Baston (both in 
Lincolnshire) between the late 12th and 15th centuries and may also have been 
made  elsewhere  in  Lincolnshire,  north  Cambridgeshire  and  Northamptonshire. 
Three of the vessels are jugs; none of which are decorated and three are jars. 
One of the jars (context 139) has an early rim type similar to that of some 12th 
century Stamford ware jars. It is unlikely that any of the vessels found on this site 
post-dates the 14th century. The five Stanion/Lyveden-type vessels include two 
undiagnostic jar/bowl sherds in shell-tempered Fabric A and three jugs in oolitic-
tempered Fabric B. Two of the jugs are decorated with applied white clay strips. 
None of these vessels is closely dateable, but they are probably all of 13th to mid 
14th century date.
Twelve vessels are from unknown production centres (MEDX), probably within the 
East  Midlands  area.  All  are  tempered  with  quartz  sand  ranging  from  fine 
(0.1-0.2mm) to coarse (0.7-1mm) and including other temper such as iron-rich 
grains and calcareous inclusions. The fabric of each vessel is described in detail 
in  the  archive.  Most  of  the  vessels  appear  to  be  glazed  jugs  and  include  a 
possible example of a Newark Glazed ware (NEWG) jug. Some of these vessels 
may be from unknown kilns in the more local area, or, unusual products of known 
kilns, but further scientific analysis would be needed to confirm this. 
Eleven  vessels,  mainly  jars,  are  in  a  variety  of  predominantly  shell-tempered 
fabrics (PASL, PSHW, PSHW2, RMSF, SLSQ and SLSQF) probably produced in 
the East Midlands. Two of these types were identified at Peterborough (PSHW 
and PSHW2,  Spoerry and Hinman 1998,  107)  and a third  (PASL) at  Barnack 
(Young 2008) in Cambridgeshire. Their distribution is centred on Peterborough, 
although  they  may  have  been  produced  in  north  Cambridgeshire,  south 
Lincolnshire or Northamptonshire. 
Three vessels are in Rutland Medieval Shell and Iron fabrics. This ware is newly 
defined and appears at present to be confined to Rutland, the Stamford area and 
north-east Leicestershire. It is not known where the type was made and current 
dating  is  thought  to  be  late  12th  to  early  14th  century.  The  remaining  three 
coarseware vessels are in already defined south Lincolnshire ware types (SLSQ 
and SLSQF). All of these vessels are undecorated jars or bowls. Two medieval 
imports, a Saintonge all-over-green glazed jug (SAIG) and an Archaic Maiolica 
vessel are reported on below.
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Late Medieval

Thirty-six vessels are of late medieval to early post-medieval type. Six vessels, are 
possibly products of late kilns at Bourne (BOULMT and BOU). Four sherds from a 
single undecorated jug in Late Medieval Bourne ware (BOULMT) were found in 
two different contexts (1044 and 1119). This jug is likely to be of mid 14th to mid 
15th century date.  The five Post-medieval  Bourne ware vessels  are all  in fine 
fabrics and include one bowl. These vessels are unlikely to pre-date the mid 15th 
century or post-date the late 16th century. 
Five vessels are in Midlands Purple (MP) fabrics. Precursors to Midlands Purple 
ware occur in several East Midlands areas (Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire and 
Derbyshire) sometime in the second half of the 14th century but true Midlands 
Purple types are unusual before the mid 15th century. The vessels from this site 
are in orange to brown coarse fabrics and are all likely to be products of kilns at 
Ticknall  in  Derbyshire,  although  only  two  vessels  have  typologically  typical 
features (Boyle forthcoming).  Vessels types include jugs and jars.  Perhaps the 
most unusual ceramic find on the site is a large two-handled MP jar, recovered 
from  underneath  a  hearth  stone  (context  1763).  The  jar  comprises  thirty-two 
joining sherds from the lower third of a large two-handled squat jar similar to some 
from  the  Austin  Friars,  Leicester  (Woodland  1981  Fig  40,  196-197).  The  jar 
extends to the shoulder only and may have been truncated by the insertion of the 
hearth stone, or may have only survived to this extent when buried. There is a 
circle of brown glaze on the internal base and the stacking scar of a jar rim (175 
mm rim diameter) on underside of the base. A white deposit occurs on the upper 
breaks only,  otherwise  there  is  nothing to  suggest  the  function  of  this  vessel. 
Similar vessels are usually found without evidence for, or against, the presence of 
a bunghole as they are mostly recovered incomplete. The completeness of this 
example however, argues for a large squat two-handled jar as an independent 
form distinct from the taller, more cylindrical bunghole jars. None of the Midlands 
Purple vessels from this site are likely to post-date the mid 16th century. 
Twenty-four Cistercian vessels (CIST), mainly cups, were found on the site. There 
is variation in fabric suggesting that vessels were purchased from more than one 
kiln. Most of the fabrics however are similar to examples recovered from known 
kiln sites at Ticknall, Derbyshire, although some of the vessels could come from 
kilns as far away as Yorkshire. One small cup with a poor brownish glaze is similar 
to examples of Grantham Brown Glazed Earthenware (BERTHG) and may be a 
product of kilns near Grantham. Most of the sherds are too small to be useful in 
determining exact vessel shape and only two decorated sherds were recovered. 
Three of the vessels are however identifiable as tall cups (Brears 1971) which are 
usually confined to 16th century deposits. None of the vessels appear to be late 
types suggesting that the group does not extend into the 17th century. 
A single import of late medieval to early post-medieval date was recovered. The 
two sherds are from a single Martincamp Type I costrel of mid/late 15th to mid 
16th century date.
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Post-medieval 

Seventy-eight of the vessels examined are in ware types that belong to the period 
between  the  16th  and  18th  centuries.  The  vessels  found  on  this  site  include 
coarsewares (BERTH, BERTHG, BL, LERTH and MY), slipwares (SLIP, STMO 
and STSL), tin-glazed ware (SNTG) and imported stoneware (FREC). There is a 
degree of overlap in date with some of the late medieval to early post-medieval 
types, but none of the wares described here would be found in pre-16th century 
deposits. 
Four  vessels  in  a  brown-glazed  earthenware  fabric  commonly  found  in  the 
Grantham area (BERTHG) were recovered from the site. Two of the vessels are 
identifiable as jugs, the other two sherds may either have come from jars, or from 
jugs. A range of brown and black-glazed, hard-fired, red to purple earthenwares 
are common in Grantham and the surrounding area. Present dating places them 
in the period between the mid 16th and mid 17th centuries, although the types 
may  continue  as  late  as  the  18th  century.  The  other  seven  brown-glazed 
earthenwares from the site (BERTH) are mainly in coarse oxidised fabrics that 
suggest they are of East Midlands origin and are of 17th to 18th century date. The 
group includes three large bowls and three jars. None of the vessels are typical of 
Staffordshire production and it is likely that they come from kilns in Derbyshire, 
Nottinghamshire or Leicestershire. A range of forty-three vessels in black-glazed 
earthenwares (BL) includes vessels in coarse and fine fabrics probably produced 
in  Derbyshire,  Leicestershire,  Lincolnshire,  Nottinghamshire  and  Staffordshire. 
Vessel forms include large jars, large bowls, a cup and possible chamber pots. 
Most of these vessels date to between the late 17th and 18th centuries, although 
a  few earlier  and  a  few later  examples  also  occur.  Small  fragments  of  three 
undiagnostic  late  earthenware  vessels  (LERTH)  are  probably  examples  of 
unglazed  fragments  of  black  or  brown-glazed  earthenwares.  Two  vessels  in 
Midlands  Yellow ware  (MY)  are  of  16th  to  17th  century date.  A plain  bowl  is 
represented by five sherds and another small sherd is probably from a cup. 
Four slipware vessels (SLIP and STSL) include three press-moulded dishes and a 
cup or posset pot. Two of the dishes are decorated with slip-trailing and combing 
whilst the third has moulded decoration embellished with slip-trailing and jewelling. 
These types of decoration were most common on dishes made in Staffordshire 
between  the  late  17th  and  mid  18th  centuries.  The  cup  is  not  typical  of 
Staffordshire products and may have been made in Derbyshire or Yorkshire. A 
single  vessel,  possibly  a  jar  or  jug  in  Staffordshire-type  Mottled-glazed  ware 
(STMO) is likely to postdate the late 17th century and pre-date the last quarter of 
the 18th century. 
A  single  Tin-glazed  Earthenware  sherd  from  an  albarello  with  blue  painted 
decoration (SNTG) found in context 203 is discussed below with the medieval 
imports. Thirteen imported German Frechen stoneware drinking jugs (FREC) were 
found on the site. Five of the vessels are plain, probably globular drinking jugs, 
three  have  moulded  face  decoration  and  can  be  classified  as  Bartmannkrug 
(Hurst  1987, 214-221) and one has part  of  a medallion. The other sherds are 
undecorated and undiagnostic. One of the two jugs in context 1000 has an early 
face type and is probably an inscribed band jug of mid/late to late 16th century 
date. The other jug also has an early face, but is more unusual as the vessel has 
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spots of cobalt glaze. This type of jug is rarely found on sites in England and dates 
to the late 16th century. The other Bartmannkrug is of a narrow-necked type (DR 
2) and dates to between the early and mid 17th century. 

Early modern  

Twelve vessels are of early modern type and date to between the early/mid 18th 
and 19th centuries. The group comprises a variety of industrial finewares (CREA, 
NCBLCB,  PEARL,  SWSG  and  TPW).  Three  early  industrial  finewares, 
Staffordshire  White  Salt-glazed  (SWSG),  Creamware  (CREA)  and  Pearlware 
(PEARL) were found on the site. They two Staffordshire White Salt-glazed sherds 
could date anywhere between the introduction of the type towards the end of the 
first quarter of the 18th century until the demise of the industry in the last quarter 
of the 18th century. Creamware was developed in the mid 1760s and continued to 
be made until at least the mid 1830s by which time it had mainly been superseded 
by modern whitewares. Lighter coloured Pearlwares with underglaze blue transfer 
printing first occur in the 1780s, again diminishing by the 1830s. 
Seven Creamware vessels were recovered from the site, they include examples of 
plate,  cup and dish. A single small  Pearlware plate has a blue transfer Willow 
Pattern design print and probably belongs to the late 18th to mid 19th centuries. 
One  transfer  printed  plate  and  one  blue-bodied  earthenware  sherd,  are  only 
generally dateable to between the late 18th and 19th centuries. 

The Medieval and Early Post-medieval Imports  by Alan Vince

Amongst the pottery present on the site were sherds of imported types which were 
passed to the author for identification and assessment. These finds suggest that 
the site had a high status from the late 13th/early 14th century to the late 16th 
century.
Context 1861 produced two sherds from a Saintonge all-over-green glazed jug. 
These jugs have a glaze coloured by the addition of copper. In contrast to most 
copper-green glazed medieval vessels (including most from the Saintonge) the 
glaze was prepared before application to  give an even colour.  This may have 
involved the production of  a frit  (powdered glass) or simply the grinding of the 
ingredients.  The  all-over-green  glazed  jugs  were  a  specialised  product  of  the 
industry  which  produced  the  more  well-known  polychrome  jugs  and  some 
polychrome vessels  had  an  all-over-green  glaze  on  the  interior.  The  range  of 
forms apparently copied that of the polychrome vessels closely. The Wymondham 
sherds come from the body of the vessel from which it can be seen to have had a 
rounded form, probably with a splayed base and no distinct neck angle (as on 
Platt and Coleman-Smith 1975 Fig 185 Nos 1022 or 1023), although it may have 
come  from  a  squat  jug  (such  as  Platt  and  Coleman-Smith  1975,  Fig  186 
No.1024). The precise date of this type is disputed (it depends on the finding of 
vessels on Welsh castles constructed during Edward I’s Welsh campaign and on 
the  discovery  of  smashed  vessels  in  the  cellar  of  a  merchant’s  house  in 
Southampton  thought  to  have  been  destroyed  during  the  French  Raid  on 
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Southampton in 1338. It is most likely that these jugs and the polychrome vessels 
were the products of a very short-lived phase in the years around 1300. 

Context 1353 produced the rim and neck of an Archaic Maiolica  vessel, probably 
a jug, produced in Central Italy in the 14th or 15th century. The vessel has a tin 
glaze on the exterior and a plain lead glaze on the interior. There is a light green 
band below the rim and a dark purple band below that.

Context 203 produced the rim and shoulder of a tin-glazed albarello. The rim form 
is triangular and reminiscent of those produced in Antwerp and London in the later 
16th century (for example those from Holy Trinity Priory, City of London, Edwards 
1999, Fig 8.1 d). The vessel has a tin glaze inside and out and is decorated with 
bands of cobalt blue paint about 3mm wide.  

Sherds  of  Frechen  stoneware,  including  a  Bartmannkrug  with  spots  of  cobalt 
glaze, and a Martincamp type I flask (Hurst 1986, 102-4) were also present on the 
site (see above). The two medieval imports are of types which are rare in England 
and are usually found either on the sites of medieval ports (such as Hull, Boston 
or Southampton) or on sites of high social status, such as castles and abbeys. In 
the land-locked East Midlands, such finds are extremely rare. The post-medieval 
maiolica is less unusual, since by the late 16th century imported vessels were 
becoming  available  throughout  England,  but  the  cobalt-decorated  Frechen 
stoneware is a type only seen by the author in the collections of the Museum of 
London.

The Site Sequence

Period 1

This period has been provisionally dated to the Saxo-Norman period, but may also 
include features of Roman and Middle Saxon date.

codename Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 unknown Total vessels
R 2 2
Total Roman 2 2
RMAX 1 1
Total Middle Saxon 1 1
TORKT 1
Total Late Saxon 1 1
LFS 2 2
SNEOT 1 1
SNX 3 3
ST 2 5 20 58 85
SLSNT 1 1 2
Total Saxo-Norman 2 6 21 64 93
LEMS 2 2
SLOOL 2 7 9
SLOQ 9 9
SLSF 1 1
Total Early Medieval 3 18 21
BOUA 3 3
MEDX 4 4
NOTGL 1 1 2
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codename Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 unknown Total vessels
PSHW 2 2
RMSF 3 3
SLSQF 1 1
STANLY 1 1 2
Total Medieval 1 2 14 17
Total vessels 5 6 26 2 96 135

Table 4: Period 1 pottery vessel counts by group

Group 1

Group 1 comprises a series of east-north-east to west-south-west ditches running 
parallel to each other and possible evidence for a rectangular timber structure. 
Only five vessels were recovered from this phase. The two vessels found in Ditch 
1457 (context 1455) are of Roman date and could suggest that this was a Roman 
feature.  The  two  vessels  from Ditch  1057 (context  1056)  are  of  10th  to  11th 
century pre-conquest date as is the single Stamford ware sherd from Ditch  138 
(context 135).
A ditch (510 context 509) on a similar orientation but located nearly 100m to the 
south of the main excavation area, contained a single reasonably large and fresh 
(106 gms) middle Saxon Southern Maxey-type sherd (RMAX) 

Group 2

Group 2 contained further ditches, all of which were on a different alignment to the 
manorial phases. Ditch 104 (context 103) contained four vessels that are likely to 
be of late 10th to 11th century pre-conquest date but also included a single glazed 
medieval ridge tile fragment. Ditch  1031 (context 1030) produced two Stamford 
ware vessels also probably of pre-conquest date.

Group 3

A change in the character of the site occurred in Group 3 with the appearance of a 
large number of apparently randomly placed postholes. Several pits, one of which 
has been interpreted as a quarry pit also belong to this group. The two vessels 
found in posthole  162 (context 161) can only be generally dated to between the 
mid  11th  and mid  12th  centuries  whilst  the  single  Stamford  ware  vessel  from 
posthole 1497 (context 1496) is of general 10th to 11th century date.
Pits 1063 (fill 1062) and 1420 (fill 1421) each contained single vessels of 11th to 
12th century date. Pit  1434 (fill 1433) produced three Stamford ware vessels of 
11th to mid 12th century date. A single later medieval Nottingham Glazed ware 
vessel of 13th to early/mid 14th date (possibly intrusive) came from pit  1373 (fill 
1375). 
Overall  with  exception  of  pit  1373 this  group  could  be  of  peri  or  early  post-
conquest date (but pre-dating the mid 12th century). 

Group 4

A single feature, layer 1529 produced 2 medieval sherds of 13th to early/mid 14th 
century date.
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Period 2

This  period  marks  the  beginning  of  the  manor  complex  and  extends  through 
seven phases of the life of the manor.

codename Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 unknown Total vessels
EST 1 1
LSH 2 1 3
Total Late Saxon 2 1 1 4
ST 4 2 1 7
Total Saxo-Norman 4 2 1 7
NSP 1 1 2
SLOOL 3 3
Early medieval 1 4 5
BOUA 3 3
MEDX 1 2 1 4
NCSW 1 4 1 6
NOTGE 1 1
NOTGL 2 1 1 6 1 11
NOTGR 1 1
PSHW 1 1
PSHW2 1 1
SLSQ 1 1
SLSQF 1 1
STANLY 2 1 3
Medieval 5 1 3 1 1 18 1 3 33
BOULMT 1 1
BOU 1 2 3
CIST 1 1 2 4
MP 1 1 2
Late medieval to early 
post-medieval

1 2 2 2 3 10

FREC 1 1
MY 1 1 2
Total post-medieval 1 1 1 3
Miscellaneous 1 1
Total vessels 11 3 3 1 4 29 4 8 63

Table 5: Period 2 pottery vessel counts by group

Group 1

This earliest phase of the manor comprises a sunken featured, possibly cellared 
building.  A total  of  eleven  vessels  were  recovered from a  number  of  features 
including Foundation Trench 1104 (fill 1102) which contained a single Nottingham 
Splashed ware jug of mid/late 12th to early/mid 13th century date. Four deposits 
associated  with  the  sunken  featured  building  (contexts  1138,  1229,  1162  and 
1163) each produced single medieval sherds that suggest a 13th to early/mid 14th 
century date for the feature, while one (context 1097) contained a mid 12th to 
early 13th century Stamford ware vessel and another (context 1119) produced a 
Late Medieval  Bourne-type vessel  of   mid 14th to  15th century date (possibly 
intrusive).  Charcoal  deposit  1223 contained a  Nottingham Light  Bodied Green 
Glazed ware jug also of 13th to early/mid 14th century date.

Group 2

This group includes a timber building represented by two lines of postholes and a 
series of large circular hearths in the centre of the building. Only three vessels are 
attributable to this group. Layer 1513 contained a single Nottingham Light Bodied 
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Green Glazed ware jug of 13th to early/mid 14th century date. Pit 1704 (fill 1731) 
produced what must be two very residual (in this group) vessels of Lincoln Shelly 
ware dating to between the late 9th and late 10th centuries.

Group 3

South of the Group 2 timber building was located a stone structure. Pottery (three 
vessels)  recovered  from  layer  1767  within  the  room  created  by  three  walls 
suggests a 13th to mid 14th century date.

Group 4

To the east of the Group 2 timber building was another building characterised by 
beam slots. The only pottery to be allocated to this group comes from Pit 1880 (fill 
1879). The single Nottingham Light Bodied Green Glazed ware jug is of 13th to 
early/mid 14th century date.

Group 5

A centrally located large room/building with an integral fireplace (AD 1520 – AD 
1600) and associated large cellar (1872) form the major part of this group. Other 
features include a hearth (AD 1455 – AD 1495) and a cesspit. Only four vessels 
are associated with this group. The large pit beneath the hearth produced thirty-
two joining sherds from a near complete, large Midlands Purple ware two-handled 
jar (context 1763) of  probable late 15th to mid 16th century date.  [note this is 
phased Period 2:0]  posthole 1562 (fill 1561) contained two vessels, the latest of 
which is a Cistercian ware cup (CIST) of mid 15th to 16th century date. A second 
posthole (feature 1845 with fill 1844) produced a single Midlands Purple jug or jar 
sherd of 15th to 16th century date.  Feature  1545 (context 1544) contained five 
sherds from a single Midlands Yellow ware bowl of 16th to 17th century date.

Group 6

This group sees the extension of the Group 5 room/building and the addition of 
three  external  pens/workshops  and  an  external  cobbled  area.  This  group 
produced the largest of the Period 2 ceramic groups (twenty-nine vessels). The 
recovered pottery is of very mixed, mainly residual date (see table 5). 
Wall and foundation trenches 1074 produced a mixed group from two different 
contexts. Masonry 1073 contained two sherds of 13th to early/mid 14th century 
date. Foundation Trench fill 1075 produced five vessels of mixed date. The latest 
sherd dates to the 16th or 17th centuries. Wall 1129 contained a mid to mid/late 
12th century Nottingham Splashed ware sherd. Four vessels came from wall 1250 
including  three  medieval  Bourne-type  (BOUA)  vessels  and  three  Nottingham 
products (NCSW 1 and NOTGL) of probable 13th century date.
Sunken feature 1133 produced five vessels of 13th to early/mid 14th century date. 
Internal surface 1492 contained six vessels, five of which date to the 13th century 
or earlier. The latest sherd from this surface is of  mid 15th to 16th century date as 
is the post-medieval Bourne ware vessel from Layer 1283. 
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Group 7

Group 7 saw extension to the Group 6 building and external  pens/workshops. 
Only four vessels came from this group.  Wall 1201 contained a single medieval 
jug handle from an unknown production centre.  The handle probably dates to 
between the 13th and early 14th centuries. Layer 1211 produced a residual late 
Saxon sherd and two post-medieval Bourne-type ware (BOU) jug or jars of mid 
15th to 16th century date.

Period 3

This period post-dates the use of the building as a manor.

codename Group 2 Group 3 unknown Total vessels
ST 1 1
Saxo-Norman 1 1
BOUA 1 1 2
GRED 1 1
LSW2/3 1 1
MEDX 1 1
NCSW 1 1
NOTGL 1 1
SAIG 1 1
Medieval 2 1 5 8
BOU 2 2
CIST 2 1 1 4
MARTI 1 1
Late medieval to  early post-medieval 2 1 4 7
BERTH 2 2
BL 31 1 1 33
FREC 6 6
LERTH 2 1 3
SLIP 1 1
SNTG 1 1
STSL 1 1
Post-medieval 38 1 8 47
CREA 4 4
NCBLCB 1 1
PEARL 1 1
SWSG 1 1
Early modern 7 7
Miscellaneous 1 1
Total vessels 49 5 17 71

Table 6: Period 3 pottery vessel counts by group

Group 1

An extensive cobbled surface and drains are associated with this group. Layers 
(1047,1049  and  1050)  overlying  the  cobbled  surface  contained  fragments  of 
medieval and post-medieval (late 16th-mid 17th century) pottery. 

Group 2

Part of the site was used for quarrying in this period. Eight vessels of mixed date 
came from Quarry 202 (fill 201), the latest sherd is of late 18th to mid 19th century 
date.  Quarry  204 (fill  203) produced another mixed but slightly larger group of 
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pottery (thirty-two vessels) with the latest sherd dating to between the late 18th 
and mid 19th centuries. The group of five Blackware (BL) vessels from Quarry 210 
(fill 208) are all of late 17th to 18th century date.
The material  recovered from the quarrying suggests that the activity may have 
begun in the second half of the 18th century and ceased between the late 18th & 
mid 19th centuries.

Group 3

A boundary wall is associated with Group 3. The only sherd to be recovered from 
the foundation trench (1070, fill 1071) is possibly of 10th to 12th century date. The 
latest vessel from accumulation layer 1016 is of mid 17th to 18th century date. 
Cleaning 1012 produced a single Cistercian ware (CIST) cup sherd of mid 15th to 
16th century date.

Summary 

This is a small but important assemblage whose potential is somewhat limited by 
the nature of the deposits much of it was recovered from. The material however 
provides the first good ceramic profile of the region and shows that pottery was 
sourced over a wide area from the Roman to early modern periods. The Late 
Saxon to early medieval material is dominated by Lincolnshire types, which give 
way to Nottingham wares in the 13th century. There appears to be a hiatus in the 
ceramic sequence from the 14th to 15th centuries but by the end of the 15th 
century products of kilns at Ticknall in Derbyshire are finding their way on to the 
site along with post-medieval Bourne-type vessels. By the 17th and 18th centuries 
black  and brown-glazed coarsewares from a number of  midlands centres  and 
finewares  from  Staffordshire  are  dominating  the  assemblage.  Much  of  the 
medieval material comprises coarseware jars and bowls and undecorated jugs, 
although the two medieval imports are of types that are not commonly found in 
England. Their presence on the sites of medieval ports (such as Hull, Boston or 
Southampton) or on sites of high social status, such as castles and abbeys is not 
so unusual, however in the land-locked East Midlands, such finds are extremely 
rare. The cobalt-decorated Frechen stoneware Bartmannkrug drinking jug is of a 
type rarely found on excavations suggesting affluence as late as the late 16th 
century.

Recommendations 

The assemblage is relatively small but spatial  analysis of function may help to 
establish whether the the service rooms were located at the east end of the manor 
house as proposed. Further consideration of pottery supply is recommended. Six 
vessels are suitable for illustrating. The entire assemblage should be retained for 
future study, especially as part of any characterisation of fabrics for a future type 
series.  A number  of  Nottingham glazed  ware  jugs  are  in  fabrics  that  are  not 
common  in  Nottingham  assemblages  suggesting  that  there  might  be  another 
production source for the type. A suitable research project could use the vessels 
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from  this  site  for  chemical  comparison  with  examples  of  kiln  vessels  from 
Nottingham.  
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The Pottery Catalogue 
ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description

0101 small narrow-
necked jar

1 1 22 BS MS thin oxid surfaces;very odd bourne/Baston/Glapthorn ?;hard 
fired;moderate-common medium subround quartz moderate ca

0101 small jar/pitcher 1 1 8 BS ST7 very unusual as has patch of cu glaze
0103 jar 1 1 6 BS SN soot; thin walled; ?id
0103 jar/pitcher 1 1 4 BS ST7 unglazed
0103 small jar/bowl 1 1 5 BS ST7 soot; unglazed
0103 small bowl 1 1 23 rim ST7 flanged rim; soot; unglazed
0121 jar/pitcher 1 1 11 BS ST7 no glaze
0122 jar 1 1 14 base CG ? soot
0122 tiny vessel 1 1 1 BS SN thin walled; ?id
0122 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS ST7 unglazed; soot
0122 small jar 1 1 2 BS ST7 unglazed
0122 jar/bowl 1 1 2 base ST7 unglazed; soot
0122 jar 1 1 7 BS ST7 unglazed; soot
0122 small jar 1 1 1 BS ST7 unglazed
0123 jar/bowl 1 1 2 BS ST7 unglazed; soot
0123 small jar 1 1 1 BS ST7 unglazed
0123 jar/pitcher 1 1 3 BS ST2 glaze
0138 jar/pitcher 1 1 1 BS ST7 glaze
0139 jar 1 1 37 rim BO2 undercut hollow everted rim; early visually, looks very Stamford like; 

? Bourne product
0139 jug 1 1 6 BS BO2 partial soot int; thin splashed glaze
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 3 base L1 soot; ?ID
0139 jar 1 1 9 rim L1 soot; abraded; ?ID
0139 small jar 1 1 2 BS MS laminated clay; common round to subround coarse to medium 

quartz moderate fe; very similar to below
0139 jug/jar 1 1 8 BS MS common round to subround coarse to medium quartz moderate fe + 

occ ca; very similar to above
0139 jug/jar 1 1 13 BS MS no glaze; could be a NCSW; common medium subround to round 

quartz moderate fe
0139 jar 1 1 11 BS CG ? soot
0139 large jar 1 1 18 BS CG ?
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 9 BS CG ? soot
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 8 BS CG ? soot ext and partially int
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 5 BS OL soot
0139 jar 1 1 11 rim OL soot
0139 jar 1 1 12 rim OL soot
0139 jar 1 1 11 rim OL soot
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 6 BS OL
0139 jar? 1 1 8 BS OL soot
0139 jar 1 1 18 BS OL soot
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 2 base OL
0139 jar 1 1 9 BS OL soot
0139 jar/bowl 1 1 5 BS OL soot
0139 jar? 1 1 3 BS TH ? soot; common medium subround to round quartz moderate fe looks 

like Halifax place/Newark sandy
0161 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS OL soot; poss SLSNOL?
0161 jar/bowl 1 1 2 BS ST2 soot; unglazed
0193 jar/pitcher 1 1 3 BS ST7 unusual pocked glaze
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
0193 jar 1 1 5 rim ST7 EVERA 3; soot; unglazed
0193 jar 1 1 5 BS ST7 spot of glaze; internal soot
0193 small jar 1 1 5 neck ST7 unglaze
0193 small jar 1 1 2 BS ST7 internal soot;unglaze
0193 small jar 1 1 4 base ST2 soot;unglaze
0199 jar? 2 1 2 BS TH ? very abraded; common medium to coarse round quartz moderate fe 

sparse to moderate ca
0199 small jar? 1 1 1 BS ST7 no glaze
0199 jar/pitcher 1 1 2 BS ST7 glaze
0201 large vessel 1 1 25 base EA cut out in base; common white clay inclusions in fabric;mid 17th to 

18th
0201 jar/bowl 4 1 91 base & 

BS
EA common white clay inclusions in fabric;late 17th to 18th

0201 jug/jar 1 1 4 BS EA6 internal and external glaze;mid 17th to 18th
0201 large jar/butter pot 1 1 29 rim EA1 common white clay inclusions in fabric;mid 17th to 18th
0201 jar 1 1 20 BS EA1 common white clay inclusions in fabric;late 17th to 18th
0201 jar 1 1 28 BS BO4 soot
0201 jug ? 1 1 25 BS CW2 late;17th ?
0201 small plate 4 1 80 profile EA9
0203 jar? 1 1 4 BS EA2 spalled;late 17th to 18th
0203 large bowl 1 1 18 BS EA late 17th to 18th
0203 bowl 1 1 18 base EA2 internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
0203 jar/bowl 1 1 6 BS EA late 17th to 18th
0203 jar/bowl 1 1 14 BS EA late 17th to 18th
0203 jar/bowl 1 1 20 BS EA late 17th to 18th
0203 large bowl 1 1 31 BS EA2 spalled;18th to 19th
0203 large bowl 1 1 23 BS EA2 late 17th to 18th
0203 large bowl 1 1 19 BS EA2 spalled;18th to 19th
0203 large bowl 2 1 108 BS EA2 spalled;18th to 19th
0203 ? 1 1 10 base EA internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
0203 bowl 4 1 48 base & 

BS
EA2 internal glaze;late 17th to 18th

0203 large bowl 1 1 33 rim EA2 flanged rim; internal glaze; cracked during firing;late 17th to 18th
0203 large bowl 1 1 51 rim EA2 internal glaze;18th to 19th
0203 large jar/bowl 1 1 33 base EA mid 17th to 18th
0203 ? 1 1 14 base EA internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
0203 bowl 1 1 24 base EA2 spalled internal glaze;18th to 19th
0203 jug/jar 1 1 3 BS EA6 mid 17th to 18th
0203 jar/bowl 1 1 6 BS EA late 17th to 18th
0203 small cup 1 1 9 base EA6 mid 17th to 18th
0203 large jar 1 1 25 BS EA1 internal glaze;mid 17th to 18th
0203 large jar 1 1 33 BS EA1 internal glaze;mid 17th to 18th
0203 tall cup 1 1 72 handle CW2
0203 cup 1 1 7 rim EA8
0203 ? 1 1 2 base EA8
0203 large bowl 1 1 23 BS EA probably a BL/BERTH;late 17th to 19th
0203 large jar 2 1 31 rim EA probably a BL/BERTH;late 17th to 19th
0203 ? 1 1 3 BS EA
0203 cup? 1 1 1 BS EA7 trailed yellow on brown
0203 albarello 1 1 8 rim DE triangular rim;Anglo-Dutch;late 16th, horizontal blue bands
0203 ? 2 1 5 base SW4
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
0205 large bowl 1 1 29 BS EA internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
0205 plate 1 1 2 rim EA8
0205 hollow 1 1 1 BS EA8 black mocha decoration
0208 large jar 1 1 23 BS EA internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
0208 ? 1 1 4 BS EA late 17th to 18th
0208 jar/bowl 1 1 13 base EA fabric incl common white clay inclusions;late 17th to 18th
0208 large jar/bowl 1 1 28 base EA internal glaze; common white clay inclusions in fabric;late 17th to 

18th
0208 ? 1 1 10 base EA1 late 17th to 18th
0303 large jar/bowl 1 1 8 BS EA red slip;17th to 18th
0491 cup 1 1 2 BS CW2
0491 jug 1 1 10 BS NO3 cu mottled glaze
0491 small jug 1 1 7 neck NO3 cu glaze
0509 lugged bowl 2 1 106 rim SX flat topped rim with lughole; soot ext and part int
0803 ? 1 1 3 base BO2 soot; fabric includes some shell
0803 large vessel 1 1 17 BS L14 soot; worn internal surface
0803 small jar 1 1 2 BS L14
0803 jar 2 1 9 BS OL soot
0803 ? 1 1 1 BS OL
0803 ? 1 1 2 BS OL soot
0803 jar 1 1 3 BS OL soot
0803 ? 1 1 3 BS OL soot
0803 ? 1 1 1 BS CG ? soot
0803 large bowl 5 1 82 rim SN Soot,  part pressed rim
0803 small jar 1 1 4 BS TH ? soot; common medium subround to round quartz moderate to 

common fe occ ca
0803 ? 1 1 2 BS ST7 soot int & ext;no glaze
0803 jar 1 1 9 BS ST7 soot;unglaze
0803 ? 1 1 3 BS ST7 soot int & ext;unglaze
0803 ? 1 1 2 BS ST7 soot;no glaze
0803 small jar/bowl 1 1 3 base ST7 no glaze
0803 small jar 1 1 6 BS ST7 unglaze
0803 jar/bowl 1 1 6 BS ST7 internal and external soot;unglaze
0803 jar 1 1 4 BS ST7 unglaze
0803 small jar 1 1 2 BS ST7 soot;unglaze
0803 small jar 1 1 2 BS ST7 soot;unglaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 1 BS ST7 glaze
0803 small jar 1 1 5 BS ST7 soot ext and partially int;unglaze
0803 small jar 1 1 4 base ST7 no glaze; soot
0803 small jar 1 1 7 rim ST7 EVERA rim;unglaze
0803 small jar/pitcher 1 1 4 base ST7 glaze; soot
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 4 BS ST7 glaze; burnt
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 2 BS ST2 glaze
0803 small jar 1 1 4 BS ST2 unglaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 1 BS ST2 glaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 1 BS ST2 glaze; burnt
0803 small jar/pitcher 1 1 2 BS ST2 glaze; internal soot
0803 jar/bowl 1 1 2 BS ST2 no glaze
0803 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS ST2 glaze
0803 ? 1 1 1 BS ST2 soot;no glaze
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
0803 ? 1 1 2 BS ST2 no glaze
0803 ? 1 1 2 BS ST2 soot;no glaze
0803 jar 1 1 3 rim ST2 unglaze
0803 jar/bowl 1 1 5 base ST2 soot;no glaze
0803 ? 1 1 1 BS ST2 soot;no glaze
0803 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS ST2 soot;unglaze
0803 small jar 1 1 2 BS ST2 soot;unglaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 8 BS ST2 glaze
0803 small jar 1 1 2 BS ST2 soot;unglaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 7 BS ST2 glaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 2 BS ST2 glaze
0803 small jar/pitcher 1 1 2 BS ST2 glaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 11 neck ST2 no glaze
0803 jar/pitcher 1 1 15 BS ST2 no glaze
1000 Bartmann jug 1 1 32 BS FR probably an inscribed band jug;mid/late to late 16th, early face
1000 Bartmann jug 1 1 47 BS FR late 16th, face with part blue colour
1000 narrow-necked jug 1 1 30 BS NO3 reduced glaze
1012 cup 1 1 28 BS CW2 applied prunts in white clay
1016 large jar 1 1 89 base EA internal glaze;mid 17th to 18th
1016 jug 1 1 12 BS OS thick brown glaze; ?id
1016 jar 1 1 4 BS ST7 internal soot; unglazed
1019 press mould dish 1 1 3 BS EA7 press mould decoration & trailed & jewelled brown & tan on yellow
1020 jug 1 1 4 BS NO3 cu glaze
1022 small jug 3 1 27 base MS no glaze; common fine to medium subround to round quartz 

moderate fe; hard fired
1023 small 

bowl/chamber pot
1 1 18 BS EA6 late 17th to 18th

1023 cup 1 1 1 BS CW2
1023 small plate 1 1 4 base EA10
1027 jug 1 1 13 BS MS brown glaze mottled with dark green; abundant fine to medium 

round to subround quartz moderate fe
1027 small jar 1 1 136 rim MP2 plain everted rim
1030 small jar 1 1 1 BS ST7 soot;no glaze
1030 bowl 1 1 24 rim ST7 flanged rim; unglazed
1038 large bowl 1 1 25 base EA2 internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
1038 tall cup 1 1 46 handle CW2
1038 jug 1 1 7 BS MP2 grey interior
1038 small jug 1 1 3 BS NO3 int & ext cu glaze
1039 jar 2 1 24 rim L17 wide everted rim; ?id
1041 bowl 1 1 5 BS EA late 17th to 18th
1041 jar 2 1 18 BS OS red external slip; ?id
1041 jar/bowl 1 1 8 BS ST2 glazed
1041 jar/pitcher 1 1 10 BS ST2 glazed
1042 jar/bowl 1 1 8 BS ST7 soot ext and part int; unglazed
1043 large jar 3 1 91 BS EA
1043 jar 1 1 21 BS EA
1043 jar 1 1 21 BS EA1 purplish glaze;mid 16th to 17th
1043 cup/jug 1 1 76 base CW2
1043 jug/jar 1 1 4 BS MP2
1044 large bowl 1 1 40 BS EA2 internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
1044 jar/bowl 1 1 6 BS EA late 17th to 18th
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
1044 jug 1 1 20 BS BO cu mottled glaze
1044 pitcher 1 1 6 spout ST7 short spout;glaze
1047 jug/jar 1 1 38 BS EA
1047 tall cup ? 1 1 31 BS CW2 abraded
1047 drinking jug 1 1 103 base FR plain narrow base;early to mid 17th
1047 plain drinking jug 2 1 69 neck & 

rim with 
UHJ

FR strap handle;neck with lower cordon

1047 small jug 1 1 9 BS NO3 cu glaze
1048 cup 1 1 1 BS CW2
1048 hollow 2 1 15 BS EA3 misfired internal glaze, row of moulded beading
1049 jug 2 1 20 BS NO3 cu glaze
1050 small bowl 2 1 6 rim L12 leached; soot int & ext; inturned rim
1050 narrow-necked 

jug/jar
1 1 61 rim NO3 thick external cu glaze; fresh sherds; very unusual; applied pressed 

vertical strips
1051 large jar 1 1 22 BS CG ? soot
1056 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS ST7 unglazed;abraded
1056 jar 1 1 29 rim TO EVERD1 rim
1062 ? 1 1 1 BS OL leached
1071 ? 1 1 9 BS very abraded; common fine subround to round quartz?; low fired; 

looks like an early EST but coarser;unglaze
1073 jug 1 1 1 BS NO3
1073 large jar 1 1 18 rim OL wavy decoration on inner rim
1075 small jar 1 1 9 rim L12 EVERA1 rim; ?id; soot
1075 cup? 1 1 2 BS MY
1075 jar 1 1 7 rim OL soot
1075 small bowl 1 1 25 rim to 

base
OL cracked during firing or in use - reoxidised across length of sherd

1075 pitcher 1 1 3 BS ST2 glaze
1089 bowl/jar 1 1 9 BS EA internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
1089 small dish 1 1 19 rim EA8 beaded rim
1089 dish 1 1 8 base EA8
1089 small hollow 1 1 4 BS EA8
1089 narrow-necked 

Bartmann
4 1 401 rim & BS FR early-mid 17th, face

1089 jug 1 1 1 BS NO3 cu glaze
1089 small jug 1 1 4 BS NO3 cu glaze; ?id
1089 press mould dish 1 1 7 BS EA7 trailed and combed brown on yellow
1097 jar/pitcher 1 1 8 BS ST2 glazed
1102 vessel/cbm 4 1 4 BS SP1 thin flakes
1119 jug 3 1 39 BS BO
1129 jug 1 1 5 base SP1/SP

2
1130 large bowl 1 1 218 rim EA2 internal glaze; red external slip;late 17th to 18th
1130 jar 1 1 8 BS EA internal glaze;mid 17th to 18th
1130 small drinking jug 4 1 175 base FR narrow plain base; unglazed internally, part of a medallion
1131 jar 3 1 67 base & 

BS
EA part concretion internally; red exterior slip;mid/late 17th to 18th

1132 jar 1 1 3 BS ST7 soot; unglazed
1132 jar/pitcher 1 1 6 rim ST2 no glaze
1133 jug 1 1 19 BS MS cu patches in light reduced glaze; Jurrasic clay; common medium 

to coarse subround to round quartz moderate fe; clean clay 
background similar to NOTGL
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
1133 jug 1 1 8 BS MS ridged shoulder; reduced glaze; moderate - common coarse 

subround to round quartz; some large rounded fe > 5mm; possibly 
an odd NOTGL/NOTGE

1133 jug 1 1 28 base NO3
1133 jug 1 1 17 BS NO3 ?id as Nottingham product as moderate ca similar to above MEDX
1133 jug 1 1 15 BS NO3 ?id as Nottingham product
1133 large jar 9 1 158 base & 

BS
CG ? soot

1138 jug 4 1 48 BS MS ridged shoulder; reduced glaze; moderate - common coarse 
subround to round quartz some large rounded fe > 5mm; possibly 
an odd NOTGL/NOTGE

1162 large jar 2 1 44 BS CG ?
1163 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS CG ?
1179 jug/jar 2 1 9 BS NO
1179 jug/jar 2 1 8 BS NO3
1184 cup 1 1 4 BS CW2
1184 small cup 1 1 1 rim CW2
1184 small cup 1 1 5 UHJ CW2 brown glaze
1184 large cup 2 1 25 BS CW2 applied white clay pad with cut design
1184 small cup 1 1 5 BS CW2
1184 jug/jar 6 1 151 base & 

BS
MS abundant fine-med round-subround quartz moderate fe

1200 cup 1 1 1 rim CW2
1200 cup 1 1 2 BS CW2
1200 jug/jar 1 1 5 BS OS ? ID
1200 small jar 1 1 4 BS ST7 int & ext soot;unglaze
1200 jar/pitcher 1 1 3 BS ST2 glaze
1200 jar/bowl 1 1 10 BS ST2 unglaze;soot
1201 jug 1 1 8 handle MS strap handle; cu glaze;comm-abundant medium round to subround 

quartz sparse to mod fe;Triassic; ??? NEWG, deeply cut incision in 
handle

1211 jug/jar 1 1 8 BS BO1
1211 jug/jar 1 1 11 BS BO1
1211 jar 1 1 3 BS ST3 Soot; unglazed, square roller stamping on shoulder
1223 jug 1 1 6 BS NO3 cu glaze;ribbed shoulder
1229 jug 2 1 14 rim & BS NO3 cu glaze, combed wavy dec
1230 small jar 1 1 8 rim ST7 EVERB3 rim; soot; burnt ?; unglazed
1230 small jar 1 1 3 BS ST7 soot; unglazed
1230 jar 1 1 7 BS ST7 soot; unglazed
1250 jug 1 1 15 BS BO2
1250 jug/jar 2 1 33 base BO2 wear mark around basal edge
1250 small jug 1 1 5 BS BO2 soot
1250 jug/jar 3 1 18 BS NO
1250 jug/jar 1 1 12 BS NO
1250 jug 1 1 3 BS NO3 reduced glaze
1283 small jug/jar 1 1 5 BS BO1
1283 ? Tile 1 1 2 BS flake;common subround to round quartz moderate to common fe
1283 jar/bowl 1 1 7 BS LY4
1288 jar/bowl 3 1 33 base CG ? soot; leached surfaces
1288 jar/bowl 2 1 36 BS LY4 soot
1345 cup 1 1 52 base CW2
1345 plain drinking jug 7 1 102 BS FR cordon at lower neck
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
1345 drinking jug 2 1 24 BS FR
1345 plain drinking jug 3 1 141 rim & 

handle
FR plain rim with groove beneath;plain strap handle;cordon at lower 

neck;long neck;late 16th to early 17th
1345 small plain globular 

drinking jug
1 1 29 LHJ FR mid/late 16th to mid 17th

1345 small plain globular 
drinking jug

1 1 6 BS FR mid/late 16th to mid 17th

1345 drinking jug 1 1 5 BS FR
1353 small jug ? 1 1 6 BS XY plain lead glaze int;tin glaze ext;diam 75mm, light green & purple 

ext bands
1353 jug/jar 1 1 19 BS EA external glaze; ?id;early
1353 small cup 2 1 3 BS CW2 poor glaze ? Grantham are very similar to BERTHG
1353 small cup 2 1 4 rim CW2
1353 small cup 2 1 11 base & 

BS
CW2

1353 jug 4 1 12 BS NO3 ?id as high fe content
1353 jar/bowl 1 1 9 BS ST7 unglazed
1375 jug 1 1 15 neck NO3 cu glaze
1375 jar/bowl 1 1 2 BS ST7 unglaze;int soot
1375 jar/bowl 1 1 3 BS ST7 soot;unglaze
1375 jar 1 1 9 rim ST7 unglaze
1375 small jar 1 1 1 BS ST7 soot int;unglaze
1375 small jar 1 1 1 BS ST7 unglaze
1407 jug/jar 1 1 9 BS EA ?BERTHG or BLG
1412 jug/jar 1 1 27 base BO1 wire cut
1412 bowl 1 1 111 rim BO1
1412 costrel 2 1 11 BS MA1 mid/late 15th to mid 16th
1421 small jar/pitcher 1 1 4 BS ST2 glaze
1433 pitcher? 1 1 9 BS ST7 glaze; soot over break
1433 jar/bowl 1 1 3 base ST7 soot
1433 pitcher? 1 1 9 BS ST2 glaze
1455 JB 1 1 11 rim GW5 diameter c22cm;bead rim;light grey surfaces dark grey core;fine 

sand matrix c.o.1;sparse subround quartz 0.3-0.6mm;sparse 
subangular fe >3mm;sparse ? Clay pellets >2mm;sparse fine 
muscovite;abraded;2nd-4th

1455 D? 1 1 10 base C2NV pale fabric;brown slip;likely to be a plain rim dish;abraded;string 
base;4th

1475 jar/pitcher 1 1 9 BS ST2 glaze; soot
1475 jar/pitcher 1 1 4 BS ST2 glaze
1475 small jar 1 1 11 BS ST2 unglazed; soot
1475 jar/pitcher 1 1 9 BS ST2 no glaze
1475 jar 1 1 10 base ST2 unglaze; soot
1475 small jar 1 1 9 base ST2 no glaze; soot;very thin walled
1475 pitcher 1 1 8 handle ST2 strap handle; glaze
1475 jar 1 1 6 BS ST2 unglazed; soot
1475 small jar 1 1 3 BS ST2 unglaze; soot
1475 small jar 1 1 28 BS ST2 unglazed; soot
1475 small jar 1 1 7 base ST2 unglazed; internal and external soot
1476 jar 1 1 7 BS OL leached internal surface
1492 cup 1 1 1 rim CW2
1492 jug/jar 1 1 2 BS NO
1492 pipkin 1 1 45 handle NO hooked handle
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ctxt form type No vessels wt part fabric description
1492 jug 1 1 1 BS NO2 misfired glaze
1492 jug 1 1 3 BS NO3 cu glaze
1492 jar/bowl 1 1 2 BS ST7 soot
1496 jar 1 1 8 rim ST7 EVERA3 rim;unglaze
1513 jug 1 1 9 BS NO3 cu glaze
1524 large bowl ? 1 1 28 BS EA2 spalled
1524 large bowl/jar 1 1 13 BS EA2 late 17th to 18th
1529 jug 6 1 146 LHJ & 

BS
NO3 cu glaze;large fresh frags;? Nottingham product;strap 

handle;moderate ca in fabric;baluster/shouldered
1529 jug 4 1 95 BS LY1 leached internal surface; multi apllied white vertical strips below 

white strip around neck
1538 jar/chamber pot 2 1 28 base EA6 mid 17th to 18th
1538 bowl 1 1 16 BS EA6 mid 17th to 18th
1538 small jug/jar 1 1 4 BS MS abundant med-coarse subround-round quartz mod fe sparse ca
1538 jar 1 1 5 rim NO abraded
1538 large jug 7 1 76 BS NO3 cu glaze
1538 jug 4 1 34 BS NO3 Nottingham product ?;mottled cu glaze
1538 ? 1 1 3 base ST7 soot;no glaze
1538 hollow 1 1 1 BS SW4 Late ?; pecked surface
1544 bowl 5 1 78 rim & BS MY chipped
1559 jar/bowl 1 1 8 base EA internal glaze;late 17th to 18th
1561 cup 1 1 1 BS CW2
1561 ? 1 1 4 BS CG ?
1602 drinking jug 1 1 8 BS FR
1602 jug 1 1 7 BS NO3 cu mottled glaze
1602 jug 1 1 1 BS NO3 reduced glaze
1626 small jug 1 1 6 BS CW2 burnt internal glaze
1731 jar 1 1 7 BS L12
1731 jar 12 1 35 BS L12 leached int;abraded;spalled
1763 large two handled 

jar
32 1 3037 base to 

shoulder 
& 
handles

MP2 white deposit on upper breaks;? Ticknall product;stacking scar of jar 
rim on base;175mm rim diam;brown glaze on int base only

1767 jar ? 1 1 51 base NO soot;glaze on underside
1767 jug 1 1 21 BS LY1 applied white strips
1767 jug 1 1 36 handle LY1 grooved rod handle
1800 large bowl 2 1 155 rim NO
1809 cup 1 1 4 handle CW2
1809 jar/bowl 1 1 2 base ST2 unglaze; soot
1844 large jug/jar 1 1 24 BS MP2 glazed
1859 jug/jar 1 1 7 BS MS no glaze; hard fired; some light striations;abundant fine to medium 

quartz moderate coarser quartz moderate fe occ ca;13th to 16th
1861 jar 1 1 28 BS BO3 internal glaze; soot
1861 jug 2 1 23 BS SA unusual blue-green glaze;show AGV
1865 jug 2 1 40 rim NO triangular rim; light brown glaze, cu patch; large fe inclusions > 

20mm
1865 jug 1 1 19 BS NO3 ? Nottingham product
1879 jug 1 1 18 BS NO3
0203 press mould dish 1 1 19 rim EA7 brown trailed & combed dec on yellow;pressed rim edge
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Appendix 6: Ceramic Building Materials

by Deborah Sawday

The Medieval Ridge Tile

One hundred and thirty nine fragments of medieval ridge tile, weighing 8.653 kg, 
and representing a minimum of  sixty three separate tiles,  were examined and 
catalogued with reference to the ULAS fabric series (Davies and Sawday 1989). 
The results are shown below (Table 1).  In addition a further nineteen fragments of 
glazed ceramic ridge tile weighing 398 grams and representing sixteen different 
tiles were identified during examination of the medieval pottery by Jane Young. 
These  nineteen  fragments  are  reported  on  fully  in  archive  but  have  been 
integrated into this report. 

Ware/Fabric Nos. Kg Average 
Weight

% of the Total by nos.

BO – Bourne ware/type ware 13 0.541 42
BO2 – Bourne A/B ware/type ware 9 0.330 37
BO3 – Bourne B ware/type ware 55 2.508 46
BO1 – Bourne D ware/ type ware 18 0.855 48
BO1/3 – Bourne B/D ware/type ware 42 3.142 75
Sub Totals 137 7.376 54 86.7
LY1 – Lyveden Stanion B ware 13 0.394 30 8.23
MS – Medieval Sandy ware 8 1.263 158 5.06 
Totals 158 9.033 57 99.9

Table 1:  The Medieval Ridge Tile by Fragment Numbers and Weight (Grams).

Over  86% of  the  tiles  by fragment  numbers  have  been identified  as  possible 
products of the Bourne ceramic production centre, which lies approximately 26 km 
to the south east of Wymondham.  However, in view of the wide variation in the 
frequency and type of inclusions within each fabric group, it is perhaps best to 
consider at least some of these as type wares rather than as all being necessarily 
products of the Bourne kilns.

Many of the highly fired tiles have the white slip and orange, yellow and green 
glazes sometimes with copper speckles typical of the latest Bourne fabric, Bourne 
D ware, which is also characterised by a smooth fabric with few inclusions (Healey 
1973). However some of these tiles are also very sandy, more akin to the pottery 
fabric BO3, Bourne B ware, and hence have been classified here as fabric BO1/3. 
Healey recorded that some fabric D sherds at Bourne had more quartz than is 
typically associated with this fabric, apparently to add to the plasticity of the clay in 
the manufacture of the larger pottery vessels.  It seems likely that some of later 
medieval ridge tiles may have also been made using a similar sand and clay mix. 

 
Fewer  than  9% of  the  tiles  were  in  the  glazed  Lyveden  Stanion  B  ware,  the 
remainder were all  in an unclassified Medieval Sandy ware, probably a coarse 
Nottingham  Green  Glazed  ware.   Both  these  ceramic  production  centres  lie 
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approximately 35 km to the north west and south east respectively, as the crow 
flies.   The presence of these wares at Wymondham reflects the essentially local 
nature of the majority of the traded ceramics in the medieval period.

Most of the tile was fragmentary and abraded, no dimensions could be recorded 
and few crests could be positively identified, save for a large piece, weighing 976 
grams with a looped crest (Allin 1981, fig.15.2-3) in Medieval Sandy ware, and a 
serpentine crest with a sinuous profile (ibid, fig.17.15) in the Bourne fabric BO3, 
both  from context  1879.   Other  fragments  of  possible  serpentine,  pyramid  or 
coxcomb crests in fabrics BO3 and BO1/3 were also present, similar crests made 
up of strips of clay laid along the ridge and then cut or moulded into shape are 
also recorded at the Bourne kilns (Healey 1973).  Another three possible crests 
(two of pyramid or coxcomb type) were identified by Jane young. The majority of 
the tile fragments showed evidence of glaze, and many of the later Bourne wares 
were, as noted above, also slipped, in at least one instance along the length of the 
crest.   All  of  the  tiles  were  hand  made,  many  show  evidence  of  piercing, 
presumably  to  aid  drying  and  firing  in  the  kiln,  and  the  majority  were  lightly 
mortared underneath.  

Bourne A and B wares are dated from circa 1250 to c.1450, and Bourne D ware 
from circa 1450 to the early or mid 17th century (McCarthy and Brooks 1988). 
The crest in Medieval Sandy ware probably dates this small fabric group to the 
later 13th or 14th centuries (Allin 1981, 59), whilst Lyveden Stanion B ware dates 
generally from the circa 1225 to circa 1400 (Northamptonshire CTS 1996).

Ridge  tile  in  fabric  BO2  was  recovered  from  the  possible  undercroft  1133,  a 
medieval gully 1862, the pit 1866, and the ditch 1009 together with 2 fragments of 
MS.  Fabrics MS, BO3 and BO1/3 occurred in the backfill  of  the medieval pit 
1880.  

Seven fragments of LY1 were found in the medieval layer 1529 and another in the 
cleaning layer 1050 and in the foundation trench  1101.   Fabric BO3 was also 
found in the medieval postholes 1088 and 1680, the cleaning layer 1042, where it 
may be intrusive in a context dated provisionally to the 10th or 11th centuries, and 
the foundation trenches 1074 and 1566.   BO1/3 occurred in the foundation trench 
1566,  the postholes  1005 and  1680,  the walls 1018 and 1638, and the layers 
1043, 1345 and 1803, the latter with BO1. 

Tile in the unclassified Bourne fabric BO was possibly intrusive in the backfill of 
the ditch or pit 1127.  Tile in the same fabric also occurred in the floor layer 1525, 
and was possibly residual  in  the robbed foundation trench  1101 where it  was 
found with the late medieval BO1.  BO1 was the only ridge tile in the back fill of 
the ditch 1633 and the layers 1353, and 1760, and was also recovered from the 
quarry 1086 together with BO2.

The rest of the tile was found in cleaning layers, most provisionally dated to the 
17th or 18th centuries.

.  
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The Medieval Floor Tile

Twenty two fragments  of  floor  tile  were recovered from the  excavations,  most 
were abraded, but all had traces of glaze green, yellow or purple glaze on the 
upper surface and none showed any sign of inlaid decoration.  One, from context 
1173, had stacking evidence on the upper surface, a characteristic also noted on 
floor tiles from the Austin Friars, Leicester, where it appears the quality of these 
types of tiles was much lower than the inlaid tiles (Lucas 1981, 78).  The tiles were 
all circa 25 mm thick, and whilst no other dimensions were available, at least one 
tile may have been rectangular rather than square.  All the tiles were in a fine 
sandy buff fabric, with sparse ironstone inclusions, and were evidently from one 
production centre, possibly Bourne.

Miscellaneous Ceramic Building Material

Eleven fragments, weighing 919 grams of post medieval and modern brick and tile 
were also recovered. 
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The tile catalogue

RIDGE TILE
Context Ware Fabric Nos. Grams Crest Comments
0101 MS MS 1 18 light R/R fine sandy + ca;reduced glaze. JY Site Fabric 5
0103 LY LY1 1 25 abraded;pierced;OX/R/OX oolitic fabric;probably 

Stanion/Lyveden;reduced glaze. JY site Fabric 6
0201 BO BO3 2 35 same tile;OX/R/OX;medium-coarse fabric + fe;Bourne B 

like;reduced glaze. JY site Fabric 7
0203 MS MS 1 41 cream/light reduced/cream;coarse fabric;coal measures; 

light reduced glaze with cu specks. JY site fabric 8
1004 BO BO1/3 1 46 Hard fired, speckled orange brown glaze, a sandy version 

of Bourne D ware.
1008 MS MS 1 43 Streaked green glaze, coarse sub rounded quartz, possibly 

a Nottingham ware
1008 BO BO2 1 24 yes Unclassified, fragment only, possibly similar to a spiked 

knob or pinnacle crest but without the finger smears (Allin 
1981, fig.16.12 and fig.17.13).

1012 BO BO1/3 2 56 Hard fired, traces of white slip, reduced upper surfaces, 
the other fragment with ‘metallic’ glaze,  ?later medieval.

1013 BO BO 1 9 yes oxid medium sandy fabric;thick brown glaze;crest. JY site 
fabric 4

1014 BO BO3 1 51 Green glaze, abraded.
1015 BO BO1 1 123 yes Unidentifiable crest, abraded, thick green glaze.
1018 BO BO1/3 1 111 Hard fired, semi vitrified, sandy, thick glaze, almost a 

purple ware.
1019 BO BO2 2 27 yes Evidence of unidentifiable crest, light green glaze.
1021 BO BO1/3 1 110 Hard fired, sand, semi vitrified, metallic purple glaze, later 

medieval, trace of mortar under.  Flecks of clay adhering to 
upper surfaces, pinprick stabbing under base..

1023 BO BO3 1 30 Trace of transparent lead glaze, traces of mortar under 
and on edge of tile.

1023 BO BO3 1 46 Abraded, brownish green glaze.
1023 BO BO1/3 1 17 Hard fired, green glaze. 
1038 BO BO1/3 3 138 Hard fired, light green glaze, trace of mortar under one 

fragment
1038 BO BO1/3 1 151 Slip under mottled green glaze, highly fired, trace of mortar 

underneath.
1038 BO BO1/3 1 41 Highly fired, brown glaze, pin prick stabbing under base
1041 BO BO1/3 1 48 Hard fired, dark yellowish green glaze, trace of mortar 

underneath.
1042 BO BO3 1 33 Olive green glaze
1042 BO BO1 1 63 Spots of brown glaze.
1043 BO BO1/3 2 63 Hard fired,  reduced upper surfaces, stabbed under base
1044 LY LY1 1 55 Abraded, thick olive green glaze. 
1044 BO BO3 2 44 1 reduced surfaces, 1 with traces of mortar
1044 BO BO1/3 2 229 Join,  hard fired, olive green glaze,  traces of mortar under, 

abraded.
1044 BO BO1 4 115 Very abraded, traces of brown glaze, 2 join
1044 BO BO1 2 105 Join, spot of glaze, light buff slip/slurry on surfaces, 

calcareous fabric, and some sand.
1046 MS MS 1 154 Fabric & glaze as 1008 above.
1047 BO BO 1 50 Very fine sand, some calcareous inclusions, pos a Bourne 

ware/type
1047 MS MS 1 51 light r/light oxid coarse sandy;finial hole;bright cu 

glaze;looks like Nottingham. Site Fabric 10 JY
1050 LY LY1 1 49 Olive green glaze
1075 BO BO3 2 34 oxid medium-coarse sandy fabric + fe;brown glaze. JY site 

fabric 7
1075 BO BO1 1 18 oxid fine fabric + ca;very similar to Bourne D;spots of 

yellow glaze on white slip. JY site fabric 9
1085 BO BO2 2 131 Join, untrimmed ridge of clay along inner edge of tile, 

some fine stabbing right thought tile, abraded.
1085 BO BO1 1 25 Light buff slip/slurry as 1044. stabbed through tile from 

upper surface
1088 BO BO3 2 78 yes Join, abraded, possibly part of a serpentine crest, (Allin 
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RIDGE TILE
Context Ware Fabric Nos. Grams Crest Comments

1981, fig.17.15), also know at Bourne (Healey 1973).
1089 BO BO 1 21 OX/R/OX;medium sandy;brown-green glaze;bedded on 

sand with high ca content incl oolith. JY site fabric 4
1100 LY LY1 1 25 Light green glaze, traces of mortar under, tile pierced 

through from upper surface
1100 BO BO 1 52 Common calcareous inclusions, and quartz, a Bourne 

variant or pos a South Lincs. Oolitic ware
1100 BO BO1 2 146 Thick olive green glaze, & glaze runs, traces of mortar 

under I fragment, part of tile has sheared off, as 1760.
1126 BO BO 2 125 Abraded, join, orange/brown glaze, orange body, grey 

core, quite hard fired, frequent coarse sub rounded quartz 
+ sandstone & rare ooliths,  a Bourne variant or  possibly 
Nottingham/Lincoln

1130 BO BO 2 22 same tile;OX/R/OX medium sandy + ca;thin 
walled;mortar;reduced glaze;looks like a Baston fabric. JY 
site fabric 2

1131 BO BO2 1 52 OX/R/OX fine-medium sandy;hard fired;thick reduced 
glaze. JY site fabric 3

1133 BO BO2 1 25 yes OX/R/OX;medium sandy;reduced glaze;scar from applied 
crest;stabbed along join line. JY site fabric 1

1213 BO BO1/3 1 313 yes Part of a pyramid or serpentine crest, (Allin 19081, figs. 
16.6, 17.14) , ironstone inclusions, mottled orange/green 
glaze..

1345 BO BO1/3 1 43 Hard fired, dark green metallic glaze, reduced surfaces, 
mortar underneath.

1353 BO BO1 1 53 Under fired, spot s of green glaze and trace of mortar on 
upper surfaces.

1412 LY LY1 1 100 Olive green glaze, trace of mortar underneath.
1412 BO BO1/3 2 254 One tile hard fired, holes pierced through from under side, 

yellow slip under a greenish brown glaze. 
1538 BO BO1 1 9 Oxidised throughout
1538 BO BO 2 96 Very fine sand & calcareous inclusion, oxidised, probably a 

BO1 variant, untrimmed ridge of clay alone edge.
1525 BO BO 1 144 Probably a BO1 variant as 1538, purple brown glaze spots.
1529 LY LY1 7 129 Olive green glazed, holes pierced through from upper 

surface, abrade, all one tile.
1565 BO BO1/3 1 82 Hard fired, very sandy, traces of metallic brown glaze & 

mortar on upper surface 
1565 BO BO3 2 149 One with light golden brown glaze, the other metallic glaze 

spots
1626 BO BO 1 8 yes sharp 'wave' crest;oxid medium sandy fabric;thick olive 

brown glaze. JY site fabric 4
1626 LY LY1 1 11 light OX/R/light OX oolitic fabric;light reduced glaze;low 

fired. JY site fabric 6
1626 MS MS 1 14 light oxid coarse fabric;low fired;reduced glaze;cut edge ? 

JY site fabric 11
1626 BO BO 1 14 OX/R/OX medium sandy + ca;reduced glaze. JY site fabric 

2
1632 BO BO1 1 76 Sparse quartz, highly fired, spots of brown/black glaze 
1638 BO BO1/3 8 683 yes Minimum one tile, hard fired, pricked under base, liquid 

green/brown glaze, white slip roughly applied over a ? 
pyramid or coxcomb crest (Allin 1981, fig.166-16.8) also 
known at the Bourne kilns (Healey 1973).

1638 BO BO1/3 1 58 Very sandy, hard fired, reduced surfaces, metallic blackish 
green glaze splashed over white slip

1679 BO BO1/3 6 266 One tile oxidized/reduced surfaces, highly fired, metallic 
purple glaze.

1679 BO BO3 12 1160 Minimum one tile, common calcareous inclusions, light 
green glaze, traces of mortar underneath, very abraded, 
evidence of post depositional sooting on upper surfaces.

1760 BO BO1 1 57 Olive green glaze, part of tile has sheared off as 1100.
1803 BO BO1 1 51 ?slight sooting on upper surface
1803 BO BO1/3 4 299 1 tile, hard fired, greenish brown glaze
1809 BO BO3 1 27 abraded
1861 BO BO2 1 21 Traces of glaze, common calcareous inclusions, traces of 

mortar underneath.
1865 BO BO2 1 50 Fabric similar to 1861, possibly the same tile, light green 

glaze 
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RIDGE TILE
Context Ware Fabric Nos. Grams Crest Comments
1879 MS MS 2 918 yes Join, pegged looped handle crest (Allin 1981, fig.15.2, 

15.3).  Mottled apple green glaze.
1879 MS MS 1 38 Possibly the same tile as 1879 above, but thick walled.
1879 BO BO1/3 2 134 yes Possibly same tile as 1213 , with ironstone inclusions, with 

part of a pyramid or serpentine crest, (Allin 1981, figs. 
16.6, 17.14) mottled orange/green glaze, hard fired.

1879 BO BO3 6 174 Green glaze, light trace of mortar underneath, one tile.
1879 BO BO3 22 647 yes One tile, prominent white inclusions, green glaze, traces of 

mortar under, part of a serpentine crest, with a sinuous 
profile, similar at Leicester (Allin 1981, fig.17.15, 62).

FLOOR 
TILE
Context Nos. Thickness Glaze 

Colour
Fabric
Colour

Comments

1023 1 24mm Green Buff Bright green glaze, chip only
1353 1 23 Yellow Buff
1353 1 25 Green Buff Abraded
1353 1 25 Purple/Gre

en
Buff Relatively highly fired, reduced.

1173 2 25 Yellow Buff Abraded
1173 1 27 ?Yellow Buff Abraded
1173 5 25 Green Buff Abraded, possibly all one tile,
1173 2 25 Purple/Gre

en
Buff Relatively highly fired, reduced, joins.

1173 5 25 Yellowish/
Green

Buff Relatively highly fired, probably all one tile, stacking 
evidence on upper surface 

1173 1 25 Yellowish/
Green 

Buff

1605 2 26 Pale 
Yellow

Buff Joins, surviving length 160mm, possibly a rectangular tile.

MISC CBM Comments
Context Fabric Nos. Grams
1023 EA - Earthenware 1 39 Roof tile  - possibly late med/post med
1038 EA 1 13 Brick/Tile  -  ?post med
1043 EA 2 37 Tile  - modern
1071 EA 1 84 Tile  - modern
1213 EA 1 51 Brick - modern
1475 EA 1 20 Brick - modern
1492 EA 1 105 Brick  - ?late med/post med
1538 EA 1 13 Brick  -  modern
1565 EA 1 31 Brick - ?late med/post med
1846 EA 1 526 Brick  - ?late med/post med
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Appendix 7: Architectural stone 
by Ruth Shaffrey

Introduction

Fifteen pieces of architectural stone were retained and are at the OA East store in 
Bourn, Cambridgeshire.  The stone was not examined during the course of  the 
assessment, but digital photographs were viewed in order to gain an idea of what 
the assemblage includes. 

Description 

All of the retained stone is architectural in nature and was recovered from post-
medieval garden walls. 

Context SF 
Number

Description Total Weight in kg

1059 53 1 rectangular stone, worked on all sides, white/grey in colour 15
1213 54 1 large piece of orange/brown architectural stone. Fits together with SF 55 30
1234 56 1 piece rectangular yellow stone with line carved across it. 8
1234 57 3 pieces decorative fleur-de-lys, yellow/grey 8.11
1234 58 4 pieces 12.12
1234 73 1 piece curved stone, yellow/grey 5
1234 83 8 pieces of curved decorative stone, yellow/grey in colour 47.68
1234 89 1 curved piece, yellow 13.5
1234 92 1 piece irregular shape, white Not weighed
1254 94 1 small rectangular piece with shaped end, yellow/grey 4.5
1405 122 1 piece of  L-shape stone, white 37.5
1405 123 2 pieces of rectangular stone, worked on all sides, yellow 8.5
1646 124 1 large rectangular piece, yellow stone with shell Not weighed
1713 128 1 rectangular piece with circular post setting? 7.5
9999 55 Large piece of orange/brown architectural stone. Fits together with SF 54 24

The local geology by Steve Critchley

Rocks belonging to the Lower Jurassic Lias Group, Marlstone Rock Formation of 
Upper Pliensbachian to Lower Toarcian age, underlie the whole excavation area.
The Marlstone Rock, generally between 1m and 5m in thickness, is a relatively 
resistant bed within the Lias, a series normally dominated in the East Midlands by 
mudstones,  siltstones  and  clays.  Its  outcrop  within  this  area  will  have  proved 
attractive to settlement and a ready source of building stone of variable quality. 
The lithology is one of orange brown sandy, shelly, ferruginous; ooidal limestones 
with  thin  beds  of  ferruginous  sandstones  and  mudstones  and  is  highly 
fossiliferous  dominated  by bivalve,  ammonite  and  belemnite  species.  It  has  a 
distinctive deep orange brown to rusty colour at outcrop due to the weathering of 
its constituent iron minerals such as berthierine (a chlorite group mineral) and the 
sideritic (iron carbonate) cement.

A number of good exposures of these sediments were available for examination 
within  the  excavation  area  supplemented  by  several  temporary  exposures 
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observed  elsewhere  within  the  construction  site.  The  beds  were  generally flat 
bedded with little variability, but have been affected in some areas by periglacial 
processes such as incipient ice wedge formation.

The Marlstone Rock is also a minor aquifer of local importance for shallow wells 
and with frequent springs at its junction with the mudstones and siltstones of the 
underlying Dryham and Charmouth Mudstones Formations.

Lithology of the building stones by Steve Critchley

The majority of the building material was derived locally from the Marlstone Rock 
Formation  by  selectively  quarrying  the  more  competent  beds  of  ferruginous 
limestone and sandstones. Quality dimension stones made from a pale cream 
fine-grained oolitic limestone is likely to have been imported from quarries in the 
Lincolnshire  Limestones  perhaps  from  as  far  afield  as  Ancaster,  Lincoln  or 
Stamford. 

Some quartz arenite cobbles derived from the nearby glacial tills or fluvial deposits 
containing material eroded from the tills were seen in some areas of cobbling and 
general hard standing. Roofing material noted amongst contemporary demolition 
debris was similar to material from the Collyweston Slate quarries to the west of 
Stamford and also a number of true slates from the Charnwood Forest quarries in 
Leicestershire working the Swithland Slates.

Recommendations by Ruth Shaffrey

The main contribution that analysis of the architectural stone is likely to make to 
the site is in the determination of its provenance - it is likely to have come either 
from the manor house or possibly from a nearby church. If it can be determined 
that the stone is from a domestic source, it should help our understanding of the 
design of the house and likely wealth of its owners. 
A catalogue of the stone should be made for archive. Any published report should 
include a discussion on the likely origin and lithology of the architectural stones.
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Appendix 8: Miscellaneous Finds

Slag

A small assemblage of slag (0.537 kg)was recovered from a variety of contexts. 
The collation of an archive report and short summary only is required due to the 
small size of the assemblage, which has limited potential for further study.

Context Trench Period Weight in kg

201 2 0.012

1044 4 0.015

1041 4 0.180

1345 3 0.224

1375 3 0.077

1565 2 0.029

Shell  

A small (1.482 kg) assemblage of shell (mostly oyster) was recovered from 35 
medieval and post-medieval contexts.

The collation of an archive report and short summary only is required due to the 
small size and fairly poor condition of the assemblage, which has limited potential 
for further study.

Tobacco pipe 

A small assemblage of clay tobacco pipes was found (0.164 kg). A brief archive 
catalogue and summary of any datable bowl fragments and production source, is 
recommended for this material.

Context Trench Period Weight in kg
203 2 0.006

1000 Modern 0.020
1016 3 0.054
1023 Modern 0.018
1048 18th century 0.006
1069 unstrat 0.044
1131 unstrat 0.004
1524 unstrat 0.010
1559 3 0.002
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Miscellaneous building materials 

This category includes; fired clay,  slate,  mortar, plaster and shale. A catalogue 
description and summary is recommended for this material.  In addition a basic 
fabric description and identification of any fired clay thought to be structural  or 
hearth related will be undertaken for the archive and the stone types and possible 
quarry sources of the slate should be identified. A summary should be included in 
the full report. 

Context Trench Material  Weight in kg Comments

139 1 Fired Clay 0.002

201 2 Fired Clay 0.004

303 3 Fired Clay 0.013

1041 Fired Clay 0.003

1044 Fired Clay 0.003

1088 Fired Clay 0.009

1200 Fired Clay 0.003

1209 Fired Clay 0.010

1475 Fired Clay 0.006

1743 Fired Clay 0.001 Sample 78

1014 Slate       0.504

1027 Slate         0.123 With mortar

1039 Slate        0.059 With mortar

1041 Slate        0.008

1050 Slate        0.003

1129 Slate        0.004 With mortar

1184 Slate        0.013

1213 Slate        0.003

1524 Slate        0.293 With mortar

1538 Slate        0.004 With mortar

1538 Slate        0.007

15593 Slate        0.032

1561 Roof slate 0.237 With mortar

1800 Roof slate 0.654 With mortar

1809 Roof slate 0.004

1844 Roof slate 0.026

1865 Roof slate 0.006 With mortar

1011 Mortar     0.016

1071 Mortar      0.014

1111 Mortar      0.001

2012 Mortar         0.657

Context Trench Material  Weight in kg Comments

2032 Mortar       0.068

3033 Mortar       0.003

1002 Mortar      0.029

1016 Mortar      0.019

1068 Mortar      0.093

1129 Mortar      0.004

1136 Mortar      0.004

1486 Mortar      0.063

1641 Mortar      0.621

1743 Mortar       0.008 Sample 78

1766 Mortar        0.099

1800 Mortar       0.023

1803 Mortar        0.012

1075 Plaster         0.072 

1209 Plaster         0.019 

1229 Plaster        0.072 

1353 Plaster        0.020 

1470 Plaster       0.049 

1470 Plaster       0.119 

1479 Plaster       0.572 sf 121

1492 Plaster      0.587 

1565 Plaster      0.291 

1601 Plaster     0.209 sample 92

1636 Plaster     0.162 

1760 Plaster     0.107 

1844 Plaster     0.020 

1016 Shale       0.018

1079 Shale       0.001

1200 Shale        0.004 

1626 Shale        0.005 
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Appendix 9: Animal Bone
by Chris Faine

Introduction

Faunal remains were recovered from contexts dating from the early medieval to 
post medieval periods.

The assemblage  

Recovery:  All  bones  forming  the  basis  of  this  assessment  were  collected  by 
hand. Faunal material from environmental samples is not included in this report. 

Context:   Faunal  remains  were  recovered  from  a  variety  of  context  types 
including pits and occupation/disuse layers. 

Preservation: In general the assemblage is well preserved albeit fragmented. 

Storage and quantity:  The bones are stored in three cardboard boxes of the 
following size: 52x26.5x16.5cm. The total  weight of  the hand-collected bone is 
18kg.  The assemblage is stored at the OA East offices, Bar Hill, Cambridge. 

Assessment

Methods:   The  entire  assemblage  was  scanned,  with  numbers  of  countable 
bones (identified to  species),  ageable mandibles and measurable bones being 
noted (see tables 1-3). The counting system was based on the system, suggested 
by Davis (1992) and Albarella and Davis (1994). 

Variety:  The species distribution is extremely varied, with cattle and pigs being 
the most prevalent domestic mammals, along with smaller amounts of sheep/goat 
remains.  Pig  remains  from context  1079 shows  evidence  of  pathology.  Horse 
remains are present in context 1203.  Dog remains are also present (with a single 
burial of an extremely large individual being present in context 1743). A single cat 
mandible was also recovered from  1435.    Of particular interest are two small 
deposits  (1064/1071)  consisting  entirely  of  small  mammal  and  bird  remains. 
These include domestic species such as fowl, bantam, goose and duck, and wild 
taxa such as rabbit, partridge, pigeon and lapwing, along with a single butchered 
fish vertebra.  

Quantity: Aside from the dog inhumation, this is an extremely small assemblage, 
with  therefore  small  samples  for  each  period.  It  may be  possible  however  to 
compare the species distribution between the periods.
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Potential/Recommendations 

This  is  a  small  assemblage  with  limited  potential  for  comparison  with  other 
contemporary sites. The small bones from the samples should be included in the 
analysis  for  full  report.  An  archive  report  should  be  produced  to  include 
quantification,  metrical data and a phase discussion. 
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Cotton, Northamptonshire. London: English Heritage AML Report 17/94.
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Countable bones

Cattle Sheep/Goat Pig Other Bird Fish Total

19 9 13 46 18 1 106

Table 1: Numbers of “countable” bones (after Davis, 1992 and Albarella and Davis, 1994). 

Ageable mandibles

Cattle Sheep/Goat Pig Total

2 2 1 5

Table 2: Numbers of ageable mandibles

Measurements

Cattle Sheep/Goat Pig Others Bird Total

9 4 6 21 8 48

Table 3: Number of measurable bones 
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Appendix 10: The Environmental samples
by Rachel Fosberry

Introduction and Methods
A total of one hundred and seven samples were taken from the site. The samples 
were taken from medieval features such as pits, postholes  and features such as 
ovens and beam slots associated with medieval buildings. Sample types include 
bulk samples for flotation and nine spot samples for phosphate analysis.

Ten litres of each bulk sample were processed by tank flotation for the recovery of 
charred plant remains, dating evidence and any other artefactual evidence that 
might be present. The flot was collected in a 0.5mm nylon mesh and the residue 
was washed through a 1mm sieve. Both flot and residue were allowed to air dry. 
The residues were scanned by eye and the presence of artefacts noted. Any finds 
were picked out  and reintegrated  with  the  hand-excavated finds.  The flot  was 
examined under a binocular microscope at x16 magnification.

Results

Plant  remains: Preservation  is  predominantly by charring and a few samples 
contain  plant  remains  preserved  by mineralisation.  Charred  plant  remains  are 
abundant and include cereal grains (predominantly wheat (Triticum sp) and barley 
(Hordeum sp.),  cereal  chaff,  legumes  and  seeds  of  several  species  of  weed 
plants.  Charcoal  occurs  in  varying  quantities  in  the  majority  of  the  samples. 
Twenty five samples contained viable assemblages of charred plant remains and 
these have been assessed by Val Fryer (appendix 11).

Organic  remains: Eggshell,  mussel  shell  and  oyster  shell  occur  in  13  of  the 
samples. Forty-nine samples contain small bones in either the flots or residues or 
both. These have been integrated with the faunal remains.

Other artefacts: The majority of the samples contain varying quantities and types 
of building material including mortar, plaster, slate and daub/fired clay.
Seventeen samples contain metal artefacts of either copper alloy or iron including 
several nails, a knife blade and dress pins. Eight samples contain fragments of 
glass including window glass. Pottery fragments occur in thirteen of the samples. 
All of the finds have been integrated with the hand excavated assemblages.
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Appendix 11 : The charred plant macrofossils and other remains. 
by Val Fryer

Introduction and Method statement

Excavations  on  Wymondham  Main  Street,  revealed  features  of  predominantly 
medieval date including pits, ditches, layers, a hearth and structural features. A 
total of one hundred and seven samples for the retrieval of the plant macrofossil 
assemblages were taken from across the excavated area. An initial evaluation of 
the  recovered  assemblages,  undertaken  by  OA East,  highlighted  twenty  five 
containing a sufficient density of material for assessment, and these are reported 
on below.

The samples were bulk floated by CAM ARC and the flots were collected in a 500 
micron mesh sieve. The dried flots were scanned under a binocular microscope at 
magnifications up to x 16 and the plant macrofossils and other remains noted are 
listed on Tables 1 – 3. Nomenclature within the tables follows Stace (1997). With 
the exception of very rare mineral replaced remains (denoted in the tables by a 
lower case ‘m’) all plant macrofossils were charred. Modern roots were present 
within most assemblages.

Results

Cereal  grains/chaff  and  seeds  of  common  weeds  and  wetland  plants  were 
recorded at varying densities within all twenty five assemblages. Preservation was 
mostly poor to moderate, with a high density of the grains and seeds being puffed 
and distorted, probably as a result of combustion at very high temperatures.

Oat (Avena sp.), barley (Hordeum sp.), rye (Secale cereale) and wheat (Triticum 
sp.) grains were recorded, with wheat occurring most frequently. Chaff was rare, 
although occasional bread wheat (T. aestivum/compactum) type rachis nodes with 
crescentic  glume inserts  were  recorded  within  six  assemblages.  A single  rivet 
wheat  (T.  turgidum)  type  rachis  node  with  rounded  glume bases  was present 
within the assemblage from sample 89 (beam slot 15511]). Barley/rye type rachis 
nodes were also common within this latter sample and in the assemblage from 
sample 88 (beam slot 1549). Remains of other food plants were generally scarce. 
However, cotyledon fragments of indeterminate large pulses were recorded from 
six samples and single rounded pea (Pisum sativum) type seeds were noted in 
samples 76, 85 and 94. Single mineral replaced seeds/fruit stones of apple/pear 
(Malus/Pyrus sp.) type and bullace/damson/sloe (Prunus sp.) type were recovered 
from samples 104 and 102 respectively. 
Weed seeds were relatively uncommon, although specimens were recorded within 
all  but one assemblage. Most were of  common segetal  and grassland species 
including  stinking  mayweed  (Anthemis  cotula),  brome  (Bromus sp.),  small 
legumes (Fabaceae),  grasses (Poaceae)  and dock (Rumex sp.).  Single  sedge 
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(Carex sp.) and spike-rush (Eleocharis sp.) nutlets were recorded from samples 
66 (layer 1655) and 71 (layer 1660), and sample 89, from the fill  of beam slot 
1551 contained a fragment of hazel (Corylus avellana) nutshell. Charcoal/charred 
wood  fragments  were  present  throughout,  but  other  plant  remains  were 
exceedingly scarce.

Animal  macrofossils  were  noted  within  all  but  four  of  the  assemblages.  Most, 
including  the  bone  and  fish  bone  fragments,  eggshell,  and  pieces  of  marine 
mollusc shell,  were almost certainly derived from dietary refuse. Other remains 
included a number of  small  mammal  or  amphibian  bones and possible  faecal 
concretions.

Fragments  of  black  porous  and  tarry  material,  most  of  which  were  possible 
residues of the combustion of organic remains (including cereal grains) at very 
high temperatures, were present throughout, often at a high density. Mineralised 
soil concretions occurred at a high density within most of the ditch assemblages. 
Other remains occurred less frequently, but did included small pellets of burnt or 
fired clay, small pieces of coal and globules of vitrified material (possibly a fuel ash 
slag).

Discussion

Material from the layers (Table 1)

Seven samples are from layers of burnt material, five of which (samples 66, 68, 
71, 75 and 77) were associated with hearths situated within the north eastern 
quadrant of the excavated area. Samples 68, 71 and 75 (from layers 1657, 1660 
and  1727  respectively)  contain  high  densities  of  cereal  grains  (predominantly 
wheat) as well as large pulse seeds and a limited range of segetal weed seeds. It 
would appear most likely that these assemblages are derived from either domestic 
hearth  deposits,  where  materials  were  accidentally  charred  during  culinary 
preparation, or from the burning of storage waste or cereal cleaning waste. The 
low density of chaff within these assemblages almost certainly indicates that the 
cereal requirements of the local population were met by imported batches of semi-
cleaned grain, but these would still have contained some persistent weed seeds, 
which would have been hand picked from the cereal prior to consumption. Similar 
material appears within the other layer assemblages, but at lower density, possibly 
more consistent with scattered refuse. It is perhaps of note that samples 66 and 
71 contain the only charred wetland plant remains recorded from the excavation. 
Given the contexts, these may well be derived from burnt flooring materials.

Material from the ditches, pits and gullies (Table 2)

The three ditch assemblages from features 1246, 1457 and 1823 (samples 30, 43 
and 96 respectively) contain low to moderate densities of grain, chaff, weed seeds 
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and charcoal, much of which is probably derived from scattered refuse which was 
accidentally incorporated within the ditch fills.

The composition of  the five pit  assemblages (from features 1704, 1812, 1818, 
1832 and 1866) is broadly similar to those from the ditch fills, that is containing a 
low density of probable scattered or wind-blown detritus. Although there is little or 
nothing to indicate whether any of the features were ever used for the primary 
deposition of domestic rubbish or other forms of refuse, sample 103 (pit 1866) 
does contain a moderate density of fish bone. Similar densities of fish bone and 
scales are also present within samples 102 (from the fill  of a gully adjacent to 
sample 103) and 104 (from a gully leading to a latrine pit) and, given the latter 
context and the presence of faecal concretions, these may indicate the presence 
of human ordure within certain of the features.

Material from the structural features (Table 3)

With the exception of charcoal fragments, the four assemblages (samples 84, 85, 
86  and  93)  from a  hearth  (feature  1629)  situated  at  the  eastern  edge of  the 
excavation contain very few charred plant remains. The presence of cereals, large 
pulses, and bone and eggshell fragments within the assemblages may indicate 
that the hearth was used for domestic food preparation, but otherwise, it would 
appear to have been kept  scrupulously clean,  possibly to  minimise the risk of 
accidental fires. 

Three samples (88, 89 and 91) are from beam slots (features 1549, 1551 and 
1578) which appear to have been part of a raised floor of a room within the north 
eastern corner of the excavated area. All three assemblages contain moderate to 
high  densities  of  cereals,  chaff  and  weed  seeds,  possibly  indicating  that  the 
building either served as a store or, given that the remains were charred, was in 
some way involved in the preparation of food. In the latter instance, the chaff and 
weed seeds could be derived from material used as kindling for a fire. Burnt bone 
and eggshell fragments are also present within the assemblages.

A single sample (76) from a posthole (feature 1737) associated with the burnt 
layers and hearths (see above and Table 1), appears to contain material burnt in 
situ.  However,  the  assemblage  contains  insufficient  macrofossils  to  be  clearly 
interpreted. 

Conclusions and recommendations for further work

In summary, the assemblages are mostly very small (<0.1 litres in volume), and 
although  plant  macrofossils  are  present  throughout,  it  is  difficult  to  pinpoint 
specific activities which may have occurred on or near the site. Some remains are 
possibly  derived  from  culinary  waste,  and  it  would  appear  that  the  cereal 
requirements  of  the  occupants  were  being  met  by imported  batches  of  semi-
cleaned grain, a proportion of which was probably being produced on fertile clay 
soils. Other food remains are present, but at a surprisingly low density for a site of 
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this  date.  Very  few  of  the  assemblages  contain  sufficient  material  for 
quantification. Any published report should include a short summary of the results.

Reference

Stace, C., 1997 New Flora of the British Isles. Second edition. Cambridge University Press

Table 1: Environmental material from the layers
Sample No. 23 66 68 71 75 77 81
Context No. 1162 1655 1657 1660 1727 1734 1742
Cereals and other food plants
Avena sp. (grains) x xcf x xx x x
Large Fabaceae indet. xcotyfg xcotyfg xcotyfg
Hordeum sp. (grains) x x xcf x
Triticum sp. (grains) xcf xxx xxxx xcf x
T. aestivum/compactum type (rachis nodes) x x
Cereal indet. (grains) xx x xxx xxx xxx x x
    (basal rachis node) x
    (detached embryos) x
Herbs
Anthemis cotula L. x x x x
Asteraceae indet, x
Atriplex sp. x x
Chenopodium album L. x
Chenopodiaceae indet. x xx
Fabaceae indet. x x x x x
Fallopia convolvulus (L.)A.Love x
Galium aparine L. x
Medicago/Trifolium/Lotus sp. x xcf
Plantago lanceolata L. x x
P. major L. x
Small Poaceae indet. xx x x x
Large Poaceae indet. x
Polygonum aviculare L. x
Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus x
Rumex sp. xcf x
Vicia/Lathyrus sp. x
Wetland plants
Carex sp. xcf x
Eleocharis sp. x
Other plant macrofossils
Charcoal <2mm xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xx xx xxx
Charcoal >2mm xx xxxx xxx xx x
Charcoal >5mm xx
Charred root/stem x
Indet.culm frags. x
Indet.fruit/fruitstone frag. x
Indet.seeds x x x
Animal macrofossils
Bone x x x x
Eggshell x x x x
Fish bone xx
Marine mollusc shell frags. x
Small mammal/amphibian bones x
Other remains
Black porous 'cokey' material x x xxx xxx xx
Black tarry material x xx x x
Burnt/fired clay x x x
Daub xcf
Ferrous globules x
Mineralised soil concretions xxx xxxx
Small coal frags. xx xx x x
Vitrified material x
Sample volume (litres) 20 10 2 10 10 10 18
Volume of flot (litres) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <0.1
% flot sorted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Table 2: Environmental material from the ditches, pits and gullies
Sample No. 30 43 96 74 94 95 99 103 102 104
Context No. 1245 1455 1819 1731 1818 1812 1827 1865 1861 1874
Feature No. 1246 1457 1823 1704 1818 1812 1832 1866 1862 1875
Feature type Ditch Ditch Ditch Pit Pit Pit Pit Pit Gully Gully
Cereals and other food plants
Avena sp. (grains) x x x xcf x x
Hordeum sp. (grains) x xcf xcf x x x x x
Malus/Pyrus sp. xm
Pisum sativum L. xcf
Prunus sp. xm
Secale cereale L. (grains) xcf
Triticum sp. (grains) x x xx x x xx x x
    (rachis node frag.) x
T. aestivum/compactum type (rachis nodes) x
Cereal indet. (grains) x x x x x x xx x x
    (detached embryos) x
Herbs
Anthemis cotula L. x
Bromus sp. x xcf
Fabaceae indet. xcf x xcf x
Galium aparine L. x
Lithopsermum arvense L. xcfm
Medicago/Trifolium/Lotus sp. xcf
Small Poaceae indet. x x
Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus xcf
Sinapis sp. xcf
Thlaspi arvense L. x
Other plant macrofossils
Charcoal <2mm xxx xx x xx xxxx xxx x xxx xxx xxx
Charcoal >2mm xx x x xxx x x x xx x
Charcoal >5mm x
Charred root/stem x x
Indet.seeds x
Animal macrofossils
Bone x x    xb x    xb x xx   xb xx
Eggshell xb x x
Faecal concretions x xcf
Fish bone x x xx    xb xx xx
Small mammal/amphibian bones x x x xx xxx xx
Other remains
Black porous 'cokey' material xx x xxx xx x xxx x x xx
Black tarry material xx x x x
Burnt/fired clay x x
Mortar/plaster x x
Mineralised soil concretions xxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Small coal frags. x xxx xxx x x xx
Vitrified material x
Sample volume (litres) 10 10 20 20 30 20 20 20 20 20
Volume of flot (litres) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <0.1
% flot sorted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 3: Environmental materials from the structural features
Sample No. 76 84 85 86 93 88 89 91
Context No. 1736 1628 1780 1781 1814 1548 1550 1777
Feature No. 1737 1629 1629 1629 1629 1549 1551 1578
Feature type ph Hearth Hearth Hearth Hearth B.slot B.slot B.slot
Cereals and other food plants
Avena sp. (grains) x x x
Large Fabaceae indet. xcotyfg xcotyfg xcotyfg
Hordeum sp. (grains) x xcf x x x
    (rachis node) x x
Hordeum/Secale cereale type (rachis node) xx xxx x
Pisum sativum L. xcf xcf
Secale cereale L. (grains) x x x
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Sample No. 76 84 85 86 93 88 89 91
Context No. 1736 1628 1780 1781 1814 1548 1550 1777
Feature No. 1737 1629 1629 1629 1629 1549 1551 1578
Feature type ph Hearth Hearth Hearth Hearth B.slot B.slot B.slot
Cereals and other food plants
    (rachis node) xcf x
Triticum sp. (grains) xx xx xx
    (rachis internode frag.) x x x
T. aestivum/compactum type (rachis nodes) x xx x
T. turgidum type (rachis node) x
Cereal indet. (grains) x x x xx xx xx
    (basal rachis node) x x
    (detached embryos) x x
    (awn frags.) x
Herbs
Anthemis cotula L. x x x
Asteraceae indet, x
Atriplex sp. x x x x
Brassicaceae indet. x x
Centaurea cyanus L. x x
Chenopodium album L. x
Chrysanthemum segetum L. x
Fabaceae indet. xx x x
Fallopia convolvulus (L.)A.Love xtf
L. officinale L. x
Medicago/Trifolium/Lotus sp. xcf
Small Poaceae indet. xx x x x
Large Poaceae indet. x x x x
Polygonum aviculare L. x x
Rumex sp. x x x
Solanum sp. xcf
Vicia/Lathyrus sp. x x
Tree/shrub macrofossils
Corylus avellana L. x
Other plant macrofossils
Charcoal <2mm xxx xxxx xxxx xx xxx xxx xx xx
Charcoal >2mm x xx xx x x xx xx
Charred root/stem xx x x x x x
Indet.culm frags. x
Indet.seeds x x x
Animal macrofossils
Bone x x xb x    xb
Eggshell x x x x xb x
Fish bone x
Marine mollusc shell frags. x
Small mammal/amphibian bones x x x x
Other remains
Black porous 'cokey' material x xxx xx xxx xx xx x
Black tarry material x x xxx
Burnt/fired clay x x
Glass xcf
Mortar/plaster x
Mineralised soil concretions xxxx
Small coal frags. x xxx x xx x
Sample volume (litres) 10 35 20 10 10 10 10 10
Volume of flot (litres) <0.1 0.3 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1
% flot sorted 100% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Key to Tables

x = 1–10 specimens; xx = 10–50 specimens; xxx = 50–100 specimens; xxxx = 100+ specimens. 
cf = compare    coty = cotyledon    fg = fragment    m = mineral replaced    b = burnt   
tf = testa fragment    ph = posthole    B.slot = beam slot
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Appendix 12: Phoshate Analysis
by Paul Middleton

Introduction

Nine samples were presented for analysis from a variety of contexts.  No control 
sample was available to establish expected background levels of phosphate.

The bulk samples were air dried, ground and sieved to 2mm mesh and processed 
under laboratory conditions.  The prepared and weighed samples were treated to 
assess  total  phosphate  levels,  using  a  hydrochloric  acid  digestion  method, 
adapted  from  Dick  and  Tabatabai  (1977).   The  phosphate  content  of  the 
processed samples was established colorimetrically by the standard moybdenum 
blue method, described by Murphy and Riley (1962) and quantified by reference 
to a standard curve.
All phosphate levels are expressed in terms of mg. phosphorus per 100 g. soil.

Results

The results are presented in the table below.

These  results  are  uniformly  high,  although  to  what  extent  they  represent 
enhanced levels compared to the expected background levels is impossible to 
judge in the absence of control samples.  

Particularly noteworthy, however, are the results above 200mg. P.  The highest 
level (P value: 248) is associated with the green silty fill of Context 1331 and there 
must be a high probability that this is cess.  By contrast, the presumed “cessy 
layer” of Context 1138 yielded a phosphorus value of 132.  This value does not 
seem high enough to be a specific deposit, although would be entirely consistent 
with domestic material accumulated on a floor surface cf. Context 1529 (P value: 
160).
Context  1209  (P  value:  200)  would  be  surprisingly  high  for  normal  domestic 
accommodation  and  may  hint  at  some  particular  activity  or  even  an  animal 
presence.
The phosphate samples

Sample No. Context 
No.

Cut No. Feature type Phosphate
Mg.P per 100 g. soil

Context details

17 1083 surface 208 Silt layer over external surface
20 1138 1139 layer 132 Cessy layer
24 1162 layer 128 Silty layer overlying stone
27 1209 layer 200 Primary layer in Room 1189-1203
35 1331 1330 pit 248 Green silty fill
50 1574 layer 114 Burnt deposit
52 1626 layer 224 Layer associated with mortar
54 1623 1624 unknown 196 Fill or layer?
58 1529 layer 160 Room surface/floor
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Appendix 13: Archaeomagnetic analysis 
by GeoQuest Associates and MOLAS

Summary

A total of 42 samples of burnt shelly sandstone were removed from Contexts 1471, 1625 
and 1629 by MOLAS for the purpose of archaeomagnetic analysis and dating on the 11th 
and 12th of July 2007.
Specimens were oriented in situ using the button method, combined with spirit levels and 
a north-seeking gyro compass. Demagnetisation tests showed that the magnetisation in 
the material is stable. All samples from Context 1471 were obtained from a single slab 
and the archaeomagnetic results indicate that the block is not in situ, having rotated 
significantly during burial. As a result, it has not been possible to date this context.. The 
mean archaeomagnetic vector in the remaining 2 contexts were compared with the UK 
Master Curve to suggest that last firing dates are as follows: 1520-1 600 A.D. (Context 
1625) and 1455 - 1495 A.D. (Context 1629). 

Analytical methods

Sampling via button method with orientation by north-seeking gyro compass.
Archaeomagnetic remanence measured using a Molspin fluxgate spinner magnetometer 
and stability assessed using stepwise, alternating field demagnetisation. Secondary 
components of magnetisation removed by partial demagnetisation. Mean of selected 
vectors computed (with unit weights) and corrected to Meriden. Comparison then made 
to the UK Master Curve to obtain a last-firing date. Further details of technical methods 
are given below.

Site description

Open area excavation  has revealed the footings of a medieval/post medieval manor 
house (pre 1800). The footings are constructed from local sandstone, rich in fossilised 
sea shells. Three areas of burning suitable for archaeomagnetic sampling have been 
excavated. Sampling was undertaken by staff from the Geomatics Unit of MOLAS.

Results

Context 1471 Small burnt sandstone slab
FEATURE TYPE: Slab in foundation

Feature 1471 consisted of a single burnt sandstone slab in a foundation. The slab has 
become cracked, possibly due to the heat but the fragments did not appear to have 
shifted position prior to sampling 
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Sample J D I A.F. D I

1 0.83 206.0 69.8 2.5 270.9 85.2

2 1.05 51.6 73.8 2.5 56.3 81 .7

3 1.06 327.4 75.9 2.5 294.8 65.3

4 0.65 304.5 79.4 2.5 302.8 59.8

5 0.76 206.9 74.0 2.5 308.5 81.7

6 1.19 251.8 78.9 2.5 278.8 73.3

7 2.911 264.8 70.2 2.5 257.4 75.9

8 0.93 280.0 55.2 2.5 270.7 56.1

9 1.02 251.3 66.6 2.5 237.2 81.5

10 1.05 287.7 70.1 2.5 268.6 67.7

11 0.82 284.2 58.3 2.5 289.4 59.7

12 1.02 255.8 70.1 2.5 269.2 78.1

MEAN                  K=38.4                 AIpha95=7.1              c.s.e.=3.8 282.4 74.0

MERIDEN

D=declination, I=inclination, J=intensity in units of mAm-1x10-3. A.F.=peak alternating demagnetising field in 
milliTesla. K=precision parameter, c.s.e.=circular standard error, alpha95=semi-angle of the 95% cone of 
confidence.
Estimated date range for last firing: Not dateable, due to post-firing rotation

CONTEXT: 1625. Fireplace. Sandstone 
FEATURE TYPE: Front of upper course
Feature 1625 consisted of a filled in fireplace, constructed of local sandstone. The back 
of the fireplace remained in situ and had become reddened due to the heat. Samples 
were taken along the front edge of the upper surviving course of the feature. 

Sample J D I A.F. D I

1     1.32 343.1 63.3  2.5 336.0 59.7

2     7.48 1.5 57.7 2.5 2.2 59.6

3   24.73 12.5  57.8 2.5 12.2 58.4

4 1788.79 20.1 68.9 2.5 19.7 69.2 

5 1080.20 42.6 73.7 2.5 44.4 73.6

7 1954.16 358.2 73.8 2.5 8.5 74.6

8    74.83 6.0 73.0 2.5 8.8 72.7

9 215.02 12.6 76.0 2.5 9.7 75.4

10    0.78 51.1 70.2 2.5 47.9 76.0

12    1.03 319.8 81.1 2.5 287.3 83.5

13    1.40 336.0 71.4  2.5 340.2 73.2

15   18.03  3.4 70.1  2.5  2.6 68.6

MEAN K=66.2 AIpa95=5.7 c.s.e.=3.0 7.4 70.3

MERIDEN 7.4 70.0

D=declination, I=inclination, J=intensity in units of mAm-1x10-3. A.F.=peak alternating demagnetising field in 
milliTesla. K=precision parameter, c.s.e.=circular standard error, alpha95=semi-angle of the 95% cone of 
confidence. Samples missing in the table were too smashed after cutting for analysis.

Estimated date range for last firing 1520 -1600.
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CONTEXT: 1629. Sandstone slabs
FEATURE TYPE: Floor hearth

Feature 1629 was a large floor hearth, very rectangular in shape (possibly due to later 
truncation). The feature was covered in ash which revealed large sandstone slabs when 
removed. The central and eastern part of the hearth was heavily burnt and the samples 
were obtained from this area.

Sample J D I A.F. D I

1 1614.02 4.6 62.3 2.5 3.7 61.4

5 1030.91 12.5 67.4 2.5 15.5 68.2

7 85.03  30.1 73.8 2.5 32.4 73.1

8 381.81 9.5 69.2 2.5 5.8 70.9

9 1910.72 33.8 61.3 2.5 37.8 62.8

10 2084.08 16.8 66.0 2.5 18.5 64.9

11 5994.89 2.5 57.7 2.5 2.5 59.5

12 0.83       44.7 81.7 2.5 42.7 67.0

15 940.36 10.0 50.5 2.5 11.1 50.3

MEAN K=74.7 Alpha95=6.0 c.s.e.=3.1 17.7 64.9

MERIDEN 17.4 64.5

D=declination, I=inclination, J=intensity in units of mAm-1x1O-3, A.F.=peak alternating demagnetising field 
in milliTesla. K=precision parameter, c.s.e.ccircular standard error, alpha95=semi-angle of the 95% cone of 
confidence. Samples missing in the table were too small after cutting for analysis.

The original date returned for this feature (1060 -1190) is problematic due to the 
presence of a 15th  or 16th century pot sealed beneath the slab.  Mark Noel (GeoQuest) 
concluded that; 
Had the  slab  been fired,  then lifted  and replaced with  a  circa 10  degrees clockwise 
rotation  (as  viewed  from  above),  then  the  archaeomagnetic  vector  will  inadvertently 
coincide with the earlier limb of the medieval part of the Master Curve. If we correct for 
this post-firing rotation, then the effect is to place the mean archaeomagnetic vector on 
the later limb of the curve, resulting in a central date of 1475 (with similar error margins 
as before). 

Estimated date range for last firing (after correction: 1410 – 1540).

Principles of magnetic dating

Magnetic dating is based on comparing the remanent magnetisation in an archaeological 
structure with a calibrated reference curve for the geomagnetic secular variation. Two 
distinct methods have evolved. The intensity technique relies on obtaining estimates of 
the past strength of  the Earth's magnetic field  while  directional  magnetic dating uses 
archaeomagnetic measurements to derive the orientation of the geomagnetic vector in 
antiquity. Intensity dating can only be applied to fired materials which have acquired a 
thermoremanent magnetisation upon cooling from high temperatures (>600C) while the 
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directional method enables the age of a broader range of archaeological materials to be 
determined. For example, sediments and soils may have acquired a dateable 'detrital 
remanence' if magnetic grains had been aligned by the ambient field during deposition. 
The  growth  of  magnetic  minerals  during  diagenesis  or  as  a  result  of  manufacturing 
processes can also give rise to a magnetisation which may enable materials such as 
iron-rich  mortars,  for  example,  to  be  dated.  However  hearths,  kilns  and  other  fired 
structures are the most common features selected for magnetic dating primarily because 
their thermoremanence is generally strong, stable and sufficiently homogeneous that the 
ancient field can be determined with sufficient precision from a small set of specimens. 
An analysis of dated archaeomagnetic directions, largely from fired structures, together 
with  lake sediment  and observatory records has enabled a master  curve for  the  UK 
region to be synthesised for the period 2000 B.C. to the present (Clark, Tarling & Noel, 
1988).
For  directional  magnetic  dating  it  is  essential  to  obtain  specimens  of  undisturbed 
archaeological material whose orientation with respect to a geographic coordinate frame 
is  known.  A number  of  sampling strategies  have  evolved,  enabling specimens to  be 
recovered  from a  range  of  archaeological  materials  with  orientations  being  recorded 
relative to topographic features, the direction of the sun, magnetic or geographic north. 
For  this  feature  the  miniaturised  'button  method'  was  employed  (Clark  et  at,  1988). 
Modern  archaeomagnetic  magnetometers  are  sufficiently  sensitive  that  only  small 
volumes  of  material  (-1  ml)  are  required  for  an  accurate  remanence  measurement 
(Molyneux,  1971).  This  has  the  advantage  of  reducing  the  impact  of  sampling  on 
archaeological features - of particular significance if they are scheduled for conservation 
and display.  For  dating,  all  archaeomagnetic  vectors  are  transposed  to  Meriden,  the 
reference location for the UK Master Curve (NoeI & Batt, 1990).
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Figure 5: Period 2 - M
edieval and Early Post-M

edieval
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